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returns

#
to seal

' Hebron
deal

DAVID MAKOVSKY
and JON IMMANUEL

US SPECIAL Middle East pace
talks envoy Dennis Ross arrives

today in a bid to shepherd feefmal
stages of fee protracted Hebron
talks to a successful conclusion in

fee coming days.
•

Palestinian Authority Qtainnan.
Yasser Arafat has said he hopes
fee agreement w3T be initialled

Wednesday. One US official «ti$l

Washington is heartened by whai
they call Egypt's “siq»part for fee

Palestinians wrapping np fee'

calks*
1* in contrast to past Oppose •,

ti«L
;

•"

W Arafat returned from Cairo

night for talks
J wife Defense

Minister -Yitzhak Mordechai to

finalize Hebron security issues.

The two were to meet at the Erez
Checkpoint beginning at 10:30

pjn.

Earlier in fee day* Israeli and
Palestinian negotiators met m
Jerusalem to draft a protocol feat

will allow fee Jewish settlement

some control over banding in its

area and will limit -fee height of
Arab building in the mnnfirtMfe

vicinity.

Palestinians went but of their
- * way to say nothing had yet been
finalized* and Arafat said in Cairo

tint all issues were still open. But
he has used this as atactic to add
weight to the Palestinians’

demands in fee past PA officials

have privately admitted tins* and

no major changes are expected

between now and signing the final

agreement.
Officials in Jerusalem sharply

- deny reports of unnamed
Palestinian officials suggesting

feat Israel will give dates on all

•aface further pullbacks. One such

.official said that Israel would only

be providing a definite date for fee

.fast pullback.

A US official said last night feat

if .fee past is a guide, an Israeli-

.. Palestinian peace agreement
-would not be complete without a
^ritualistic last nuuutft crips, so

side can convince skeptical

Colleagues feat everything has

.been tried.

- The one issue that IsracliB /aiKf

Palestinians have not found
-

*joant

formula on concerns a Palestinian

- official presence at the Machpela

. Cave. For security reasons, the

previous government demanded

: exclusive control there, fearing

that divided control could only

encourage rather than discourage

incidents. A joint mobile patrol

based at the Cave may resolve fee

difficulty.

; - Arafat is now trying to secure a

'Palestinian presence at fee

. JWidjpcla Cave in detect talks wife .

5rime Minister Rinyasnia
1

'Netanyahu, since it is not to be

fotod-in fee Hebron guidelines of

tile Oslo 2 agreement

: The US official expressed.

. - at their words* “are trying to
*’

itopeo issues which we have

. afr^dydosed-Thishasbeentbeir

- .tactic for years, namely touse fee

expectation of an agreement to

. win last-minutt conoesatooSL”

AUS document speDiug out fee

{Continued onPage 9) ,

Histadrut
to escalate

strike
SARAH HONIG

Histadrut Chairman Amir Peretz (left) and Tirade Union Department head Shlomo Shani talk to reporters yesterday after Shan!
was released from police custody. (As^shaortadSen)

Left, Right MKs may Striking today

abstain in Hebron Ig—... • Post offices

: tTn-.r*r\TTnnP'nPP • Government health services and Kupat Holim Clalit will

.
• vUliJLlVAvIlvv VUlv

. function on emergency schedules
• Social workers

UAT COLLINS • Government offices— • Customs and VAT Authority will be dosed to the public

MKS from both ends of fee “This is the first opportunity to *
J"

003
! . , .

political spectrum are threaten- topple the government, bat on Authority, except for news broadcasts

mg to abstain in today’s no-con- fee other hand fee faction is ^ anc^ Na’amat day care centers

fidence vote' over fee Hebron committed to the. peace process. “Trains

agreement ' The faction will demand that fee * Histadrut

Moledet filed fee motion last Hebron agreement be submitted * Magen David Adorn and the Fire and Rescue services will

wpdfc^ftmar Mfahrar Binyamm to feeKnesset to enableJdKs to operate on a Shabbat schedule •

Netanyahu is scheduled to meet study it tod form an opinion.” Employee bus drivers

UAT COLLINS

MKS from both ends of fee
'political spectrum are fereaten-

fing to abstain in today’s no-con-
fidence vote' over fee Hebron
agreement'

’

Moledet filed fee motion last

wtx^-grime fttiafegw Binyamm
Netanyahu is scheduled to meet
wife -poafitirm MKs before the

vote to persuade them to support
him in the plenum vote.

Meretz leader Yossi Sarid said

his feedon’s MKs will abstain

because, “although Meretz has
no confidence whatsoever in this

government, it cannot join

Moledet in its efforts to torpedo

the redeployment-”
Labor MKs are scheduled to

meet this morning to discuss
how to vote. Yesterday, party
leader Shimon Peres tod faction

chairman Ra’anan Cohen met
and said they would advise the

friction to abstain. -

“This is the first opportunity to

topple the government, bnt on
fee other hand fee faction is

committed to fee . peace process.

The faction will demand that fee

Hebron agreement be submitted
to fee lOtesset to eaableiMKs to
study it tod form an opinion.”

Cohen said.
' MK Dalia Itzik (Labor) said fee
party should vote against fee

government, even over an issue

like the Hebron agreement, if

there is a real chance that it could
bring the government down. She
said Labor would win if new
elections were held and then it

could carry on the peace process.

MK Michael Kleiner (Likud-
Gesher) said he will vote against

the government in the noconfi-
dence motion unless fee prime
minister promises to bring the

Hebron agreement to a vote in

the Knesset.

THE Histadrut plans to escalate hs
concerted campaign of scheduled
selective strikes in different sec-

tors of the economy today, after
throwing the country into chaos
yesterday afternoon with wildcat
strikes said to cause considerable
losses both in financial terras and
in terms of the country’s econom-
ic prestige.

Numerous sectors of the econo-
my are to be effected as of 6 this

morning (see box).

Airports are to be spared today,

after 60 scheduled flights were
disrupted due to yesterday after-

noon’s sudden walkout, hot on fee
heels ofa strike last Thursday (see
story. Page 2). The school system
also will be unaffected today. At 4
pan. the Histadrut top brass will

meet to decide where strike action
will tot tomorrow.

Prime Minister Binyamin
Netanyahu and Finance Minister
Dan Mendm- lasbed out at fee
Histadrut and accused it of spon-
soring a political campaign
against fee government. The
employers urged Netanyahu last

night to seek back-to-work orders
and threatened to withhold deduc-
tions from employees’ wages
which constitute the chief source
of income for fee Histadrut.

The spark which ostensibly led

to fee wildcat action at midday
yesterday was the detention of
Histadrut Trade Union
Department chairman Shlomo
Shani, who bad gone underground
over the weekend after the Tel
Aviv Labor Court ruled him in

contempt- This followed his viola-

tion of an order to limit

Thursday’s strikes in fee ports and
railroads system to three hours.

Yesterday Shani was picked up
by police after he showed up at a
Haifa Chemicals demonstration.
Histadrut Chairman Amir Peretz
immediately ordered employees in

all sectors of the economy to walk
out over what he charged was the
first ever attempt in fee country to

infringe upon the right to strike.

His call was heeded at Ben-Gurion
Airport, where it caused chaos, at

banks, the train system, radio and
TV, several private plants and, for

20 minutes at the close of the busi-

ness day, even in the Tel Aviv
Stock Exchange.

More strike coverage.

Page 2

This came on top of scheduled
strikes by Electric Cooperation

employees, Bezeq and the ports,

where the work stoppage is enter-

ing its second week and causing
particularly great losses.

The wildcat side of the dispute

ended some five hours after it

began, when the Tel Aviv Labor
Court agreed to let Shani go.
Earlier in the day there were
demonstrations in front of fee

Histadrut offices at Tel Aviv’s

Arlozoroff Street, complete with
burning tires and the halting of
traffic on this major artery.

Netanyahu branded the strike

“blatantly political, irresponsible

and utterly without any grounds or
justification.” He added that fee

“country does not belong to fee

Histadrut, contrary to what it may
think. The state is not its private

property.”

Representatives of employers’
(Continued on Page 9)

Homeless man dies from exposure
RAINE MARCUS

AHOMELESS man in his twenties was found dead of exposure yes-

terday in Tel Aviv’s Carmel Market.

The man had refused to go to a hospital for treatment three times

during fee past few days, Magen David Adorn spokesman Shuki

Gutman said.

MPAambulances were called to the market three times to treat the

man in recent days, and were called again yesterday, but it was too

late and he was pronounced dead.

Enjoy a juicy steak, served in

the best american tradition, and get

A KISS AT MIDNIGHT

AND FREE CHAMPAGNE
with a full dinner, in a camaval

atmosphere, music and dance.

Tuesday, December 31, 1996

from 7 pan. Till next year!

http://www.bankhapoalim.co.il

LINK UPWITH THE LEADER

Bank Hapoalim announces the opening of its newest location:

in cyberspace.

Our English-language supersite delivers up-to-date information about

virtually every bank department and service, along with fresh data

about the Israeli economy. It’s a great resource for investors, traders,

businesspeople, tourists, foreign residents, and the entire worldwide

financial community.

So whether you’re thinking of buying a home in Israel, partnering

with an Israeli company, trading in Israeli currency, or investing in

shares on the Tel Aviv Stock Exchange, this is one place in

cyberspace you'll want to visit regularly.

Think of it as your personal on-line information bank.

NEW YORK, NEWYORK
Genuine American style restaurants

HAIFA,m Sd. HanassL Tel 04-8361501

HERZL1YA, 5 Maslcit St.. TeI.09-546496

TEL-AVIV, 30ihn Gabiroi SL, Tdl 03-6951641

•EILAT, MoonValty Hotel, TcL Q7-633638Q
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NEWS

PM, settlers give conflicting

account of meeting

Zo Artzenu calls to indict
j

Peretz for sedition .

ucwbKBWON 1

THREE Hebron
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»id
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*le^on ><* ** me6ng feeUnS^ "*

JSiSe* ttatog help on the edge of the pit Ml
bis tothent respond to him: “Go

,0mL
prime Minister's Office, in contrast, rdeasai a

, nft«r the meeting saying that the delegation,
S£ alsolnclude Yeshivat Shavei Hebron head Moshe

BMwnd Hillel Horowitz, came to “show support for

Netanyahu and to express their concern for the settle-

prime minister made it clear to them ^the IDF is

noVS^Hebron, but only i«iepIoymg. ®d to: the IDF

will remain in the Jewish section offoe atyand will

con^ue to provide security for the city s Jews, tbe staie-

the mating with a difficult feeling/’ Ben-Taryah

said. “Not against tbe man, but against what is happening

said tbe groupdiscussedtteh fcaRwitb

Netanyahi and that he listened and said, “He is ttymg.

Bcn-Taryah quoted Netanyahu as saying be can not do any-

HERB KE1NON

thin* about what the settlement claims arc plans for

released Palestinian prisoners to move into houses the

.Palestinian Authority is renovating directly adjacent to the

Avraham Avion compound. . „
"What good is a Joint patrol on a hill going to do me,

Ben-Thryab asked, “if released murderers are gong to be

living three meters from my window?”
'

Meanwhile, Matefc Ma’amatt, the group that has orga-

nized dozens of protests against the Labor government

and the Oslo agreements over the past four years, said

yesterday it will not currently protest agamst the govem-

“This is our government,” said Ya’acov Novick, head of

March Ma’amatz. “He [Netanyahu] wan* what we want

He is not like [former prime minister Shimon] Peres, wno

^o^^^dSSl^mrtwant to “speculate” when askedif

the decision not to protest, and not to join a call coming

from other right-wing groups for volunteers to goto Hebron

in expectation of the iwJeployment, is based on information

to the signing of the agreement may not take place this

Novick distanced himself from A* ^
Arutz 7, under the headline “Draft nonce: We areretommg

to the struggle for Eretz Yisrael” calling for the wme*

addresses and phone numbers of volunteers willing to take

^^Iwfe^okesnan for the Hebron ^ement,

said one plan the settlement is considering K robrmghu^

dreds of people to Hebron, not to confront te l^bot

rather to provide moral support and add to the sense at

security for the 54 families living m the city.
-.i

“If toe is a signing." Wilder said, /Things here ™
change. It is important for people to comb and stay as long

as they can, to show support to die community.

Meanwhile, two firebombs were thrown near»eit

Hadassah yesterday, and two more firebombs were bwieaai

an IDF patrol on the Halhoul bypass road, as awave or tire-

bombs in the area continues. No injuries or damage were

"^^SOTarate incident, a car belonging to a

Authority official was set alight in Hebron yesterday, about

100 meters from foe Avraham Avinu compound.

—Mvfin&s against Anur Peretz

ST^f/Sgdown much of

"SBgSs
SKJCS.'Sft-

dSwi period [before a striteL

“I not need to expta®y
complaint,” Feiglin wrote, and I

S®
Pr^orofreferm^«

foe state’s attorney who

me and ray

do not come close to those c*

Peretz, who shut down foe oj
country, caused billionsofshekels

SfSge, led to an amomt of

suffering to the majority of citi-

zens in die state to is impossible

to fj
ffTTT

,ntfr ~ and all this without-

anv real reason, only because ofa

power struggle 'and-; ft* political

eo’als."

Feiglin, on trial m JonsilemV

Magistrates court with Shamd
gpHceiL wrote that ifBen-Yair does

not open criminal proceedings

aganSperetz, *1 will bring fob

Smplaint, as an example of foe

rele of law rnider your guidance, to

a. Where foe dunces of Kdf-

llli'

don against me are being heanT

Moledet MK Benny Efim, who

was indicted with Feiglin and

Sackett but whose trial has been

postponed because m foe mean

time be won a Knessetseat audits

accompanying immunity, said he

is “disgusted by foe hypocritical

march of the ‘defenders of foe

law’ who are eoconraging tHeak-

ing the law. contempt ofconn and

organized sedition in bmgiag
down foe government outside of

the KnesseL"

Finance Committee approves

end to women’s tax credit

THE Knesset Finance Committee

approved the elimination of the

half tax-credit for married women
yesterday, but it is still not clear

foe government can get the pro-

posal through the plenum.

The committee also approved

foe 1997 budget yesterday, with

only minor amendments.

The cancellation of die half tax-

credit. which is expected to save

foe government NTS 270 million

next year, was approved 9-8 on a

nearly straight party-line vote.

The vote angered women’s

groups and opposition MKs. "This

is a government that hates

women,” said Rafi Elul (Labor).

And Na’amat, foe women’s

branch of foe Histadmt, repeated

foe exact same statement.

The only coalition MK to vote

againsttbe cut wasMichael Kleiner

(Likud-Gesher), who said that

EVELYN GORDON

while be personally supports can-

celling the credit, he received

orders fromMs party to vote against

it on the grounds to: it would hurt

some lower-income women.
“We’re also bothered by the fact

that they told us there was no

money [for social issues]-- but

there seems to be NTS 1 billion for

all kinds of coalition agreements,”

KJeiner said, adding to this seems

to be foe real reason for the sudden

decision to cancel the tax credit.

The remainder of the coalition

stayed with the government, even

though some were personally

opposed to foe proposal Silvan

Shalom (Likud), who heads foe

coalition in the committee, said las

thought cancellation of the credit

was wrong. However, he said, foe

With deep sorrow we announce the death of our

beloved wife, mother and grandmother

LILLAH KOSKY ? t

on Shabbat, December 28, 1996 (1 8 Tevet)

,;rfWoun^:^iieKi
Husband, Mark Kosky, Netanya

Son and daughter-in-law, David and Danielle

Kosky, London

Daughter and son-in-law, Judy and Paul Shaviv,

Montreal

Daughter and son-in-law, Ruth and David Edel,

Ra'anana

and her many loving grandchildren

Shiva in London.

HYMAN (Hymie) KATZ
has passed away.

The funeral will take place today,

Monday, December 30,

at the Yarkon Cemetery at 12 noon.

Sadly missed by his:

Wife, Betty

Daughters, Sharon and Elaine

Son-in-law, Itzik

Grandchildren, Sian and Alon
Sister, Sonia

Forever in our hearts

Shiva will be held at 63 Rehqv Zahal, Kiron.

government only came up with

this idea to replace some of the

proposals the committee nixed last

week — such as a planned cut in

rViilfl allowances and a planned

hfw- in co-payment for medicines

— anil there is a limit to how often

tbe committee can say no, if it is

serious about reducing the budget

deficit.

Whether this coalition discipline

will hold in the plenum, however,

is still not clear. In addition to

Gesber, women MKs such as

Naomi Blumenfoal (Likud) and

Marina Solodkin (Yisrael

Ba’aiiya) are also threatening to

vote agamst the measure.

The NIS 190b. budget itself,

meanwhile, passed with the sup-

portofall coalition members. 10-7.

Only a few minor changes were

introduced into the budget. One
was that NIS 25m. of the Housing

Ministry’s budget will be specifi-

cally earmarked for the construc-

tion ofrental bousmg; another was
that foe Education Ministry’s bud-

get for assisting dormitory stu-

dents trill continue to have a sub-

category for haredi schools (NIS

49m.), as it has rn past years,

rather than this money being sub-

sumed in the general donnitory

budget.
'

The only change with badgeUuy

implications was the decision to

restore NIS 10m. which had bear

cut from the budget far rent subsi-

dies for families with many chil-

dren, since the religious parties,

which are foe main beneficiaries

of this aid, objected to the cuL The

additional money will apparently

come from the Housing Ministry’s

budgetary reserve.

• “After long months of weak, tbe

state budget has been approved

with only a few changes,” Shalom

said. “This budget is different

from its predecessors, and heralds

a difficult year, a year of [econom-

ic] recovery— in die hope that this

will return the economy to the

path of growth.”

Opposition MKs painted a dif-

ferent picture.

“There is still NIS 2b. that does

not exist in foe budget,” said

Avraham Shohat (Labor), citing

items such as coalition promises to

foe haredhn. “And of course the

‘cut’ [in the budget] is to a large

extent new taxation rather than a

cut.”

Committee chairman Avraham
Ravitz (United Torah Judaism)

said the exact sum that will be

added to the baredim’s budget has

not yet been detamined.

CLARIFICATION

THE report on tbe Jewish Natiraml

Fund in yesterday’s paper referred

solely to the JNF of America.

vv

Morocoo’sltiytddmrt Jphthairiiblog^ (right), looKs on as imTOwwi rTTTTnSS
Hospital exaimnes ldan Varda yesterday. Hafi;who heads a 400-l^ departm^ °f

dfccnssrjoint research and treatment projects. Ben-Ezra, a senior Hadassah opbtiha^k^twhowas born m
to visit. Raii said he was gratified by the large number of Arabs being cared for m the hospital s eye departmeirt andmttie new

Mother and Child Center i^EinlLnsn. They constitute about half the patients at the center, and 30% of those being treated in the

SStd-b eye department. ta^m********

NEWSLINE
PR. AVRAHAM FRIEDMAN

JUDY SIEGEL

Passengers’ nightmare
continues at B-G Airport

HAIM SHAPIRO
Friedman ~is a labor-relations

expert at the Jerusalem Institute

for Israel Studies

Are the current strikes, called

by the Histadrnt over the jaifing

of trade union head Shlomo
Sham, unprecedented?

The labor unrestwe are seeing is

exceptional, different from the

relations between the general

labor federation and governments

in the past. The Netanyahu gov-

ernment views die Histadmt as the

opposition. But the government

should be aware that the Histadrot

is not of one political voice; per-

haps 40 percent to 50% of the

works committees represent the

Likud. And the government also is

making a mistake by presuming

that the labor federation has com-

pletely lost its vitality and cannot

be a partner.

Is the head-to-head conflict

due to the inexperience of gov-

ernment leaders, as wefl as a

loss of self-confidence among
officials of the pared-down
BBstadrnt?

TOURO COLLEGE
mourns the loss of

EUGENE HOLLANDER
visionary founder of

Touro College New York,

philanthropist and generous supporter of Jewish causes

and institutions,

and extends its condolences to his wife

Monica
llmithA mavHa AfthAir

of confidence, which leads to an

out-and-out struggle- With tbe gov-

ernment's unprecedentedly putting

a nninn fraAr in prison for not

showing up ata laborcourtbearing,

foe othersue takesanextremeposi-

tion. Instead, foe government must

find a way to moderate the dispute

and sit down and talk with foe

workers’ representatives.

- How much of a factor is the

Histadrnt’s desire to show who’s

boss in a confrontation with the

new government, alter the labor

federation Itself has become
much smaller in membership
and financial resources?

Under Histadrut chairman Haim
Ramon, the federation did sepa-

rate itself from Kupat Holim
Oalit and Hevrat Haovdim, and

this forced it to become more
active in fighting for workers.

There are now some 500,000
Histadrut members and 200,000

others who pay organization fees;

this is still a large chunk of the

1.25 million salaried workers in

foe economy, but considerably

less than the 90% of all workers
that used to be in tbe Histadrut.

Shani should not have been
served with court orders as an

individual; he represents an orga-

nization. This was an error,

undoubtedly due to government
inexperience. What is needed now
is action by intermediaries -
whether they be academicians,

politicians or others - to create a
breather so that neither side can
claim a victory.

Does the public support the

strike?

I think more of the public sup-

port foe strike than oppose iL If

they were against it, they would
1

continue working. Nothing would
happen to them if they disregard-

ed the Histadnrt’s can.

THE scenes of disorder and
unhappiness which prevailed at

Ben-Gurion Airport on Thursday
were, if anything, intensified yes-
terday as passengers waited anx-
iously for their flights with no
assurance whatsoever that planes
would take off any time in foe near
future.

Some waited stoically, while
others milled about. A few were
reduced to weeping. However,
passengers ware generally quiet,
with no scenes of shouting.

_
The strike, called without warn-

ing at 1130 ajrL, was lifted just as
suddenly at 5 pjn. However, dur-
ing the six-and-a-half hour period,
27 scheduled flights failed to take
off and airport officials said it

would take many hours to absorb
the backlog. They said they would
service and slot planes according
to whezL they had landed.
Airports Authority spokesman

Yechiel Amitai said that foiring
much of foe- time between 11:30

. a.m. and midnight, planes wore
scheduled to take off every five
minutes, leaving tittle time to slot
additional flights in between.
As in Thursday’s strike, arriving

plains were not serviced and foe

strike ended. Thus planes on the
tarmac which were scheduled to
leave could not take off.A few afr-
lines had to cancel flights alto-
gether since foe flight crews, wait-

Third Way threatens to leave coalition

if Jordan Valley land is given to PA
yp thff government decides to cede

to foe Palestinians a 380 dunam

plotin foe Jordan Vkfley callttifoe

Yugoslavian Experimental Farm,

die Third Way way will leave the

government, MK Alex Lubotsky

(Third Wky) warned yesterday.

Lubotdcy made this statement

after he and fellow Third Way
MKs Emanuel ZSssman and

Yehuda Hard went to tire she.

even though it has been declared a

rtowd military zone, and worked

HERB KBNON

Lubotsky said.

“In our map, all the empty areas
where Jews have settled should
stay in our hands,” Ire said,

explaining thatthese areas include
the Jordan Valley and the Judean
Desert
Lubotsky said the three MKs

went to the site yesterday because
of the fear that with “all the atten-

tion on Hebron, there mav be a

deal that will give the Palestinians
rights over [tins] area.”

Lubotsky said that ceding this
land — which Israel maTnt^fn^
belongs to Moshav Masua, but
which the Palestinians say is
theirs according to foe Oslo
accords -.“would cut the Joidan
Valley in half” and give foe
Palestinians a coveted foothold in
the region.

,

DAMAT D r-

ing on call, would have exceeded

their allowable number of^woridng

hours.

“We have had to tdl passengers

that they can either wait here or go
home and wait for an announce-

ment to return, without knowing
what to advise them. We have no
control and we can’t even make a

forecast," Amitai said.

As he spoke, the works commit-
tee suddenly authorized workers
to service five charter flights wait-

ing to go to Europe. Within min- •

utes, passengers who bad beat

waiting listlessly in line or siting -

in airport restaurants were snddriK
ly on their feet, anxious to check
in. During the strike, some passen-
gers had actually gone through fo*
security checks, carried party
workers who are temporary-
employees of the Airports
Authority, and thus not under
union rule.

However, the airline-staffs had
been unable to check in the pas-
sengers for fear that foe baggage
would hopelessly jam the convey-
or systems.
El A] spokesman Nachman

Kleinian said that six outgoing
flights had been delayed affecting

1.150 passengers. During' .foe

strike, he said, another six flighte

had landed, forcing passengers
either to leave without their bags
or to wait two to five hours for
their luggage.

Four die on roads
FOUR people were killed and
almost 150 others were injured in
over 90 accidents yesterday.
Roland HHovsanso, 38, of Tel
Aviv, was lolled when he lost con-
trol of his caron foe JerusaUan-Tel
Aviv Highway. A car hit
Rothschild Yisraelov, 55, of Tel
r,Yrv’ while he was crossing
Sdwot Har Zion in Tel Aviv. He
died immediately. In Haifa, anoth-
er pedestrian was killed while
crossmg foe street

J
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x be
scam involving

immigrants’ savings
HUNDREDS of recent immi-
grants from the CIS have come a
step closer to recovering their life

savings, which were lost when
they tried to transfer the money
here to build their lives anew.
Prime Minister Binyamin
Netanyahu discussed their plight
with ministers and top govern-
ment officials yesterday and
ordered a committee established to
examine all aspects of the prob-
lem.

The committee, headed by the
justice minister and including the
finance and absorption ministers,
is .to present its recommendations

. within 30 days.

Netanyahu expressed his con-
cern for the immigrants, who lie

said were innocent victims.
Vsra Gutkina, spokeswoman for

more than 500 Russian immi-
grants who were victims of an
‘apparent scam, expressed satisfac-
tion at the prime minister's move.
“This is what we've waited all

this time to hear; that the govern-
ment is taking our problem seri-

ESTHER HECHT

ously,” she said.

The immigrants lost thousands
of dollars each when they tried to
transfer money here through
Israsov, a company to which aliya

counselors referred them. Many of
die counselors operated in con-
junction with the Uaisnn Bureau,
which is under the aegis of the
Prime Minister’s Office.

A group of Ukrainian immi-
grants lost their money in the same
way to a company operating in

Ukraine. There are additional vic-

tims from throughout the CIS.
Both the Russian and the

Ukrainian groups have filed civil

suits against the companies
involved and their heads, the
Jewish Agency and the state of
Israel. But legal action could drag
on for years, and meanwhile the
immigrants' situation is desper-
ate.

MK Naomi Blumenthal. head of
the Knesset Aliya and Absorption

Committee, last week submitted a
private member's bill calling for

the establishment of a committee
to determine compensation, to be
paid by the state, for all immi-
grants from the CIS who lost

money in similar schemes.
Gutkina said other MKs have
added their signatures to the bill

and all that is needed now is cabi-

net support
Gutkina and Victor Gopxnan,

chairman of the Russian group,
met with Trade and Industry
Minister Natan Sharansky last

week to enlist his support
According to Gutkina, his

response was very positive.

But yesterday's action by the

prime minister was a crucial turn-

ing point in the immigrants' strug-

gle.

"Since a vote is usually taken
about 45 days after a bill is pre-

sented, the report by the commit-
tee [appointed by Nbtanyahu] will

be just in time." Gutkina said. “I

hope it will give the cabinet a
basis for supporting the bilL"

MKs petition court:

Tel Aviv burial society

needs manager
THE Religious Affairs Ministry
should appoint a manager for the

Tel Aviv hevra karfixha (burial

society), to straighten out the

financial mess in the organization,

two MKs demanded in a petition to

the High Court of Justice yester-

day.

MKs Avraham Poraz (Meretz-

Shinui) and Yona Yahav (Labor)
noted that the burial society is a
government-funded monopoly
which provides a crucial service to

some 1.5 million people in 11

cities in the TelAviv area. As such,

they said, the government has an
obligation to see that the organiza-

.
tjonjs run properly.

‘
- .'-s" .

However, the. organization

racked up a NIS 328 million

deficit in the first half of the year,

due largely to wildly excessive

EVELYN GORDON

salaries, the petition said. As of
March 1995, for instance, the

average wage paid by the society

was some NIS 26,000 a month. In

1993, the chairman's salary cost

the society NIS 13 million a year,

a half-time comptroller cost NIS
413,000 for a year, an ordinary

teller cost NIS 384,000, a driver

cost NIS 270,000, and a messen-
ger cost NIS 212,000, die petition

said.

hi addition, the petition said, all

employees are paid 15 monthly

other corrupt financial practices.

For instance, money earmarked
fordevelopment work on cemeter-

ies was instead distributed among
the employees, and one of the

senior managers was given a loan

out of organization funds which
has never been repaid.

Previous attempts to get the

company to rehabilitate itself have
failed, the petition added. A pro-

fessional manager hired to reform
the organization was recently

kicked out Therefore, It said, the

only solution is for the ministry to

appoint someone to do the job.

salaries ayear^when it is a leap
_

.Since repeated requests to the

year according to theHehrew^cal- -^rnimstry have not elicited a -posi-

endar, and 14 monthly salaries a five response, die
.
two MKs peri-

year when it is dol tianed lhe High Court, die petition

Furthermore, it sairL die oigani- concluded,

zation has engaged in anumber of

MDA warns public against hypothermia
WITH the sudden drop in temper-

atures, Magen David Adorn yes-

terday urged the public to protea
themselves - especially the elder-

ly and infants - against hypother-

mia.

Every year, MDA ambulance
staffers take dozens of them to

emergency rooms for treatment

due to exposure to die cold.

The risk is high especially

among the homeless, the elderly

and babies exposed to severe cold

and moisture. Some cases even

end in the patient’s death. Those
whose body temperature drops

JUDY SIEGEL

below 35° Centigrade arc espe-

cially in danger; as the cold can

affect the brain, heart and skeletal

muscles.

The initial signs of hypothermia
are a feeling of burning or pain in

the affected skin, which tarns

bright red. However; long expo-

sure to cold makes the skin turn a
wax-like white, and as a result of
affected nerves, the victim may
not feel any pain at all.

In cases of hypothermia, MDA

should be called immediately. The
victim should be brought immedi-
ately to a warm, protected place,

and any wet garments should be
removed, and he should be
wrapped in warm blankets for

gradual wanning.
Cold hands or feet can be

warmed with a healthy person's

warm hands if necessary. Don't
give him anything hot to drink

unless be is conscious; never give

the victim alcohol or let him
smoke, as these would cause the

blood vessels to contract even
more, MDA advised.

Ministry of Transport

A New Year - A New Method

for Calculating for the Annual Vehicle License Fee

From January 1, 1997, the method for calculating the annual licensing fee for private cars changes

How does it work?
Till now the fee was based on engine size. From January 1997, the fee will be determined by

parameters that are technically more appropriate. This method has been in operation for 1996 and

later model private cars, since April 1996.
. .

In 1 997, vehicle owners will receive a license renewal form, on which a fee group is indicated.

There are six groups, corresponding to vehicle values;

Every vehicle has been assigned to one of these groups, in accordance with a number of

parameters: make, engine size, year of manufacture as given on the vehicle license, and the price

of an identical or comparable new vehicle. No account has been taken of the value of used

vehicles, as given in used-car price lists.

How many grades are there in each group?

Group Age of Vehicle

Up to 3 years old

Age of Vehicle

4-8 years old

Age of Vehicle

Over 8 years old

What else should you know?
* NISI01 Is added to the fee, for the Israel Broadcasting Authorify.

* For a vehicle with a diesel engine, there is an additional charge of NIS2141.

* License fees paid in 1 996 were paid, in accordance with the method in force before this

change was introduced- Spokesperson, Ministry of Transport

Skater Christian Lambert performs on the frozen fountains in front of the Eiffel Tower yesterday. Dozens of Parisians took advan-
tage of unusually cold weather to enjoy the ice. CRmer)

Peaceful end to Peru crisis

seems possible
LIMA (Reuter) - A peaceful end to Peru’s 12-day-old hostage crisis

looked more possible yesterday after the government and Marxist rebels

still holding S3 VP captives softened “no compromise" positions and
met face-to-face for the first time.

President Alberto Fujimori sent his mediator, Education Minister

Domingo Palermo, for a long meeting on Saturday with rebel leader

Nestor Cerpa Cartolini inside the besieged Japanese ambassador’s resi-

dence.

The fruit of that meeting was immediate: the release of 20 hostages,

leaving 83 behind.

With the exception of several 1993 meetings Fujimori had with

Abimael Guzman, die jailed leader of the Shining Path guerrilla move-
ment, no government official has held direct talks with Peruvian insur-

gents in 16 years of conflict.

In a statement read by one of the newly-freed captives, die Tupac
Amaru Revolutionary Movement (MRTA) guerrillas expressed a will-

ingness “to withdraw from the occupied residence by way of dialogue.”

Police block Belgrade protest march
BELGRADE (Reuter) - Serbian security police blocked a march by
50.000 people in Belgrade yesterday in the 42nd straight day of protests

against election fraud. The protest column was intercepted after it poured

into Belgrade’s main pedestrian mall following fiery speeches by leaders

of the Zajedno (Together) opposition coalition in Republic Square.

Riot police were enforcing a ban on street marches imposedby the rul-

ing Socialist party (SPS) after a December 24 riot involving Zajettao

protesters and government loyalists brought into Belgrade to show sup-.

portfOT PrcsideTrt-Slobodm>hClosevic. ; .
•--*- — ?- r " ;

, police created two cordons to box in demonstrators. Protesters react-
1

ed, as before, by shouting “Murderers" and “Dogs" at police, barking for

good measure. A carnival atmosphere set in with some demonstrators
joining hands in Serbian folk dances.

NEWS IN BRIEF

Algerian militants cut throats of 28 people
ALGIERS (AP) - A band of militants cut off the roads and phone
lines te a small village yesterday and killed 28 people there with
long knives and axes, the government said.

The region around Ain Defla, ] 45 kilometers south of the

capital, Algiers, has been a frequent site of random attacks by
Islamic militants. The killings at Ain Defla came hours before a
car bomb exploded in a suburb ofAlgiers, injuring at least 20
people in the third such bombing in foe past week, authorities said.

Greek ship capsizes, 20 people missing
ATHENS, Grecxe (AP) -A Greek ship capsized in the Aegean Sea
in storm-driven waters and rescue workers, who had found four
bodies, said they doubted that any of the 20 people aboard had
survived. Merchant Marine Ministry officials said yesterday.

Ministry official Orianthe Koimdouroyanni said rescue efforts

would continue to try to locate the missing people,among them the
wife and 10-year-old daughter of foe first engineer and the wife of
a crew member, all believed to be trapped within the cement carrier

Dystos. She said that six divers entered the Dystos and found the

bodies of four crew members, which were not identified further,

near the dining room. Divers ended their search as darkness set in

and as foe Dystos was towed to shallow waters about four nautical

miles to the west

Vandals ravage Jewish cemetery in Rome
ROME (AP) - More than 300 people stood in freezing rain in a

Jewish cemetery yesterday for a special service after more than a
dozen gravestones were attacked_.by vandals, who left behind Nazi
swastikas and the phrase from cobeeu^tion^Jtetip gate. *

Headstones were toppled and the^tarof David and name plates

were pried off. The vandals also hung four swastikas from a
1

wire'

and wrote “Arbeit macht freL”

'WC&Uaten /4vl$d®n
0
Ktz6#la*U

Before the elections, Netanyahu promised that we would not withdraw from Hebron.

He signed an agreement with Habad that no part of Eretz Yisrael would be given up.

"Agreements have to be honored," he says, but he means apparently,

only agreements with the Arabs.

In the Knesset, Netanyahu has praised "the Golan pioneers" - but he has promised that,

during his present term as prime minister, he will sign a peace agreement with Syria.

Can't you read the handwriting on the wall?

First withdrawal from Hebron, and then

the Golan Heights!

In the Jordan Valley, Netanyahu-Mordechai-Levy are transferring the "Yugoslav farm" to Arafat.

TDeM TfCfaU&tert "KaA&ttuU

f

Can't you read the map? Hebron, the Golan Heights, I

and the Jordan Valley share the same destiny.
\

You should know that:

With the same pen stroke with which you cast off Hebron, and discard another slice of Judea and Samaria,

you also subject the Golan Heights and the Jordan Valley to the same fate!

Cut and Send— §€

Dear Member of the Third Way,

The front line of defense of the Golan Heights and the Jordan Valley is in Hebron!

Write, phone, or fax Minister Kahalani, Tel. 02-530-8500; Fax. 02-581-1 832, and Third Way members of the Knesset

*0* wtftc fa and we'it fanutand tpm fatten,!

Contributions and comments to: P.O.B. 1 8608, Jerusalem 911 84, Fax. 02-536-1 852

Presented by: .

* professors for a Strong Israel * Gamla Shall Not Fall Again * The Committee for the Abolition of the Autonomy Zo Artzeinu
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A Message to the People of

Israel
When Gamla and Masada fell 2000 years ago, Jerusalem fell

Today Hebron, tomorrow Jerusalem
You have almost lost the battle for Hebron, and as you back away from your right, and your decision to build homes for

Jews on Jewish owned land next to the Mount of Olives (Ras el-Amud), we see that even the red lines within

Jerusalem are being whittled away.

World-wide, the calls are growing for the redivision of your Holy City

We disassociate ourselves from the un-Christian statement placed by clerics as a full-page advertisement in the New York Times on

December 21, 1996, in which they call on President Bill Clinton to pressure Israel into sharing sovereignty over Jerusalem, the

historical and spiritual capital of the Jewish people.

It is inconceivable that Christian clerics should shoyv more concern for the claims of the Arab/Islamic world than for what is written in

their own Bible concerning Jerusalem. They could not quote even one verse to support their call for the redivision of Israel's capital.

Together with millions of Christians around the world,

we want to say to your regathered nation:

"Do not lose heart!

GocLhas iiot brought-you back-to yourjand from the four eorneraof the earth (Isaiah 11 :t2)-just to havaybu^Surfendefyour bffifficak^

and historical rights, and the security of the remnant of your nation, to those who have demonstrated their hatred, and their desire to

destroy you.

You have been brought back to be a light to all of the nations

And a light to the nations you shall be!"
We stand in solidarity with you

Thus says the Lord GOD:
"I will gather you from the peoples, assemble you from the countries where you have been scattered,

and 1 will give you the land of lsrael."(Ezekiel 11:17)

"I will bring them back, and they shall dwell in the midst of Jerusalem 11

(Zechariah 8:8)

and

"As one whom his mother comforts, so I will comfort you;

and you shall be comforted in Jerusalem -"

(Isaiah 66:13)

Jerusalem
The City of Judah (2 Chronicles 25:28)

The City of David (2 Samuel 5:6-7)

The City of God (Psalm 46:4)

The International Christian Embassy, Jerusalem
Bridges for Peace

Jerusalem Vistas - Israel Vision

Americans for a Safe Israel

Zion's Gate international

National Unity Coalition for Israel

American Academic Alliance for Israel

Christian Fnends of Israel Community Development Foundation

Reaching for Excellence

The Jewish Horizons Radio Network
Wake Up Ministries

Operation Tarshish

A Praise in the Earth, Inc.

Jewish Action Committee
Wake Up Coalition

i iditional Values Coalition

3 k.
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The good, the bad, and Demi
FILM ROUNDUP
ADiNA HOFFMANTHIS will probably be

remembered as the year
when Hollywood blew up

Jbe White House. With
Independence Day

,

that is, the
systematic detonation of the
pflrth s major metropolitan centers
by evil extraterrestrials (and an
army of skilled special-effects
experts) unfolded before the eyes
of millions of viewers worldwide,
making Roland Emmerich’s tech-
no-blockbuster the most prof-
itable movie of all time. ID was
far from the best film of the year;
neither was it the worst It was,
simply, the biggest
What follows is my list of the

10 best and worsi flicks screened
commercially in Israel in the last
12 months. It isn’t exhaustive (I
haven’t seen every single film
released), but it does provide my
own high and low picks from the
130 or so new movies that I have
watched during this last calendar
year. In no particular order:

The best

BILLED by distributors as a kid-
die pic, Chris Noonan's delightful
barnyard fable. Babe, was actual-
ly one of tbe more emotionally
sophisticated movies of 1996.
Using state-of-the-art computer
techniques and lots of literal ani-
mal emotion, the filmmakers
managed to create a world in

which spirited dialogue between
pigs, geese and dogs seemed
utterly normal
In Heat

,

Michael Mann’s brutal

but fascinating cops-and-robbers
movie, A1 Pacino and Robert De
Niro faced off as a dedicated LA
police detective and a ruthless

professional criminal - enemies
and soul mates whose inevitable

Final confrontation gave the three-

hour-long film the obsessive qual-
ity of a great prize fight, pitched
toward tbe knock-out punch.
Pacino also starred in City Hall,

a knotty political drama about the
inner workings of the New York
City mayor's office. Harold
Becker directed in a gritty,

straight-ahead style and a team of
accomplished screenwriters

(including former NYC deputy
mayor Ken Lipper) offered a
complex and unsensationalized
view of what really goes on in the
backrooms frequented by the Big
Apple’s head honcho. (Pacino’s
directing debut. Looking for
Richard was a close contender for
this top-ten list, which gives the
actorthe stellar record of three out
of four fine films in a year the
syrupy Two Bits was his only slip-

up.)

Sense and Sensibility/Emma:
Both Ang Lee and Douglas
McGrath skillfully avoided cos-
tume-drama stuffiness in their
respective adaptations of these
Jane Austen novels.

They also found different ways
to convey the wit. drama and del-

icate behavioral nuances that fill

tbe almost 200-year-old books.
And several important new talents

emerged from tbe films: Sense
won actress Emma Thompson a
well-deserved screenwriting
Oscar and introduced lovely Kate
Winslet to the world. Emma is

sure to make Gwyneth Paltrow a
star.

Albert Finney gave a devastat-
ing performance in English direc-

tor Suri KrishnammaV small, sad
A Man ofNo Importance, about a
middle-aged Oscar Wilde enthusi-

ast who discovers the hard way
that life often imitates art
The most interesting new film

noir in years. Carl Franklin’s
smooth genre flick. Devil in a
Blue Dress, was based on a

Walter Mosley mystery novel
about a black World War n vet

(Denzel Washington) who finds

himself dragged into an elaborate

plot involving several white can-
didates for Los Angeles mayor.
Racial tensions added a startling

twist to the standard potboiler out-

line.

Roald Dahl’s 1961 children’s

book. James and the Giant
Peach , came to life in director

Henry Selick’s fantastical stop-

motion animation about a lonely

little boy who befriends a pack of

overgrown garden bugs and
embarks with them on a fruity

adventure.

The gentlest and most satisfying

of brothers Joel and Ethan Coen’s
movies to date, Fargo was a
dryly funny little murder mystery,

set in the snowbound emptiness of
Minnesota and starring the hilari-

ous Frances McDormand as a

hugely pregnant rural chief of
police.

In English director Michael
Winterbortom’s inspired first

film.

Lone Star, John Sayles’s latest

and richest film, presented a roil-

ing novelistic portrait of a small

Texas border town where history

and the present are both alive and
well.

And, finally, the winner of this

year’s Grand Prix at Cannes,
Danish director Lars Von Trier’s

Breaking the Waves is a beauti-

ful, horrifying movie about the

religious and sexual suffering of
an innocent young Scottish
woman (played miraculously by
Emily Watson) whose new bus-

band is paralyzed in an oil-rig

accident Von Trier's film is not
only the most morally ambitious
film of 1996, it’sone ofdie rawest
and most sensual. (A full review
will appear next Monday.)

The worst

THE Scarlet Letter. Otherwise
known as Demi Does Salem,
Roland Joffe's soft pom, political-

ly correct travesty of the great

Hawthorne novel was a howler
from start to finish.

Striptease wasn't much better.

This time Moore earned S12J5
million fix’ taking off most of her
clothes - and doing her aerobic

exercises. It wasn't sexy; it wasn't
funny. It was plain old-fashioned

dull.

An especially ugly Schwarze-
negger vehicle. Eraser worked
like one of the high-power assault

weapons it glorified, by blasting

us till we were limp.

The Substitute did the same,
but much, much more cynically:

Tom Berenger starred as a merce-
nary soldier who unleashed his
expert combat skills on student
gang members at a Miami public
school.

Showgirls reunited the Basic
Instinct directing/writing w-nn of
Paul Verhoeven and Joe
Eszterhas, to dismal results — a
supposedly titillating, actually
repulsive backstage saga, set
around the topless floorshows of
die Las Vegas strip. Never has a

crummy exploitation picture
taken itself quite so seriously.

An Eye for an Eye marked a
nadir in director John
Schlesinger's distinguished
career, pining a hysterical Sally
Field against a growling Kiefer
Sutherland in an intelligence-

insulting revenge fantasy.

Never Talk to Strangers fea-

tured Rebecca De Momay as a

psychologist, threatened by one of
tbe men in her life. In the end -
possibly the most ludicrous of
1996 - it turned out that she was
stalking herself....

But sleazy big-budget American
movies weren't the only bad ones
this year Merchant and Ivoiy’s

Jefferson in Paris was a cadaver-
ous self-parody of the “tasteful"

literary dramas in which the team
specializes.

Greek master Theo
Angelopoulos was responsible for

one the most pretentious films of
tbe year, Ulysses’ Gaze, which
took the imposing subject of the

Balkan conflict and pumped it full

of enough decorative trot air to

float die Goodyear blimp. Tbe
movie also managed the neat trick

ofmaking dynamic Harvey Keitel

sound tike one of the living dead.

And, finally, Kevin Costner can
always be counted on to offer up
one of tbe year's dreariest works.

In 1994 there was Wyatt Earp

;

1995 brought Waterworks and in

1996, Costner starred in Tin Cap,

an exceptionally tedious film

about the love between a man and
his golf clubs.

What treasures, we wonder,
does 1997 hold in store?

The best (left column, from top): ‘Emma,’ ‘City RalL,’ ‘Devil in a Blue Dress.’
The worst (right column, from top): ‘Striptease,’ ‘Never Talk to Strangers,* ‘The Substitute.*

NEWSOFTHEMUSE
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A 'queen*.In Bethlehem *
. . . .

;

Israel’s “Queen ofthe Bast/* singer Zehava BeaLgaveu Cbrifctjna& j
concert In Bethlehenx <

*

Golden RdtifBantJuet

.

songs. The dance floor

by the end of themght —:£>
, ...—

raven-haired, twentysanahmgBeni^^ "

Palestinians. “We don’t lookai her as aJewai^lsra^ .

a Moslem admirer atdie Christmas show,^^Jo^^hcr asa singei;

a good singed On Year’s *.
-
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Gary Bertini goes east ; • v
Conductor Gary Bertini has accepted a dape-yei

April 1998 as music director of fltt’RftydjMetri

Orchestra, tbe first time* boo-Japanese has facet.

Bertini, who first conducted the* orchestra ia 1981 , xs affectionately

nicknamed “tbe Mahlercon(hictor
,>
-inTokyo beaqosejof^concerts

with TMSO of that composer’s Second and SixftSympteies.;
1

Bertini, who has beenaffiliated witii iiK>Ncw lsracti Opera tenqe 'its

.

founding in. 1986,
w3I resign asMO music directorhi July 199*7. r

•
. . y

'

1 :‘f\ ‘HelmiJSjkye,

Learning in iJohd^^
'

is offto tbe LondonAcademy of Music and DramaticAri:(LAMDA>
from January 3-19 where .they’ll hear aJecturefoy diredorPetcr , /.

James, a frequent visitor to Iocal stages, wbcvfest^rec^ hefeartlK-

'

Beetsheba Theater in 1994. The3LAMDA visitis partofan aacpsive-

theater fortnight during which they’ll,see at, least-20 plays.from .- •* /:

Shakespeare to the fringe, haclndiqg James'sW^-E^prodoctian.of,
the classic farce Plunder. The lucky studentshave to

:
pay'their airfare

andIwtel bills, bmdiey’re gating the tidrets fgrnext-tpriotijiog.

Helen Kaye

Teaching at Nissan Nativ . .

British acta Brace Myras, remembered InsperfTOnarK^jnThe te

Man Who directed by Peter Brook at tf»1995 Israel . /

been spending the last two weeks giving wodeshpj^to progsaonaL;.»:
actors and students from die Nissan Nativ-acting

Theater Center since Brook founded it hr hasalso,-, j.

The opera Stalin hated Pearl’s golden oldies

rwtrin in NewYak and Andre-Serban. in Poland.,
y'

To see or not to see?
k.

ihe film and stars as the young prince irimseOf. B.wiH,be:sho«aynfli
•

an mtenmsskjo. much-to the ddight/bfcinema .

this wifi double the sahsof -

\H!fuchAda About Nothing, OtheUd.aa&A Winter’sJg&j
aad

:
is ^

nnxtored to want to bring *centire collected woriaofSfaafagpM»^
to the screeo.

,
- •. *«£•'
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Who’s art
, .. /

John Eittvristle, The ^
yeses’ worth of drawings. The sbowfirst tnngd -

year whenEntwistle was touting wrfo.theband,

^Who’s Art?" shows have been opening smmitaneonay«^t»^"^
band’s

" " ’
’
” ’ ^ ^ "" '

The more
stars -inch!

anrl tfaft late Katll Moon, um aiso mmaoc suuu

tourist" and “the American tourist."Thecxh^^^^g^™1- -

may be Entwistie’s most famous.woL.die Ediugi^A.*
i
yiK>

Numbers,” which was taken from theoriginal drawing featured-^-;

the band's 1975 hit afljnm.
1

\

Correction

last Tuesday’s article about Dvora Bertonov, tbe choreographer's

ie was inadvertently misspelled.

DMITRI Shostakovitch “may
have looked weak and sick-

ly,** says director Irina

Molostova, “but be was passionate

^{l^ew^ow to^ove.The opera
reflects mat, very much."

she’s directing far tbe

New Israeli Opera isLadyMacbeth
firm Mtsensk or Katerina Ismail-

ova, die composer’s only opera.

Tbe conductor is the incredible

Valeiy Gergiev, music director of
tbe Kirov, and the NIO/Kirov co-

production (tbe first), opens at the

Tel Aviv PerformingArts Center on
January 5.

Molostova has been a senior

director at the Kirov fa many
years. She’s tall thin, white-haired,

slightly bock-toothed, and captivat-

ing. She has vivid, bright blue eyes,

and she talks with her whole body,

her gestures so expressive that even

though she speaks through an inter-

preter, you halfunderstand anyway.

“This isn’t just my favorite opera,

it’s my child," she says of
Katerina

,

laying her hand on her

heart, “but when I first heard it on
the piano, I thought it was nothing

so special You need the orchestra

for Shostakovitch.”

The NIO is actually performing

Katerina Ismailova, the compos-
er’s second and gentler version of

tbe opera - the ate he preferred.

Katerina Ismailova premiered in

Moscow in 1963. The original ver-

sion had premiered in 1934, and

HELEN KAYE

two years later Stalin saw it in

Moscow. Tbe next day, Pravda ran

.a piece that trasfied thie opera. and
the composer. Shostakovitch was
relegated to pariah status.

Today, the Kirov mounts both

versions, “and really, they’re not

diat different except for the text,"

says tbe director: “The big differ-

ence is in the third scene where
Shostakovitch, as a young man,
emphasized die lover's physical

dominance over Katerina."

The opera is based on a story by
Nikolai Leskov, and he fictional-

ized tbe true story of a woman who
murdered ha husband and ha
father-in-law fa the sake of ha
lover. In the opera, the stiD child-

less Katerina (Irina Luskotova
/Larissa Schevtcbenko) is trapped

in a loveless and abusive marriage

to Ismailov (Boris Yerifiev), a rich

merchant She falls in love with tbe

new foreman, Sergei (Yuri

Marusin/Seigei Naida). When ha
lustful father-in-law (Bulat

MrnzhiBdev/Vladimir Braun)
threatens to tell her husband, she

poisons him. Sergei actually kills

Ismailov, but Katerina helps him
conceal the body.

Caught, tried, and convicted, tbe

couple are exiled to Siberia. On the.

march, Sergei shows his true colors

and flirts with Sometka (Susanna

Poretsky). Anguished, Katerina

SHIT INHEBREW
HEAR IT IN ENGLISH

!

A FAMILY STORY
December 31 , 1 996 at 8:30 p.m.

While reading her grandmother's Varies. Naomi stumbles on a dark

family secret, that changes her life forever. This story traces the life of

the Stein family, from Heidelberg. Germany, in 1935, to Israel in the

early 7C's. white m the background, historical events unfold and

secrets are revealed.

THE TEMPEST
January 11, 1997 at 4:30 and 9:00 p.m.

January 12, 1997 at 4:00 p.m. and 8:30 p.m.

The Carneri Theater prcud.y presents the British theater company^>hared

Excenence with ihe;r production of the Shakespeare classic. The tempest

The play will be performed in English, with a simultaneous translation into

Hebrew. Theatre doesn't come much more exciting than this...

“ Daily Telegraph

BOX OFFICE: 03-523 3335 • FAX: 02-52301 72 » SUBSCRIPTIONS: 03-5245211

Th.5 Carneri Theatre can new bo found on the Internet at the following address:

http:www.cameri.virtfjaLco.il

THE THEATRE OF TELAW Located in the heart Tel Aviv on Svety Dizengoft

Street, the Canedbjustetew irimras
1
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shoves her into the icy river and
then jumps in after ha.
“Katerina is a good woman,

repressed in brutal and evil sur-
.

. ^roundings," rWolostaya'.'.agues.

“She behaves evilly because her

natural instincts for good are

ground down. Protest has to find an
exit, and then it can turn violent.

“This piece is fme not just fa
Russia, it’s true everywhere that

people are humiliated and stripped

of their dignity."

Molostova was bom and grew up
in Moscow. She’d always wanted to

be a director, and, after ha gradua-

tion from Moscow University, she

was sent to Kiev where she directed

plays and operettas with such suc-

cess that the Kiev Opera invitedha
to direct fa them. Since then she’s

directed sane 100 operas as weU as

plays, films and TV.
She first met Shostakovich in

1963 when “we decided to do the

opera in Kiev. I went to Moscow to

meet him. He paid great attention

to me, but, as I was speaking, 1 felt

he was composing something in his

head all tbe time, so I spoke faster

and faster so that he could go off

and work."
There was a new production of

Katerina Ismailova in 1975, “and
he only came once to rehearsals.

He was already ill then, but in

1975, he was already fully rehabil-

itated. The whole politburo came to

the premiere."

CLASSIC DISCS
MICHAEL AJZENSTADT

Rosa Ponselfc.
tLa TVaviata-’_The_^

_

"Legendary CompleteJSfecordmgjaC
1935 with excerpts from ‘Naina.’
Pearl (GEMM CD 9317).

The Caruso Edition. Volume IV,

1916-1921. Pearl (EVC IV).

THE Pearl catalog's numerous
recordings from the distant

past feature a wealth ofmusi-
cal delights.

Rosa Ponselle is one of the great-

est sopranos of all time and this

Traviata shows exactly why.

Recorded in 1935 at a live perfor-

mance, conducted with aplomb by
Ettore Panizza. it features

Lawrence Tibbett as a spellbinding

Gennont. and Froterick Jagcl as a

lighthearted Alfredo. PonseUe’s is

one of the most mesmerizing
Traviaras.

Compared to later versions one

could comment on the level of the

orchestral playing and the conduc-

tor, who leaves a lot to be desired.

But this performance is marked by
its intensity, and Ponselle's portray-

al of the tragic heroine.

Ponselle becomes Violetta even

when we do not see ha. Her voice

is enough to cany us into Violetta’s

own wold.
And in the crucial dramatic

moments she is simply spellbind-

ing. We sense ha initial joy of

,feUing f
Jn

>bebev6hai
we.

meets!

;Garnqnt, and we respond with,

tears"’to ha sacrifice ‘ vmfen she
leaves the man she loves.

But Ponselle is athavery best in

the third and final act “E taidi,"

she sings, it is too late, and we
sense ha total despair.

This Traviata is by far superior to

many of its modern recordings.

And as a bonus, we get Ponselle

singing two numbers from Norma
recorded in 1928-9: the Casta Diva
Aria and the Mira'o Norma duet

with Marion Telva which is just

stunning.

CARUSO IS one of tbe finest

tenors of all time. And some of his

later recordings are available cm
disc.

The Pearl Caruso Edition follows

his artistry in a very comprehensive
way and allows us to see how he
developed through the years.

This fourth volume features three

discs with close to three-and-half

hours of music and 56 pieces rang-

ing from arias to popular songs.

These recordings were made
between 1916 and 1921 and, as

usual, the sound quality is far from
ideal. But the main thing is that

voice, which carries without any
problem.
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Lorjit Maazel, Conductor
The Symphony Orchestra of the Bavarian Radio

The Choirs of the Stuttgart, Leipzig & Bavarian Radio

Soloists: Angcla-Maria Bias, Soprano: Thomas Quasthof, Bamour

• Brahms -The German Requiem. Opus 45

Bbnyanei Ha'ooma, JICC, Wed. Jaaoary 8 at 8:0Q p.m.

Lorin Maazel, Conductor

'Jerusalem Symphony Orchestra, IBA

Tbe Symphony Orchestra of the Bavarian Radio

The Leipzig Radio Choir, The Stuttgart Radio Choir

The Choir ofthe Bavarian Radio & Soloists

• Schobert - Mass-in G Major , D. 167

(Conductor- Michael Glaser)

• Penderecki - 'The Seven Gates of Jerusalem"

Binyaaei Ha'ooma, JICC, Tbur. January 9 at 8:00 p.m.

Tickets
Khun.ffl-6256869: Bund. 01AZ50WI5; JovakO) Symphoni Boi

Offer. 02-5611m Castd, 0^5467085;
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A strike too far

AFTER Histadrut trade union department

head Shiorao Shani failed to appear in

court on Friday for a hearing on the

Histadrut’s violation of court restraining orders,

the Tel Aviv Labor Court ordered him arrested

for contempt of court.

Over the weekend, the union leader • “went

underground** to avoid arrest. In the meantime,

the Histadrut’s “action committee” issued strike

orders for workers in other major economic sec-

tors. Upon Shani *s arrest yesterday, Histadrut

Chairman Amir Peretz ordered a wildcat strike,

while condemning the government’s “terrorist

actions” against workers.

The disturbing rhetoric of “underground,”

“action committee,” and “terrorism'’ indicates

that the Histadrut, rather than staying within the.

bounds of legality, negotiations, and the politi-

cal process, has reserved for itself the right to

flout the rule of law and take the whole country

hostage to fulfill its demands.

If anyone is engaging it “terrorism” here, it is

the Histadrut Even if the labor court went too

far in ordering Shani’s arrest the use of a strike

to reverse a court decision is an unvarnished

intimidation lactic that severely threatens the

rule of law. If terrorism is the victimizing of

innocent people to achieve political ends, then

the Histadrut is engaging in economic terrorism,

pure and simple.

In the case in point the labor court in its orig-

inal decision, did not decide to prohibit the

strike, but to limit it to a few hours to reduce the

damage to the economy and to the innocent cit-

izens who bear die brunt of any such strike. The
Histadrut chose first to ignore the restraining

order, and then to ignore the summons to a hear-

ing on its actions.

In any democracy, the right to strike is a fun-

damental civil right, and must be treated with

the utmost respect Governments should be hes-

itant to take legal actions against industrial

action, even if questionable, because the ulti-

mate protection against unreasonable strikes is

popular censure.

Democratic societies,also have the right, how-
ever, to protect themselves against arbitrary or
overreaching strikes by taking legal action.

It is unusual, if not unprecedented, for a labor

court to issue an arrest order against a senior

union leader in a labor dispute. It is also unusu -

al for unions to ignore a court’s restraining

order. In yesterday's bearing, Peretz claimed the

restraining order was not violated deliberately,

the strike simply went out of controL But what-

ever the merits of the court's decision to issue a

warrant for Shani *s arrest, calling a strike in

response is a blatant threat to the role of law and

cannot be tolerated.

Imagine what would happen if the police

decided to surround a court building in response

to a verdict that they did not like, or that death

threats against Supreme Court justices by reli-

gious extremists were considered an acceptable

form of protest Courts are not perfect but no

.

element of society has the right to take the law
into its own hands and attempt to override the

court through intimidation tactics.

Finance Minister Dan Mendor was correct in

stating: “It is inconceivable that workers will

violate the law and get backing for this from the

Histadrut leadership ” He added that the
Histadrut’s “delegitimization of the labor court

is an anack on the essence of democracy.” In

general, it is better that the state not abuse its

power over the unions, and that unions not

abuse their power over toe state. Even between

unions and -management, out-and-out con-

frontation rarely produces results that are good
for either side. The interests of workers, man-
agement, and government in a modem, global

economy are more in common than in conflict,

pointing to negotiated solutions, without legal

or strike threats, as in everyone’s long-term best

interest

Yesterday’s strike, called against the court

action, may succeed in deterring toe courts

against similar actions in the future. If so, it

amounts to Histadrut 1, Rule ofLaw: 0. But in

the end toe Histadrut will be the big loser,

because popular support for privatization will

surely rise.

The long list of government industries and
companies that were paralyzed by yesterday’s

action reads like the proper hit list for the gov-

ernment’s privatization efforts. The Histadrut

may be inadvertently making the government’s
case for massive economic reform. Most
Israelis, given the choice, would probably pre-

fer not to have their lives and livelihoods

hostage to a labor federation prone to flex its

muscles arbitrarily at their expense.

V Rather, than adapting to the times, the

Histadrut seems to be attempting to yell stop in

front of the train of progress. By fighting

change in a knee-jerk way, the Histadrut

reduces its clout in toe legitimate battles to

cushion the impact of change that lie ahead.

Today’s Histadrut exhibits no sense that the

Israeli economy must evolve, become freer,

more flexible, mid more efficient to compete in

toe global economy. Rather than demonstrating

its power, the Histadrut’s strike action looks

more like Chicken Little's plaintive cry that the

sky is falling, a claim that toe people of Israel

will increasingly reject

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
QUESTIONS ABOUT NEW TRENDS IN HIGHER EDUCATION

Sir, - As coordinator of the
English Department at the Safed
Regional College, I see a tremen-
dous change taking place in
Israel’s regional colleges. The
Ministry of Education has enact-
ed a major policy change over
the past year or so and this

change has and will greatly effect
Israel’s higher education system.
In the past, university students

expected to get all of their higher
degrees from one of the major
universities. This is no longer
true. Because the major universi-
ty campuses are overburdened
with applicants, and because our
society is demanding more and
more employees at all job levels
with college degrees, there is no
longer sufficient room on the
campus for BA students. As a
result, the Ministry of Education

Sir. - 1 thank toe Almighty every
day that Mr. Netanyahu is our
prime minister and not Shimon
Peres. Since the new government
took office, the differences
between these two men is more
apparent than ever.

Peres was prime minister when
the Hamas murderer “the engi-
neer” was slain and war against
Hizbullah in Lebanon took place.
During those difficult times, toe
opposition, led by Bibi
Netanyahu, backed Peres all the

is successfully promoting a new
trend - namely, that students get

their BA degree at a local college

and go on to the major university

campuses only for their second

(MA) and third (PhD) degrees.

This policy shift affects stu-

dents, teachers and toe general

public on toe economic as well as

the educational level. Is a degree
from a regional college as mean-
ingful as a degree from a major
university? Are all of toe region-

al colleges equal in toe level of
education they gave? Are all

teachers at the colleges equally

qualified to teach? Do all of the

colleges give their teachers an
equal salary? With so many BA
holders, what will occur in the

job market?
Teachers in all colleges are

concerned at present about their

REALWINNER
way, as any responsible opposition

should. He gave frill support to

Peres to do whatever had to be
done. Israel cannot afford to do
whatever toe uncaring world wish-

es us to do.

On toe other hand, in the last six

months Peres has irresponsibly

criticized toe new government, as

if they were toe idiots responsible

for giving the Palestinians the

arms used to murder our soldiers.

We have to stop having this ter-

rible inferiority complex. The

conditions. Although teachers axe

required to have toe same qualifi-

cations as those holding posts at

major universities, the condi-
tions/salaries for chose teaching

in regional colleges are not the

same. What will this mean to stu-

dents, etc.?

Another major concern is toe

fact that students who are willing

to pay more and work less for
their degrees (on all levels

including PhD) can get them by
mail for a large sum. How does
this affect our society? What
does this say about the value of a
university degree?

RACHEL BEN-ZEV.
English Coordinator,

Safed Regional College

Safed.

world does what is in its selfish

interest to do. We have to look

after our interests and stop being

toe devil’s advocate.

Bibi. be strong. You. are a real

winner. Shimon, my advice to yon
is to retire quietly. Iam happy you
have never won an election. This

country and nation need a winner

to lead us to ever bigger tomgs.

BRIANLEVIN

POLITICS ON BAR-ILAN CAMPUS
Sir, - Bar-Uan University’s aca-

demic centers in Democracy and
Civility, Education for Peace and
Tolerance, and Religion and

Politics, or major research activi-

ties in science and the human]-
‘ --- —•‘-I* Mdnlinn

wing students protest," December
20).

Bar-Ilan does not suppress
political views on campus.
Rather, it disciplines unruly stu-

dents who affix their political
crinlroro nn rRtilv iTnivf-rcitv frlr.-

in thought and religious belief.

But if this gets in toe way ofa sen-

sationalist, unsubstantiated Post

headline about “political repres-

sion,” apparently frets are of no

consequence,

DAVID M. WEINBERG,

Best track
MICHAEL B. OREN

Monday, December 30, 1996 The Jerusalem Post

DryBones

E
VEN with toe signing of the

Palestinian-Israeli agree-

ment on Hebron nearly

secured - a major breakthrough,

inaugurating toe decisive stage of

toe Oslo process - it’s still open

season on Binyamin Netanyahu.

As might be expected, the prime
minister is being lambasted by the

Left for allegedly wasting time

and human lives in reaching an

accord virtually identical to that

Despite widespread

claims that he has no

policy, Netanyahu’s

direction is clear

already negotiated by the previous
Labor government.
But be is also coming under

increasingly vituperative attacks

from the Right, for backtracking
on his campaign rhetoric in favor

of unbridled settlement building,

and against the creation of a
Palestinian state.

Distrusted by the Arabs,
despised by the Israeli and foreign

press, it seems Netanyahu has no
natural allies. Yet his very isolation

is toe foremost sign that be is on
the right track - the best track for

everyone, Jews as well as Arabs.
While it’s true that Netanyahu's

&si months in office have been
marred by a preponderance of
gaffes and misjudgments (as if

Rabin’s weren’t - remember the

Hamas deportation?) the record of
these errors should not obscure toe

prime minister's success in maneu-
vering with next to no latitude.

Netanyahu has had to navigate
between toe Scylla of Greater
Israel and toe Charybdis of an
unrestricted Palestinian state in all

of the territories - between a
return to the 1967 borders and per-

petual occupation.

Under the threat of renewed ter-

ror by the Palestinians be has had

to haggle with Arafet over toe final

minutiae ofthe Hebron agreement,

at toe same time resisting pressure

to expand settlements, thus provid-

ing a pretext for that terror.

The course before Netanyahu

winds precariously between White

House receptions and the shells of

bombed-out buses.

THAT Netanyahu’s efforts have

been relentlessly condemned by

elements on both political extremes

comes asno surprise. What is cun-

ous, however, is toe depth of criti-

cism heaped on him from moder-

ate, middle-of-the-road Israelis, the

much-touted center.

This is die center that demands a
solution to toe Palestinian prob-

lem, as promised by Labor,

together with toe security pledged

by the Likud. It’s the center that

doesn’t want 150,000 settlers to

lose their homes, but doesn’t want
their sens patrolling Palestinian

cities, either; it’s toe center that

insist* Jerusalem remain Israel’s

united papifal
,

yet, within that

context, is willing to sanction a
Palestinian capital as weU.

It is this center which, going on
recent polls, is most dissatisfied

with Netanyahu, among which his

popularity has plummeted.
But it is precisely toe center that

Netanyahu serves.

Elected to pursue toe Oslo
process but from a position of
tougher bargaining, Netanyahu
has done just that. That Arafat

chose to respond to Israel’s elec-

toral decision with terror - if it

hadn't been die opening of toe

Hasmonean tunnel, he would have
found some other excuse - should
not detract from that fact

For all toe complaints leveled

against him, Netanyahu
advanced the process, albeit at a
mare cautious pace, while keeping
our streets relatively free of tenor.
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and he has done so under constant

international censure and Arab
threats of war.
Neither intimidated by the Left

nor entirely beholden to toe Right,

alpne even in his own party,he has
steered a centrist’s course.

And where does that course

lead? Despite widespread claims
thar he has no policy, Netanyahu's

direction is clear - as clear as it

can be, given his constraints.

He is headed toward a compro-

mise between unconditional

Palestinian sovereignty and highly

qualified autonomy, an arrangement

in which Israel retains both the bulk

of its settlements and significant

leverage on security matters. IBs
goals are those toe majority of

Israelis have sought all along, and

still seek, is spite of their avowed

disappointment with their leader.

The answer for those in toe cen-

ter; Jews and Arabs, is to give

Netanyahu a chance — a real

chance, free of the hysteria that

characterizes his many detractors.

Cut him some slack, in the real-

ization of die massive restrictions

mirfgx which he must operate, and

in toe hope that, learning from his

mistakes, he may yet guide us to

toe ports of peace and security.

The writer teaches Middle
Eastern history and is the author

of The Origins of the Second
Arab-Israeli War, soon to be a
major motion picture.

The real enemies of peace...
THE time has come for Israel

to insist on compliance -
not only for its own security

needs, but to bring Palestinian

expectations back down to earth.

Unpleasant for toe Palestinians?

Of course it will be. Arafat will

have to disarm not only Hamas
but hisown many and various ille-

gal militias too. He will have to

fire some terrorists from the secu-

rity forces, and even band some
over to Israel. He will have to pull

out his troops from Jerusalem, and
stop terrorizing Arabs who helped
Israel in the past.

And in compliance with the Oslo
accords he wul have to restrain his

electronic media, putting a -halt to

toe constant incitement to violence

that is the hallmark of Palestinian

TV and radio broadcasts. This and
much more.
Arafet will find none of these

things^easy. But they w£U drive

home*a clear message to the

Palestinian people: that they are

going to have to lower their

expectations. And the sooner that

happens toe better toe chances
that toe Oslo experiment won’t
end in a bloodbath.

Because no matter how many
red lines Netanyahu et al arc will-

ing to cross - even if theyjump to

the left of Shimon Peres - they
will still be light years away from
what the Palestinians ultimately

think Arafat will get them: a
judenreut, well-aimed Palestinian

state covering the entire West
Bank and Gaza Strip — including
all of East Jerusalem. And all this

as a springboard for toe ultimate

march toward toe sea (not to men-
tion implementation of the right

ofreturn to Haifa and Jaffa.)

But, claim the Israeli opponents

AARON LERNER

of compliance demands. Arafet term is deceptive, since toe world
cannot possibly honor toe agree- interprets it as meaning that, al any
ment and retain power..„ given

.
time, Israel and the

If Arafat cannot honor toe Palestinian Authority start with a
agreement today, with manytraar clean slate - in other wmds. lsrael

of iholistottJy ‘ 6f bfoops/
1
'ftaitaol expect ordemand anything

(and, as Yitzhak Rabat put it,’ “no '"from Arafat without doing soroe-
Supreme Court and no BTselem”
to tie his hands) is there any rea-

son to expect that be win be able

to survive if he accepts even the

thing itself.

This choice of- term has socked
Israel into a symmetry Oslo
absolutely does not have.

.. are those who oppose Palestinian

compliance with the Oslo accords

most liberal of Israeli compromis-
es as a final agreement?
And if, to survive, Arafet “sells”

the final agreement with Israel as
only one more step in the nefari-

ous program to destroy Israel by
stages, tooi toe entire exercise

will have been meaningless for
tire Jewish state.

Some leftist extremists argue
that at least, in such a situation,

they would be able to face the bat-

tle for survival with the moral sat-

isfaction of knowing that Israel

had exhausted all the alternatives

to war.

But such “moral satisfaction”

comes at too high price. The mysti-
cal, irrational belief in toe IDFs
ability to win any war under any
conditions flies in the face of that
cornerstone of Judaism which
enjoins us not to “rely on miracles.”

SINCE his election Prime
MinisterNetanyahu has frequently
said that Israel demands “reciproc-
ity” from the Palestinians. But toe

As a nation in this “experiment,”
Israel is toe sole risk-taker. Israel

agreed to allow tens of thousands
of enemy armed soldiers into {he
very heart of its territory.

If Arafat fails, he risks, at most,
personal danger for himself and
his colleagues. They might end up
killed as traitors — or; alternative-
ly, as terrorists — but in no way do
they risk the survival of the
Palestinian people. Israel, ulti-
mately, does risk its own survival
Him old slogan “for Israel every

test is a final exam" carries the
ring of truth.

It is because of this serious risk
unbalance that Oslo lacks symme-
try on anumber of security related
issues.

• Israel has the legal right to
insist on the transfer of terrorists,
while the PA can’t even ask
Israel to hand over an Israeli
pickpocket;

• Israel was supposed to be able
to veto recruits in toe PA’s various
security services, and there were

supposed to be strict limits on toe

weapons they carried, while the

PA has no say as to the size, com-
position or arming of Israeli

forces;

• The agreement allows for IDF
forces and just plain Israelis to trav-

elfreely on the roads throughout the

autonomy, w&Oe allowing Israel to

block access to Palestinians.

The ramifications of Palestinian

violations of the agreement are

also very different from those of
Israel’s so-called violations.

Israel's delayed release of
female Palestinian terrorists from
Israeli prisons may certainly upset
die Palestinians, but h has no con-
ceivable impact on Palestinian
security. In sharp contrast, the
refusal of toe PA to hand over ter-

rorist murderers goes to the very
heart of Israel’s security.

The failure of the two sides to
reach agreement on the opening
of the so-called “safe passages”
is certainly an inconvenience
for the Palestinians, but there is

no comparison between this
inconvenience and the security
implications of the illegally
armed militias now sitting in the
autonomy.
For Israel's sake and for the sake

of the entire peace process the
insistence on Palestinian compli-
ance must ring out loud and clear.
Such insistence is not a delaying
tactic, on the contrary: It is the
only way to insure true peace.
Those who oppose compliance

are not friends of peace, but its
most dangerous foes.

The writer is an associate of
(Independent Media

Review & Analysis).
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The only way to avoid disaster
THE redeployment in

Hebron is a milestone in the

implementation of Oslo 2.

Bat - what next?

With a new Israeli government
bound by ideology and politics to

oppose the extension and

enhancement of Palestinian sov-

ereignty in the West Bank, the

prospects for advancing toe peace

process significantly during ‘toe

next four years appear bleak.

But if we cannot move ahead

we can at least maintain the

process, avoiding a new explo-

sion of Palestinian frustration and

fury that could quickly erode toe

gains.

The achievement of even this

modest goal will require three

proactive steps by the Israeli gov-

ernment and the Palestinian

Authority.

The first 2s a genuine coopera-

tive effort to combat and contain

EPHRAIM SNEH
measures, and toe trust that is still The final sten if

~

would quickly s«p

The second step is the econom-
ic development of the Palestinian meSscra

If toe Palestinians cannot count WestBank

Curb
;
e™r

;
Boost the

Halt the expansion of settlements
on any betterment in their politi- TOGO

~

cal status during toe nexTfbur
years they should at least be prospe«rf^Kli0Ut **
assured ofa marked improvement WMfe tiL ft?**

1^cre'

m their economic position to give Bank is to
West

them a continued stake in toe to nSJSJjf
s“bject of far-

process. }mda Oslo
Improving the Palestinian econ- iff* .7“

omvinoranewifivMtiTi«,K BTiH * wu/7fS^™man if

on any betterment in their politi-
cal status during toe next four
years, they should at least be
assured ofa marked improvement
in their economic position to give
them a continued stake in the
process.

Improving the Palestinian econ-
omy means new investment* nnH

°f the peace process.

OURB terror. Improve the
Palestinian economy. Halt the
expansion of West Bank settle-

ments.

These are the three steps that must
he adopted to facilitate new discus-
sx®s of the implementation of the

Oslo 2 agreement, toe addi-
Qonal redeployment of Israeli
troops and the beginning of a dia-

toj^regarding permanent arrangc-

Tbe benefits are clear. Israelis
would enjoy greater security
without suicide bombs and other
reironst acts. Palestinians could'
“Id the economic foundations

to a sovereign state.

°Ptioas regarding final
fS^ment between Israel and the-
^estmians will remain open.

rJl
V!

S we cannot expect
remarjcrole d toward neace
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By MICHAEL WINES

WashingtonHi IME is running out,” Peter G. Peterson,
financier and former Federal servant,

warns in his latest book, “Will America® Grow Up Before It Grows Old?" Mr. Peter-

son is writing about the imminent bankruptcy of Medi-

care'ity) lhatter. Itbasily^iilcfhavefteen^bfcrWaPri^ -

ing. overpopulation, declining s^ferm connts; Af«g^res^- :- :

ant germs, designer genes, nuclear terrorism.AIDS, the
”

national debt, Apple Computer, Democrats, Republi-

cans, the two-party system, wetlands, desertification,

moral decline, moral zealots, killer asteroids or, for that

matter, software that does not recognize the year 2000.

Happy New Year? Right Enjoy your delusion of a
fresh start : the world is going to hell in a handbasket

Or so it seems. There was a time— the *50’s—when
America was hopelessly upbeat, a place where men
routed atomic bombs as friendly, if noisy, tunnel-diggers

and Interstate highways as adventures in manifest

destiny. Nineties America, on the. precipice of a new
millenium, paces anxiously and prays it doesn’t trip and
fall into the abyss. Alarmism is a national obsession. It

O' . ..

<3 fearv '96

is also big-time entertainment, rile with pop Cassandras
cU^^llvephanced j egged. on by a

.news^siness jwcn.ibottomless.. appetite for thrills.
.

(
:

, From rtfp^l^fidj.of^Iee t^he-hbmC of the gray#—
;

'

are Americans’ getting too mudi of a bad thing?

Of course they are. In their endless pursuit of a risk-

free Utopia, Americans have developed a Texas-sized
neurosis about mortal threats that never quite seem to

match their advance billing.

But that begs the real question : why doesn’t the sky
fall? And that question is a tougher one.

Sure, plenty of alarms are raised over threats that

are, to put it kindly, overstated. Some are undiluted

hype ; some may reflect the fact that Americans’ thresh-

old for a good scare has fallen as their lives have
become more insulated from harm. Upton Sinclair

struck terror in the hearts of carnivores 90 years ago by
exposing horrendous meatpacking conditions in "The

can wbflrbetterthaih wisdom
to promote the public good.

Jungle.” Today Scare City is bad hamburger a.t a Jack-
in-the-Box, surely tragic and just as'surely infrequent.

But just as often, maybe, the sky doesn’t fall

because alarms work as the alarmists intended. Maybe
the apocalypse never fully arrives because the alarm-
ist^’ wretched excess frightens people into taking action.

Maybe — go ahead, choke on the words — maybe the

world will avoid fatal blunt asteroid trauma in 2050

George Booth

because Dan Quayle urged the electorate in 1992 to

watch for falling 4neteoF5. ,.

rtc.iJ ra^tte; There’s no way to know for sure. Theonly, !

^'evidence that'-an alarm, wfarksis in.its being proved false . ..

” — Which may also be evidence 'that the alarm was- •- •<- - !

unnecessary to begin with. And from this it's hard to

avoid the unsettling conclusion that a bit of windbaggery
can work better than wisdom to insure the public good,

at least sometimes. It's a shrill world, after all, and
alarmism may be both a cause and a result of it.

Recent history is filled with examples of Chicken
Littles— hype artists and otherwise— who have clearly

had an impact on their cause. The chairman of the

Federal Reserve, Alan Greenspan, is an alarmist, and a
good one. Mr. Greenspan is a fire bell against raging
inflation. His latest tack was to imply (mostly by lifting

Continued on page 4
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Revolution as a Relic Come to Life
By CLIFFORD KRAUSS

Lima , Peru

P
ERU has a knack for defying

political waves that splash over

the rest of Latin America. When
right-wing military dictator-

ships ruled its neighbors in the 1970’s, a
leftist Peruvian dictator confiscated the

oligarchy's sugar plantations. When oth-

er guerrillas looked to Fidel Castro in the

3980’s, Peru’s Shining Path embraced
Mao. And as the sweet promises of de-

mocracy swept the region in the early

1990’s, President Alberto K. Fujimori

dissolved Congress.
So perhaps it should come as no sur-

prise that Peruvian Marxist rebels would

make their boldest attack in years after

most other Latin American guerrilla

A hostage’s diary.

Word for Word, Page 7

wars had long since ground to a hale

There was almost something quaint
even evocative, about 20 Ttipac Amaru
Revolutionary Movement rebels armed
with assault rifles and dynamite acting

out an old script by taking hundreds of

dignitaries hostage at a Japanese diplo-

matic cocktail party in an effort to free

hundreds of their imprisoned comrades.

The action conjured images of so

many revolutionary crusades of days

gone by, as when the Sandinistas took the

Nicaraguan Congress hostage in 1978, an

act so audacious it sparked an insurrec-

tion that brought down Anastasia So-

raoza Debayle a year later.

"It is an almost exact duplication of

what we did,” Antonio Navarro Wolff,

who led Colombia’s M-19 guerrillas, told

the Peruvian magazine Si, recalling the

taking of 30 hostages in the Dominican

Republic’s embassy in Bogota for two

months in 19%. It was no surprise that

Mr. Navarro advised the Peruvian rebels

• *. v '
‘

'

..
- v

Agence France-Presse

Peruvian television last February showed the guerrilla leader N&tor Cerpa Cartolini describing a thwarted attack plan.

to release their hostages as a "humani-

tarian gesture," since he dropped his

rifle long ago and helped draft Colom-

bia’s 1991 Constitution.

"This is sort of an outdated, unexpec-

ttantiy recurrent activity,” said Jorge G.

Castaneda, a Mexican economist and stu-

dent of the Latin American left. “These

groups and forms of struggle have been

obsolete for a long time.” Nevertheless,

he noted that as long as the Peruvian

Government keeps political prisoners in

the most squalid conditions, their com-
rades will feel compelled to take dra-

matic action in an effort to free them.

The novelty of the Peruvian rebel at-

tack was underscored by its timing. It

was staged as the Guatemalan guerrillas

and Government reached another in a
series of peace accords that promise an

end to a four-decade-old rebellion.

. The Guatemalans are following close

behind El Salvador's rebels, who after

negotiating a peace have traded their

battle fatigues for power ties they now

wear in their nation's Congress. Like-

wise, revolutionaries from Chile to Vene-

zuela to Nicaragua to the Dominican

Continued on page 3
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10 Years After Tax Overhaul, the Loopholes Expand
By DIANA B. HENRIQVES

T
EN years ago this week,. the United States put

into effect what political leaders hailed as a

fairer tax system,' wiping out shelters that many
wealthy Americans used to prevent much of

their income from being taxed. At the same time,

maximum tax rates were lowered."

V

For years, many affluent citizens who had used

shelters paid far lower taxes than others who
1

earned the

same income. Oil-drilling ventures and real estate part-

nerships, among other activities, had flourished for no

As the wealthy circumvent

taxes on income, estates and
investment profits, many
critics worry that the

progressive ideal is eroding.

reason other than the circumvention of taxes. Alter

Congress passed a sweeping overhaul of the tax code in

1986, these loopholes largely disappeared and the richest

Americans Were forced to pay more.

Now the tax engine is shifting into reverse. Top tax

rates have crept up again, though they are still lower

than they were before the 1986 tax overhaul. And the

shrewdest among the wealthy, in collaboration with

eager expert advisers, are finding ingenious new shel-

ters to keep the tax collector at bay in three big areas—
their salaries and bonuses, investment profits and es-

tates.

These techniques are not available to most Ameri-

cans. And they are spreading largely without attention

from policy makers in Washington, even though they are

costing the Treasury money. Exactly how much money,
no one knows. But the amount is expected to grow
significantly because the full impact of these techniques

will be felt in years to come.
The appearance of the latest tax shelters raises old

questions of fairness. They are chipping away, tax

experts say, at a longstanding principle that the Ameri-
can tax system should be progressive— that the well-to-

do should pay the biggest share of their income.

Some of these techniques replace gimmicks that

Congress stripped from the tax code 10 years ago. For
example. Congress cut the annual limit on tax-deferred

investments in Individual Retirement Accounts and the

employee savings accounts called 401 (k) plans to 69,500

from $30,000. But now, new deferred pay plans help

Spreading the Load

The 1986 tax overhaul and subsequent rate

increases have made the system more

progressive. Here are effective FederaUneome
tax rates for families, as a percentage of annual

income, after ail deductions, exclusions and
other adjustments Because of the earned

income tax credit, many families in the group with

the lowest income received more from the

Federal Government than they paid.

+ 15%

Source Cong'essona1 Budget (Mice

-10

Lowest Next Middle Next Top

fifth lowest fifth highest fifth

TV New York Time

some executives skirt that limit by delaying income
taxes for years, even decades, sometimes on millions of

dollars in pay. Hundreds of thousands of higher-paid

managers have been offered these plans by their em-
ployers, most in the last few years.

Congress in 1986 also closed some loopholes in the

estate tax, which is incurred when wealth is handed
from one generation to the next. But today new kinds of

mists allow the most prosperous and resourceful citi-

zens to leave homes, family businesses and stock options

to their heirs with minimal taxes.

And even as a bull marker has exposed a large

number of middle-class Americans to the 'capital gains

tax through their mutual fund investments, some Wall
Street firms have started offering complex deals that let

their top customers get most of the benefits of selling a
valuable asset without actually having to sell it and pay
the tax on the profit.

These maneuvers may exacerbate widespread feel-

ings that the tax system is inequitable. “The more these

products multiply,” said Richard McGahey, former

executive director of the Congressional Joint Economic

Committee, “it feeds the perception that the system is

unfair.”

Raising the Top
The reforms of 1986 and subsequent increases in

maximum tax rates in 1991 and 1993 helped make the

Federal income tax system more progressive, as meas-

ured by effective tax rates, according to the Congression-

al Budget Office. Some analysts fear that avoidance

maneuvers will erode those gains.

“Much of these tax issues are going to come down to

fairness, one way or the other,” said David Hackett

Fischer, the author of “The Great Wave: Price Revolu-

tions and the Rhythms of History” and a historian at

Brandeis University. “We have to think of what kind of

nation we want to be.”

One concern is that higher-income taxpayers are

already reaping a growing share of the nation’s economic
wealth. Research by the economist Edward N. Wolff of

New York University shows that from 1983 through 1992,

the richest 20 percent of the population saw its share of

the nation’s wealth grow to 83.7 percent from 81-3 per-

cent
The Clinton Administration's response to the latest

twists in tax avoidance has been to propose closing some
loopholes, chiefly those that Wall Street is peddling to

avoid capital gains taxes. Congress has responded to that

idea with a chilly indifference, and the most energetic

advocacy has been on the side of cutting taxes, flattening

tax rates and dipping the powers of the Internal Revenue
Service.

The I.R5. response has mostly been a tower of ad
hoc “private letter” rulings, brief decisions that permit

one specific tax-avoidance technique. These rulings, al-

though tailored to the facts of one case, often become a

key ingredient of the next popular tax-avoidance device

to emerge. Even when the agency fights bade in court, its

track record is poor, lawyers say, as its workload has
outstripped its budget and its litigation staff.

Positions on what should be done to change the tax

system diverge in targe part on differences in definitions

of fairness. According to numerous surveys, most Ameri-
cans think that the fairest tax system is one in which the

rich pay a larger share of their income in taxes than the

less-rich do. But many say fairness is achieved when
everyone with the same income pays the same tax. And
others say fairness prevails when all taxpayers pay the

same percentage of their income to the tax collector,

whether that would leave them with millions or thou-

sands.

Jack Kemp, the former vice presidential candidate,

and Steve Forbes, the publishing executive turned Presi-

dential candidate, campaigned for the single tax rate,

calling it a flat tax. This presumably simpler approach,
according to its proponents, would promote growth and

lead * less wasteful spending on tax accountants and

around die tax code, some economists and

hl
J^X^tend, are the inevnable result of a

business execun penalizes savings and

spending and borrowing

people 10 get wealthy
" aid

Theodote FoStmatm, a Wall Street investment banker

IzTZdm a national panel set up last jear to adv.se

leaders on tax reform. "You don t want to

Pe" !ttS
>

fa"say privately mat most ofthe

alternatives to the current system would be

Kft^rable to tax avoidance. Hie reason is that

SiV people can make adjustments in how they re-

3Je aJidus* their money to take maximum advantage

°f
ToT«amp“

P
e

h
Ummati^ or greatly reducing the

canitai gains tax would simply increase the demand for

financial techniques that could replace ordinary income

SS
.
capital gains. Instead of a higher salary a company

Xrt g*e ^executives a low-cost person* stake in a

sXiiary that stands to become more valuable; the

Mtial value of the stake would count as taxable income,

Shrewd lawyers and

investment bankers are

finding ways to reinvent the

shelters that Congress wiped

out in 1986.

but the increased value might well accrue to the execu-

tives as tax-free capital gains.

A pure flat tax, one that applies the same tax rate to

any level of income and to income from any source,

would be least prone to gimmickry, economists say. But a

flat tax’s vulnerability to circumvention grows once

income generated by investments is exempted, as pro-

posed by Mr. Forbes, whose investments generate most

of his income.

In the debate over how the nation should tax itself,

the ability of the wealthy to engineer a way around their

tax burden will need to be considered, said Herbert Stein,

who was chairman of the Council of Economic Advisers

under President Richard M. Nixon.

“Financial engineering should be addressed," he

said. “People are now saying that since the upper income

can escape taxes, why not make it available to everyone?

But that will make it very hard to finance the Govern-

ment’s activities.”
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Not So Separate — • •

Ebonics, Language of Richard Nixon
By KAREN DE WITT

Washington

I

N local television studios and at dinner cables all

across America last week, everyone had an opinion

about the Oakland Board of Education’s resolution

requiring its teachers to appreciate and understand
black English. But most Americans, black, white or
other, don’t have to learn to appreciate black English.

They already use it

Whether it is a separate language (linguists dis-

agree on this), slang or just non-standard speech, the

cadences, phrasing and structure of English as spoken
by many black Americans has so worked its way into

the mainstream as to become an invisible thread in the

linguistic tapestry.

Uptight. Outto sight. Aoahh, righL Groovin' Jivin’

Slippin’ Slidin*. I’m baaad. Dissin’. Wannabe. Crib.

Shades. You, go giri. My man.
While the Oakland resolution is meant to recognize

the separateness and difference of black English, its

Whether or not it’s a unique

language, black English has
been appropriated by other

Americans, including

Presidents.

Integration into the national tongue can also be seen as a
vindication of the melting-pot theory.

From Madison Avenue's appropriation of rap
rhythms and words to sell breakfast cereal to Richard
Nixon’s use of “right on"— and, ofcourse, to the players
and fans at just about any'sporting event— Americans
of all varieties spice up their English with the argot of
black America.

“It’s esthetically appealing,” said Albert Murray,
the Jazz critic and novelist “Black English has appealed
to people from the earliest days of America, from
minstrels to jazz. Whether they laughed at it or imitated
it, they used it and were changed by it.”

Even that quintessential Americanism "OJC."
turns out to be a direct descendant of the West African
word “wakey,” according to Robert MacNeil in the 1986

PBS series "The Story of English.”

For that matter, the whole of standard English is a
gumbo rich in words of African ancestry, including
gumbo itself; there is goober and banjo, voodoo and
jubilee, jambalaya. bubba, lanky, cola, banana, chigger,

mumbo jumbo, jazz. jute, mojo and zombie.

“You ain’t nothin’ but

a hound dog”
— Elvis Presley

can of whatever ilk or color in every living room across

the country has no more difficulty translating that than

the “What’s up. Doc?” of his cotton-tailed precursor.

Bugs Bunny.

Then there are words of mixed, or uncertain, ances-

try. “Yo” might have started outwhite and Philadelphian

(call it the “Rocky" theory), but now it’s a rappers'word.

So is “bogart,” the verb meaning roughly— to blacks,

though not to ’60’s potheads— to tough one'sway through

a situation, the way Humphrey Bogart would.

The langn^g** of black America bubbles up from the
• • - -• - i-Mfi-itoc pn.

“Right on ”
.

— Richard M. Nixon

pants but using the same language as inner-city black
kids.”

Most particularly, it has found its way into the songs
we sing and the way we sing them.

s

The late Johnny Mercer’s “BJues in the Night”
draws its structure (“My momma done told me ,r

)
from the Guilah language of his Savannah chfidhood
Jerry Leiber and Mike Stoller, the consummate rock
roll lyricists (and both white), credited the inspiration tor
their songs to the sounds of blackness that both fell in love
with when they were teen-agers. Mr. Stoller went to anInflated summer camn: Mr. Usher worked ^ „

“Yo!”

— Rocky Balboa

became an anthem of
3 faithiess tover

them white as Elvis.
011 for 1950’

s youth, most of

*’ ro? comes directly out of

Professor of history euS. ,

Mal»moud El-Kati,

Minn. ^ “ Macatester College in St. Paul.

appropriation, saM^El-K^i *2. **5 sociology of this
aod the ability to wipi^ it

/fr
1, 11131 has to do with power

elevated wheniteinmrm i?-
a sense, black English is

“*..*—*_ .

^corporated mto the wider culture." he
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L^ckingiBarricades,

France Is in a Funk
By ROGER COHEN

I
HERE is a new idea afoopere,
being pushed hard by Frendlead-
ers: France — land of revqtions,

the avant-garde, the uphe; Is of
lias become a "profoundly cc erva-
whtry deeply resistant to ct ge.

Tb theory, espoused by P idem
Jacqjes Chirac, is supposed to exp] i why
F rar^e is in a funk— unreceptive tc form,
uncmnnced by its leaders, unclear mt its

placesn a changing world. In this iceral

cortsdvatism, if French leaders a to be
belie^d, lies the reason that Fran more
than ay other European country, h found
itself ^soriented before the prospe if cur-
tailingthe welfare state, creating * ixible

labor riarket. adopting the new tecfiogies
of cybespace and embracing a sin* Euro-
pean ctrrency, all in order to com e in a
global ttonomy.
On tm face of it, the idea is an I one.

There w[re the events of 1789. Moj seem-
ly, in theipostwar years, France t trans-

formed itself from an overwhelms rural

economy to a highly modern indu4al one,

opened it^ borders, freed its finaril mar-
kets, created the Airbus and tmorld’s
fastest train and become the foumargest

exporter behind the United Statesfrmany
and Japan^It has, on balance, beePything
but stuck in its ways. ] •

Yet, of tote, it is true that Bee has
shown signs of digging in its heeA single

European currency, racreasragftringent

worldwide competition, a chanS*rategic
equation in Europe — all theseues pose
tough choices that touch on natfl identity

exporter behind the United Statesfrmany
and Japan|It has, on balance, beepything
but stuck ip its ways. ] •

Yet, of tote, it is true that Rice has
shown signs of digging in its heeA single

European currency, increasragftriiigent

worldwide competition, a chanStrategic
equation in Europe — all thesSues pose
tough choices that touch on natfl identity

and ultimately cannot be fudgf
The challenges the country fl* are per-

haps no more daunting than thfj Germa-
ny or Italy or even Britain. Bpiancellor

Helmut Kohl has given Gerpy unifica-

tion. Italians have always bcpnclined to

see Europe in a positive 1j,
dragging

them northward toward moeffty- In Brit-

ain, the Thatcher years prrfed changes

that have already made thyuntry more
competitive and flexible. On? France, the
most centralized of EuropeJates and the

most ambitious in Its lingeg dreams of

somehow incarnating wori^er, does the

whole range of challenges po to provoke

a kind of collective dread./

The response has been striking. Suggest
reforming the state-owned railroad compa-
ny, which lost $3.3 billion last year and has
debts of about $40 billion, and the trains

stop. Hint that social security, health insur-
ance and other mandatory wage contribu-
tions are so high that they dissuade compa-
nies from hiring and contribute to France’s
crippling 12.1 percent unemployment, and
there is an outcry. Try, in short, to tamper
with what the French call their "acquis” —

. the established cocoon of a protective state
— and the reform is stillborn.

It is certainly this mood that French
leaders have sought to evoke in their charge
that, as Prime Minister Alain Jupp£ put it,

France has become a place of "deep-seated
conservatism.” Mr. Chirac went even fur-
ther: France, he said, is “sclerotic.”
The idea is intriguing not least because

“conservatism” is here being used to identi-
fy people who, until recently, would have
been identified as “progressives” or “of the
left” People, that is, who believed in a
central role for the state in the economy, in

the extension of social benefits, enveloping
welfare and a strong public school system.
These have all been defining characteris-

tics of the French republic. A pact devel-
oped between the technocrats who, after
emerging from top schools, planned the
future of France as highly respected “fonc-
tionnaires,” and the labor unions that put
those plans to work. This provided a bed-
rock for the country's development.

What Now?
At the heart of the unease now gripping

France, there is the question of wbat new
model, what new idea, to put in the old idea's
place. In France even a partial dismantling
of the state appears to threaten the core of

the nation’s values.

Moreover, in France the end of the cold
war has proved most troubling, not principal-
ly because of the strategic implications but
because it meant the end of a dialectic

between two ideologies.

The French mind has great difficulty with
what is now called “la pensee unique”— that
is, the single American-rooted ideology bold-
ing that a largely untrammeled market
economy is good for mankind. The French
want somehow to represent an alternative

model, one in which France's charity and its

cheeses are preserved. This in turn produces

A musician leaves the Paris Gamier Opera, where 600 protested plans to make them work more before qualifying format? benefits'.

a form of conservatism.
Andre Glucksraann, a philosopher, said:

“France is indeed in a crisis, with respect to

its own history and with respect to its place
in the world. But it is not inherently conser-

vative. It wants to know what image of itself

to have." Mr. Chirac and Mr. Juppe, he
added, “are simply not providing answers to

these questions.”

Mr. Chirac bas recently suggested that a
German model might work in France. He
talks a lot about the need for “dialogue”and
"responsibility" — clear references to the

German way of managing the economy
through negotiation between employers and
labor unions. But Germany still bothers

France. Since the fall of the Berlin Wall it has
absorbed 16 million new people and devel-

oped a successful economic drive to its east

that has turned much of central Europe into

a German “near abroad.” France, in the

same period, has stagnated.

Many French foreign policy decisions —
including initial resistance to German unifi-

cation and to Boris Yeltsin, and support for

Slobodan Milosevic and for Rwanda's Hutus— have given an impression of disarray or
cynicism that is hard to square with the

ambition, expressed by Mr. Chirac, of being
“an example to the world.” Fleolmg’ to be
such a presence, France has clashed repeat-

edly with the United States.

Inconsistencies also appear rampant in

domestic affairs. In a single interview this

month, Mr. Chirac suggested repeatedly that

France’s state should be slimmed and mon-
ey better spent But then he said the state

railroad “will never be touched,” French
public service “will not be called into ques-
tion,” and the “acquis” will not be diluted.

Mixed Signals

As for European integration, the President
and Prime Minister have recently made
impassioned pleas for the introduction in

1999 of the common currency known as the

Euro. At the same time, however, the Gov-
ernment has maintained the border controls

it had vowed to abolish and has not made
clear what sort of United States of Europe, if

any, France has in mind.
Finally, Mr. Chirac and Mr. Juppe have

held out as a goal the old French republican
model of an inclusive society, marked by its

humanism and its commitment to the equali-

ty of all before the law. But this appeal —
rooted in the notion of the universality of
French civilization — has come as France
has turned inward, essentially scrapping the
old law that established that anyone born in
France was French.

“The message from the Government is

confused,” said Dominique Moisi, the deputy
director of the French Institute of Interna-
tional Relations, an independent think tank.
"The French are not being told very clearly
what Europe to expect, what type of econ-
omy, or what society. The result is that
people try to defend a status quo that is

indefensible.”

The new conservatism in France is real. It

is the expression of a society unmoored, with
respect to. the world and its past. But this

conservatism also owes much to Mr. Chirac
and Mr. Juppe themselves, both products of
the elite Ecole Nationale d’Administration,
the school that always produced the “fonc-
tionnaires” who guided France. The Presi-
dent and the Prime Minister thump the table,

throw up their hands, inveigh against conser-
vatism and talk of reform. But their old-

school instincts are deeply "conservative"—
and it shows.

Israel’s Question-Mark Economy

ace Means Prosperity (Sort of)

By SE£ SCHMEMANN

Jerusalem
OBODY r Isr 1 would dispute that the sign-

ing of tbtf>ea<jagreement with the Palestin-

ians in 03 dj marvels for the Israeli econ-

omy. Aiiual awth rates soared to 7 percent,

countries that tfc Arafboycott had frightened away
began trading o^nly vih Israel, and Israeli business-

men began dots busijss in their own name, rather

than behind so>c fore i front.

So when P-me Miker Benjamin Netanyahu was

elected last My after jclaring the peace faulty and
railing tougbabout t Palestinians, and when the

political proofs groun o a halt for six months, it was
natural to as*me thatje boom days must be over for

the economjfts well.

Criticizig Mr. Ne

sometimes nother wa
toward Yasr Arafat.

lyahu over die economy was
o criticize him for his policies

en critics said his toughness

was runnin down the pnomy, they were arguing that

all his polices were fa

the econory wasn't re

that its ppblems wen
All ofwhich leav<

and pros^rity linked*

Yes fcd no, as the

shows, iiere are' prt

down: Here was pientj

5. His defenders retorted that

! doing so badly after an, and
of his doing.

pen the question: Are peace

Yes fcd no, as theM state of the Israeli economy

shows, ’iiere are' prams, to be sure. Tourism is

down: tiere was plenty elbow room Christmas week

in BethWiem’s Mangeiquare, and Jerusalem hotels

had rotfns to spafe. THfel Aviv stock exchange has

been ir the doldrums f^ome time. And the Finance

Ministry’s modest;goal jthe coming year is a domes-

tic product growth of 4|rcent.

After Hebron, ti Budget
Bit what the Israellisiness community is really

waiting to see is not so jeh whether Mr. Netanyahu

and Mr. Arafat resolve [tedious issue of Hebron —
which they probably wilts week — but whether Mr.

Netanyahu succeeds (aSthis week) in cajoling his

disputatious Parliament
|
cutting $2 billion from the

$56 billion budget 1

This is one problem
|
is not of Mr. Netanyahu s

doing. It was created by l same Labor Government

that brought the peace; Iadministration lifted pub-

lic-sector salaries to diig heights, miscalculated

revalues and saddled its Lessors with a balance-of-

payments deficit of morel $25 billion this year. Mr.

Netanyahu and Finance lister Dan Men(tor have

been lobbying hard for tl

traditions and narrow inte

tough battle.
i

As for the other probj

plans many months ahead

attacks and the Lebanese

spring, before Mr. Netaiq

stock exchange, it too was i

and, in fact, has recently

:

Where doubts about t

impact on the economy;s
there has been curiously 13

stocks heldby foreign invi
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,
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till reacting to the terror
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tamage. (hi the contrary,

s on the Israeli exchange

ercent before the May
and multinationals like

inued moving in.

ired Labor voter, but in

Yasir Arafat and Benjamin Netanyahu met last

week on the Israel-Gaza Strip border.

this regard, whoever tells you that complications from

peace have resulted In capital flight is either deliberate-

ly misleading or ignorant," said Amotz Asa-El, the

business editor of The Jerusalem Post

This does not, however, suggest that investment

and business are Impervious to peace. Nobody in Israel

would make such a claim. True, peace is not as quantifi-

able as other major contributors to prosperity like the

arrival of tens of thousands of skilled Russian immi-

grants or American loan guarantees, but this peace did

much more — it declared that Israel was a normal

country to do business with. Foreign businessmen no

longer bad to look over their shoulders at the Arabs or
calculate the risk of war, and Israel came to be per-

ceived as a potential gateway to the region’s huge
emerging market “The peace process signaled to the

business community that the Arab-Israeli dispute is

over, and it's time to move ahead with business,” said

Benjamin Gaon, president of the Koor Industries con-

glomerate.

Conversely, nobody denies that prolonged disquiet

could hurt "Of course,” Mr. Meridor told an interviewer

last week. “Peace is more attractive.’’ The biggest

reason there bas not been any visible damage so far,

businessmen and analysts said, was that there has not

been time or cause for that Mr. Netanyahu pledged on
coming to office to continue with the peace, to bring

public spending under control, to deregulate and to.

privatize. And all these may still come about •

In fact Mr. Netanyahu's evident eagerness to con-"

Netanyahu gets more blame
for economic problems than

he deserves— so far.

elude a deal on Hebron has demonstrated to many that

even this ideological conservative has been forced to

realize in just six months that stalling the political

process can be very dangerous. “The peace process is

irreversible," Mr. Gaon said. “There is no alternative.”

Another explanation for the relatively sanguine

prospects for Israel's economy is that the businessmen

looking at Israel are those exploring emerging markets,

a sort not easily put off. However dramatic its conflicts

and politics, Israel is still far more stable, lucrative and
promising than many other such places. And high-

technology industries, a dynamic sector of this econ-

omy, are probably less sensitive to political fluctuations,

since they require less labor, capital and space.

“An investor does not look at Israel or the West

Bank or Gaza through Mideast binoculars,” said Mr.

Asa-El, the journalist “He has a broad vantage point

from which he scrutinizes South America, Asia, Russia.

Each place has its risks, or they wouldn’t be emerging
markets. This place may be politically unpredictable,

but there are solid aspects to this market which are not

affected by occasional political'upheavals. And even

when there is a terror attack in Tel Aviv, it is not like

conventional war — it does not affect the labor force, or

the workplace, especially the high-tech workplace.”

But while this may serve to explain the relative

quiet up to. now, it gives little guidance for the future.

Peace is only one of many “ifs" hanging over the Israeli

economy. There is the question of whether the Govern-

ment will be able to slash its spending, and if it does,

whether this will serve to devaluate the shekel and get

exports flowing again. Then there is the question of

whether Mr. Netanyahu will live up to his promises to

deregulate and privatize state-owned enterprises. “The

number of unknowns may not be so large,” Ephrain

Kleiman, an economist at Hebrew University, told The
Jerusalem Report “But they are very unknown."

And that, in effect, is what many people would say

about Mr. Netanyahu himself after six months in office.

Revolution

As a Relic
Continued From Page 1

Republic now compete at the ballot box as vigorously as

they once did at the barricades.

But like an affecting museum piece, the Tupac
Amaru hostage-taking has highlighted not only how
much has changed in Latin America, but also how much
remains the same. ..

’

It was a reminder that even after years-of defeats,

the Ttipac Amaru group and its more doctrinaire rival,

Shining Path, have not fired .theirjjjist shots.

And it was a reminder that the few Latin American
guerrilla groups still active — here, in Colombia and in

Mexico — come from lands where drug money is the

new mother’s milk of radical and mainstream politics

alike.
•'

it is highly unlikely that any of these rebel groups
will ever take power, but as long as those in Peru and
Colombia can levy “war taxes” on traffickers — and
sometimes traffic themselves — they can survive with-

out the international financial networks once provided

by the Soviet bloc. (In Mexico’s case, guerrilla ties to

traffickers are not yet believed to be strong but the

rebels, in two southern states, benefit from the army's

need to focus on the war on drugs in the north.)

And Latin America is still poor, and deeply divided

by class and race — the basic ingredient^ of revolution.

Where’s Fidel Now?
Nevertheless, the “international correlation of

forces,” as the Marxists would say, has changed dramati-
cally. A decade ago, Mr. Castro would have been cheering

the Peruvians on, and the United States would have felt a

need to be a counterweight to him. But both have taken
back seats — allowing Japan to suggest to Peru’s Gov-
ernment that Havana might be enlisted to help end the

crisis by offering the rebels safe passage.

More striking still are the words surfacing from the

Kremlin, once the vanguard of world revolution. Presi-

dent Boris Yelteta suggested that Russia and the leading

.industrial powers, might send, anti-terrorist squads to

help the Peruvian Government.

As for the Peruvians, their behavior since the storm-

ing of the Japanese residence Dec. >7 also has broken old

molds. University students and .wtirking-class people

living in the shantytowns that ring Limahave not taken to

the streets or even painted up their walls with militant

graffiti, as the students- and workers of Managua and
Bogota did in 1978 and 1980.

Ernesto (Che) Guevara would be turning in his

grave if he amid have heard the lively conversation

Nestor Cerpa Cartolini, the Ttipac Amaru leader, had
with his captive businessmen last week. According to

several people who have been released, Mr. Cerpa en-

dorsed some of the Peruvian Government's plans to

privatize industries and pay its huge international debts.

It was an acknowledgement that the old romantic, utopi-

an visions that rAtm American' revolutionaries once

clung to have been consigned to the dustbin of history—
although perhaps at a slower pace in Peru than else-

where.
“The objective of the Tupac Amaru Revolutionary

Movement is to negotiate.” said Gustavo Gorriti, a

leading Peruvian journalist "But they must first show

force or otherwise no one would be willing to concede

anything to them. I don't view the hostage taking as the

beginning of a new wave of revolution, but perhaps the

first movement toward an end.”
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Way
By JEFF STRYKER

iflS il always wrong to lie? Few would

H arcuie for the whole truth and nothing

§§ buT the truth in all circumstances.

H To rnosL people, the minor lies we

sprinkle in our daily conversations are a

confection, a social lubricant, not a poison.

What a nice dress! What a sweU haircut!

Vid deceptive practices for noble ends

nourish m virtually every profession and in

invemment. Sociologists masquerade as

homeless people to study altruism. Police

officers assume false identities to infiltrate

,:..Uo rmgs. Civil rights advocates pose as

‘oV
, "applicants and apartment seekers, to

document racial discrimination.

But where is the line? When does a social

lubricant become a sea of mendacity?

Last week a Federal jury in North Caroli-

na ruled that producers at ABC's "Prime-

time Live" committed fraud during a 1992

undercover report of unsanitary practices

at the Food Lion supermarket chain. ABCs
hidden cameras caught workers tampering

with expiration dates on meat, bleaching

spoiled chicken and selling cheese gnawed

hv rats. Food Lion, with more than 1,400

^tiires in the South, says it suffered losses of

Si.7 billion to 2.5 billion after the program.

The supermarket chain, rather than .at-

tack the story, challenged the reporting

tactics. And the jury found that the ABC
producers, in obtaining jobs with Food Lion,

failed to disclose their employment with the

network, lied about references and fabricat-

ed previous grocery store work experience.

C‘l really miss working in a grocery store,

and I love meat wrapping." read one appli-

cation. adding. “I would like to make a

career with the company.") The jury re-

turns tomorrow to decide damages.

This case concerns not just the practice of

undercover journalism but the value of ly-

ing for a noble cause. After all, ABC has

fairly reveled in its undercover reports be-

cause of their social value. Its cameras have

caught Congressmen frolicking on junkets

paid for by lobbyists, students selling guns,

doctors misreading mammograms and car

salesmen quoting higher prices to blacks

than to whites. The defenders of deceit place

the Food Lion case squarely in the tradition

of muckraking journalism.

Trust Busters

hair in restrooms in five American cities in

order to check whether 6,333 men and wom-

en washed their hands after using the toilet.

(The study, by Wirthlin Worldwide, found

that many do not)

Lying, for all its potential social value, is

almost never called by its real name Public

officials rarely admit, "I lied,” even if they

believe in the cause they lied for. Instead,

euphemisms bloom. The passive tense is

used to distance the liar from the lie ("mis-

takes were made"). Broken promises are

not lies but unfulfilled hopes. Even though

Some journalists worry that the Food Lion Oliver L. North has been convicted of lying to

.... i offo/-t nn mvKti- rnno rp_« durine the Iran-contra hearings, he
verdict will have a chilling effect on investi-

gative reporting, much the way that medical

researchers might balk at having to stop

using placebos In drug testing. But enthusi-

asm for deceit is far from universal When

journalists can pick and choose when to tell

the truth, the public does not know when to

believe them. So is socially motivated lying

worth the erosion of public trust? **

Many philosophical and religious tradi-

tions condemn all lies and deceit Perhaps

the best-known recent exposition of this sen-

timent is "Lying: Moral Choice in Public and

Private Life” (Vintage Books, 1989) by Sis-

sela Bok, the philosopher. After exploring the

many ways people deceive one another and

themselves —.from puffery in letters of

recommendation to placebos to unmarked

police care — she decides lies are seldom

worth the social cost. As lies spread, she

writes. "Trust is damaged." She describes

trust as a “social good to be protected just as

much as the air we breathe or the water we

drink."

Yet this year alone there were numerous

cases of institutionally sanctioned deception.

Local authorities instituted stings with

names like Operation Protect Kids in which

underage youngsters tried to buy cigarettes.

In Operation Clean Hands, researchers hid in

bathroom stalls or pretended to comb their

Congress during the Iran-contra hearings, he

prefers to say that Congress was misled.

When Newt Gingrich, the House Speaker,

was confronted last week with having lied to

the House Ethics Committee about whether

he used taxpayer money to set up a college

course he taught, he said he had submitted

"inaccurate, incomplete and unreliable" in-

formation.

When William Safire dubbed First Lady

Hillary Rodham Clinton a "congenital liar"

in the first sentence of his Jan. 9 column in

The New York Times, he followed with 13

variations of the verb "to lie" in the ensuing

commentary; a firestorm ensued.

Truth and Consequences
One of the first laws of socially responsible

deceit is to call it by another name — under-

cover reporting, a blind trial, a sting.

In a chapter on friendship and altruism in

"The Varnished Truth" (University of Chi-

cago, 1993). David Nyberg said Professor

Bok's "atmosphere of trust" is in fact a

"delicately balanced mixture of the essential

gases of communication, namely, truth tell-

ing and deceiving." As he put it, "An atmos-

phere of pure truth telling is no more fit to

support friendship than an atmosphere of

pure oxygen is fit to support life."
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121 :

J. S. Bach; Cantata Magnificat

Schola Cantorum of Oxford,

Northern Chamber Orchestra,

Nicholas Ward conducting.

r

-
=1 122:

=- Granados: 12 Spanish

L Dances - Norbert Kraft,

Guitar, Razumovsky
,

Sinfonia, conducted by

'Sji Peter Breiner.

WT

123:
Mozart: Cosi fan Tutte

(highlights) - Slovak

Philharmonic Chorus (SPC),

Capella Istropolitana, conducted

by Johannes Wildner.

.

Brahms- Hungarian Dances, Waltzes
- ldii Biret, piano.

— 3 131:~~

—

Prokofiev: Peter and
the Wolf; Britten:

17,6 Youn0 Person
‘

s

Guide to the
Orchestra; Saint-

Saens:Carnival of

the Animals, English

Narration, Czecho-Slovak RSO,
Ondrej Lenard.

132:
Rodrigo: Concerto de Aranjuez,

Castelnuovo-Tedesco; Villa-Lobos:

Concertos for Guitar and Orchestra,

Norbert Kraft, Northern Chamber
Orchestra. Nicholas Ward.

Prokofiev: String Quartets 1 & 2, Cello

Sonata - Aurora String Quartet, Michael

Grebanier, Janet Guggenheim.

125:
Puccini: Tosca
(highlights) - SPC,
Czecho-Slovak Radio

Symphony Orchestra,

under Alexander
Rahbari.

Puccini: Madama Butterfly (highlights) -

SPC, Czecho-Slovak RSO, Alexander

Rahbari.

127:
Beethoven: String Quartets

Nos. 1 & 2, Kodaly Quartet.

Tchaikovsky: Rococo Variations, Nocturne;

Bruch: Kol Nidrei; Bloch: Schelomo -

Maria Kliegel, cello. National SO of

Ireland, conducted by Gerhard Markson.

129:

Borodin: String Quartets Nos. 1 & 2,

Haydn Quartet,

133:
Italian Concert!

Grossi: Sammartini,
Albinoni, Geminiani,

Vivaldi, Locatelli, etc.

Capella Istropolitana,

Jaroslav Kr(e)chek.

Gesualdo - Complete Sacred Music

for Five Voices, Oxford Camerata,

Jeremy Summerly conducting.

135:
Spanish Festival: Glinka, Elgar,

Massenet, etc. Czecho-Slovak RSO,
conducted by Keith Clark.

136:
. .

Invitation to Dance: Ballet Music from

Faust, Giselle, Lakme, etc. Czecho-

slovak RSO, Ondrej Lenard.

- 137:
Grieg/Johansen:

String Quartets, Oslo
String Quartet.

138:
French Chansons:
Josquin Desprez,
Jannequin, etc.

The Scholars of

London.

139^ ... v

Leoncavallo: I Pagfiacd (highlights).

Miriam Gauci, Nicola Martinucci,

Czeco-SIovak RSO, Alexander Rahbari

conducting.

140:
Mahler Symphony
No.1 Titan, “ Polish

NRSO under Michael
Halasz.

Mozart: Arias and Duets from magic

Rule, Don Giovanni, eta Andrea
Martin, Donna Robin, Capella

Istropolitana, Vienna Mozart Orchestra,

Konrad Leitner conducting.

142: _ „
Rimsky-Korsakov: Sheherazade/Tzar
Saltan, Philharmonia Orchestra,

London, Enrique Batiz conducting.

=1

1

431 Shostakovich:—ear
- String Quartets

Nos. 4. 6. 7,

Eder Quartet

Sibelius: Violin Concerto, Dong-Suk

Kang, Czecho-Slovak RSO, Adrian

Leaper conducting.

145:
Wieniawski: Violin Showpieces, Marat

Bisengaliev, violin, John Lenehan,

piano.
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his eyebrows) that the stock market

has been taken over by lunatics and

might to falL Other alarmists have

said titesame .thing to no .effect, but

Mr.. f.Greepspan’s ; «,

mows jhe" way Filipinos watch

"Mount Plnatubo. The market feJL if

briefly.

Rachel Carson, the writer and biol-

ogist, single-handedly jump-started

the environmental movement in 1962

with “Silent Spring." She indulged in

her share of exaggeration, devoting

one heart-rending chapter to the

looming extinction by pesticide poi-

soning of the American robin, a bird

that was not a dodo then and is not

now. That said, not many would deny
that she had a good point, or that her

book changed the world.

Paul Ehrlich's 1968 jeremiad,

"The Population Bomb," said flatly

that humankind’s race against fam-
ine was over and man had lost; that

starvation would sweep the world in

the 1970’s as the number of hungry
mouths outstripped the food supply.

The book altered Americans’ basic
concept of progress and popularized
the idea of sustainable growth. It also
was wrong: the 1970’s "green revolu-
tion” eased the hunger crisis, at least

for the time being. Modem famines
occur because of political problems,
not agricultural ones.

Mr. Ehrlich says his error was
scientific misjudgment, not hype,
and still believes the day of reckon-
ing has only been put off. He never-
theless agrees that "The Population
Bomb” was a polemic, start to finish

"It would be intellectually satisfying
to say the real impact is through
reasoned discourse," he said. "But in
my view the real impact isn’t in
reasoned discourse. Media attention,
press coverage and. if necessary,
alarmism at least set an agenda. And
that way you can have a debate.”
He is not exactly arguing that the

Mid justifies the means. But as "The
Population Bomb" shows, even the
gravest alarm has a sort of credibil-
ity trip-wire. Forecast the apoca-
lypse and at least one horseman had
better show up quickly; long-term
urgency is an oxymoron.

:
pe environmental movement has

suffered a credibility backlash as its
ejqxments have sounded louder
alarms about the overheated, under-
shielded, deforested planet while or-
dinary Americans gazed out their
Ford windshields and saw less smoe
each summer than the one before
The environmentalists and the de-

clining-America school of doomsay-
ers have spawned their own countX-
alarmist movements, squads of so-
cial andI scientific bright-siders aim-
ing to debunk the Gloomy Gusses
Some are flat-Earth types who' deny
the existence nf nhvinue t*:..

!
gu^at there is nothing less than a
coi^acy to roll back environmen-
tal grass. Ben J. Waitenberg, the

Amtan Enterprise Institute schol-

ar ftmay be the original counter-

alant, says doomsayers in gen-

eral \4eli-irrt«xied exaggerates
— hetitt their tactics ‘‘lying for

truth’ lint exaggerators nonethe-

less. iwT view, alarmists divert

people idmoney from real prob-

lems b^aiing the specter of a sky
that is t/ate about to fall, but never
seems feudally start dropping.

“Gon-ra Gomorrah, I love ya,

Gomorn; Wre always a day
away," . racks.

Publioplio wise, Mr. Watren-
berg is pbam right. European sci-

entists tried Mf the planet into a
tailspin kt spi^g by declaring that

male fetiity wF plummeting, per-

haps duto polltian, only to have
America scienitts conclude six

months ler thatvales were plenty
virile; itwas thfecientists’ math
that hadost itsVjtency. Silicone
breast iolants termed the other
half of e planetVnd spawned a
multibillii-dollar Inal industry be-

Whjdoesnt the
sky £11? Alarmisi

ofterworksl

fore oth scientists beLn to con-
clude th the fflreat majhave been
artificia- enhfeiced.

\
But tte anjlat least tio flaws in

asking irmlsts to be nasonable,
soft-span folk. For one thing, a
reason* alarmist is not In alarm-
ist anjnore;' he’s the) list of a
Sundayiews interview irogram,

'about the other hand.

[table?”

[he New
‘Will tEarth Remain
asked Op-Ed article in ' he New
York nes 10 years ago- Such a
questidoes not deserve at answer
like ‘me say yes; some say no;
still ors don’t know."
Thecond is that the alarmists

could right. Dr. F. Sherwood Row-
of jokes in the

1980 hen he began to suggest that
spraeodorants and leaky car air
condpers posed a threat because
they»re eating away the Earth’s
shieof atmospheric ozone. Last
yea? won a Nobel Prize, and the
woe production of chlorofluoro-

wiL* ^ cut® dramatical-

J
20?® taVer k now expect-

ahead of schedule.

reasSi? QuaVfe has never
^/K°Yered from his alerts
“Knpommg meteors and Murphy
ts rt, many now aprpp tw»r PAtnn.
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The Burdens We Carry

By DAVID J.MORROW

*K
’VIN was busier than one
of Santa’s elves this holi-
day season. Not only did
he drop hundreds of dol-
lars on presents, he also

spent hours stashing them in out-of-
the-way places.
Days before Christmas, two books,

each wrapped in expensive paper,
were nestled beneath his bed. A pric-
ey jacket for his girlfriend was

.
• • tucked among the socks and under-

wear in his chest of drawers. A clos-
et full of fancy clothes concealed an
expensive knife sharpener, snapped
up weeks before in a sale.
Though hiding gifts before Christ-

^^mas is common, Kevin keeps some
, ‘‘Jhidden year-round. You see, his giri-

. ^ friend has told him that if he does not
' -r stop buying things, she will leave

him.

Kevin, who earns $15,000 a year as
an adviser in a mental health center
in Iowa

t> says he just cannot stop
buying things— from magazine sub-
scriptions to household appliances.
The knife sharpener, for example,
still has no intended recipient and
remains buried in the closet after the
holiday. In two years, he has racked

, up $16,000 in credit-card debt.
"T can go for a little more than a

.
week without hitting the stores, but

;

then l get tense for some reason,"
said Kevin, 38, who spoke on the
condition that his full name not be
used. "Christmas shopping — it’s

really hard to control myself, be-
' cause ! have an exctfs^ to shop."

|

Easy as it is to exceed one’s budg-
•

• et during the holidays; compulsive
; buyers like Kevin face that tempta-

!

jjjion with weakened defenses. Some
leading psychologists estimate that
five million Americans, or about 2
percent of the population, are com-
pulsive buyers. But that estimate
may be conservative. A recent study

) . by the University of Minnesota found
v

;
that 2 to 8 percent of the population

• suffers from the problem.
While compulsive buying can

wreck one’s finances any time of

year, it is especially treacherous

during the holidays. Compulsive
spenders tend to be grand champion
Christmas givers, showering their

loved ones with expensive goods that

would make even Donald Trump
smile.

"Most compulsive spenders are
people pleasers," said Janet Damon, -

a Manhattan psychoanalyst who spe-

cializes in compulsive disorders. -

“When a compulsive spender buys ».*

gifts, he’s 'trying' to buy-- love
-

;andv
;jjower. This isn’t reallyabout money
1M’s about the feelings of anxiety thejf

•

are trying to relieve through the'

spending."

Barbara, a 47-year-old manage-
ment consultant in Los Angeles, con-

cedes that she has a spending prob-

w

lem and says she recently suc-
cumbed to an urge to go Christmas
shopping, spending 15 limes more
chan she had planned. “When I buy
these presents, I feel so powerful and
so generous,” she said. Like Kevin
and others interviewed for this arti-
cle, she spoke on the condition that
she not be fully identified.
Once they recognize their prob-

lem, some compulsive shoppers seek
help, either at the insistence of oth-
ers or at the point of financial col-
lapse. They may try private therapy
or credit counseling— sometimes at
the prodding of a bankruptcy court
Kevin and Barbara are two of many
who have joined Debtors Anony*
mous, a 12-step self-help group that
is modeled- on Alcoholics Anony-
mous. The program encourages
members to shed their credit cards
and to adopt a strict spending plan
that focuses on realistic needs.
Founded in 1976 in New York City,

Debtors Anonymous now has more
than- 400 groups worldwide. Some
chapters*boId extra meetings to help
their members cope during the win-
ter holidays. And there Is always
information available from the
group (212 642-8220).

Of course, giving in to an occasion-
al splurge 'does not make a person a
compulsive shopper. Who among us
has not overspent sometime? Maybe
it was a $500 Armani suit at Saks
Fifth Avenue that was just too good a
deal to pass up, or, this holiday sea-

son, a Tickle Me Elmo doll that little

Susie-had her heart set on, even
though the going price had escalated

to $500 on the Internet
Nor js it just handling money poor-

ly that distinguishes a compulsive
spender. Plenty of people could bene-
fit from instituting a budget and
from some financial education. But
compulsive spenders tend to exhibit

serious emotional problems as well

as financial problems, psychologists

say.

People who can’t handle money
well have a skill deficit,” said Dr.

Jerrold Poliak, a psychologist with
the psychiatry department at Rhode
Island Hospital in Providence.
"Compulsive spenders can’t control

the urge to buy, and they may also

suffer from depression of anxiety
with iL”

Holiday buying sprees merely ex-

acerbate problems for compulsive
buyers. They spend heavily year-
round, no matter what their budgets
will bear and no matter what it does
to ffieir’faniiiy 'finances. Some go on
periodic ‘tkiyaigr binge? • and-'some
shop everyday. They most often pay
on credit — compulsive spenders
usually carry more than 10 charge
cards, psychologists say. creating a
debt load that can quickly swell into

six figures.

Like many compulsions, the

spending habit often starts at a
young age. According to the study by

the University of Minnesota, the
typical compulsive buyer started as
a teen-ager but did not recognize the
full magnitude of the problem anti!

10 years later.

Psychologists have long pointed to
women as the chief sufferers. And
recent studies — the one from Min-
nesota and one by the University of
Iowa School of Medicine released in
1995 — have identified the typical

compulsive buyer as a college-edu-
cated woman in her 30's.

But men, psychologists now say,
may have been undercounted. They
are less likely to admit to a compul-
sive spending problem — and to par-
ticipate in a study about iL General-
ly, they also have higher salaries and
more lines of credit, making it rela-

tively easy to spend frivolously.

According to an annual survey of
shopper attitudes by American Ex-
press, both men and women allotted
an average of $95 for each person on
their gift list this holiday season. But
men said their total spending would
be $1,024 on average, 21 percent
more than the $808 that women said
they would spend.
They, also buy differently. “The

things that men buy tend to cost
more than what women buy,” Dr.
Poliak said. “Men buy things like

technology and appliances, expen-
sive toys, if you will, while women
buy clothes and makeup."
Another misperception is that

overspending is confined to people of
modest means who feel constrained
by meager budgets. Barbara, the
management consultant, is also an
author and public speaker, and she
earns $100,000 a year.
Her latest lapse was cm a trip to a

small novelty shop to pick up a holi-

day present for a friend. She planned
to cap her spending at $30. One horn-

later, she walked out with two vests
made from men’s ties, a sculpture,

three skins, a pair of earrings and
die $30 picture frame— for a total of

$450.

At home, Barbara stuffed the boo-
ty in a closet just for gifts. She says

'

she seldom remembers what she
bought for whom, and try a^ she may
to stick to a single-gift regimen, over
the course of a year she may buy
five gifts for the same person for the
same occasion.

The shopping fever even extends
to the grocery store. A month ago,
Barbara noticed an advertisement
saying that anyone who spent $50 at

her local store could get a free tur-

key. The supermarket might as well
have challenged Wyatt Eaip to’a

'

shootouL
“One of the perils for compulsive

spenders over the holidays is the
deals the stores run,” Barbara said.

“They are so tempting. I don’t think

I even went in there for a turkey.

But, before you know iL I was con-
sumed with having enough stuff In

my buggy to get the free turkey.

‘Ooh, how about some 'Bailey’s?

Yeah, a bottle of tequila, we’ll need it

over the holidays.’ I wound up spend-
ing $140.”

The percentage of the population estimated to suffer from some common
disorders over the course of a year.

AlcoholaboaeMepanidahoa -

‘Sa3a

The bills for these sprees are
mounting, and Barbara now owes
$60,000 on 10 credit cards, on. top of
her $200,000 mortgage. She says she
has been getting loans that averagg.-

56,000 a year from her mother to

help pay her bills — loans she wants
to repay.

What abouL-lbe interest rates on
those credit cards? ’T can’t tell you
what they are," said Barbara, who
graduated Phi Beta Kappa from the
University of Southern California. “!

always tell myself that I bank in the
fog bank. I have a nine-year-old car,

and I can’t afford to buy a new one. I

haven’t even filed my 1995 taxes.”

One trait shared by many compul-
sive spenders — and particularly

strong among men, psychologists

say — is the desire to be a big shot.

Buying expensive gifts and dinners

is one way to look important.

For years, Matthew, a former
Pittsburgh marketing executive who
is now a struggling Hollywood actor,

made sure to buy Christmas gifts

that would make the recipients gasp.

He would comb the malls, gold
American Express card in hand, ea-

ger to snap up the right Hugo Boss
suit or Chanel purse for his family
and friends. With a $130,000 salary.

Matthew considered no gift beyond
his reach.

“When it came to the holidays and
birthday gifts, if I didn’t make the

significant women in my family cry
after they opened iL 1 thought I had
failed,” said Matthew, 37. “Every
year had to be better than the last.

And the only way to do that was to

spend more money.”

Compulsive
shopping

Figures are based on percentage of people over age 18. except the one tor eating

disorders, which includes people of all ages.

Sources, Nai*naf instuuted Mental Heailtv National Asscc»a:«in of Anorexia Nervosa and Associw&d
Disorae-s: tUXnai Council on Compulsive GamOUng

lUustnuioo by Smart Gotdentwg

had no money, I baked oatmeal cook-

ies with my nephews. It turned out

everyone liked the cookies just as
well as the expensive sweaters."
From gifts for family and friends

to gifts for clients, the spending fire

often spreads rapidly.

AL a New York talent agenL de-

scribes how he once routinely gave
his clients video-arcade machines,
Rolex watches and pool tables at

Christmas

If Matthew did not like a date’s

clothes — even on a first date — he

"Christmas had always been a
double-edged sword," said AL 46,

who earns $250,000 annually. "All

through the year, I spend money on
myself. Well, at the holidays, not

only was 1 spending on myself, I was
spending on other people. If I spent
$100 on you 10 years ago, this year
your gift had to cost $1,500.”

Shopping at Saks for a simple $25

sweatercouki make him feel so anx-

Accounting Rules

May be Irrelevant

would spring for a new ensemble-^hSis- that he would snap up a $500

Group dinners with coUeague£Twer£ designer one instead,

carefully orchestrated, with Mat-
thew instructing the waiter in ad-

vance to give him the check.

“When the restaurant’s check

came,” he said, “my friends were
sure to see me flip out my American
Express card: I was trying to feel

better about myself. It was one big

ego gratification."

Matthew played the big spender

until he hit bottom. His company
filed for bankruptcy protection in

1992, leaving him out of work. He had
traded up to a new Cadillac every-
two years, lived irrari expensive

Jl

.

house and racked up $175;006 in debt-

Adding to his misery, the Internal

Revenue Service sent him a bill for

$40,000 in unpaid back taxes.

“I joined Debtors Anonymous and
worked out a plan to pay ail that

money back," he said recently. "The
biggest change was the Christmas
giving. That next Christmas, when I

“I would get such an exciting rush
when I bought the expensive item,"
he said. “Buying things gave me an
identity. I was the guy who bought
Armani and wore Armani. All my
identification about who l was came
from the outside, the shoes 1 wore,
the car 1 drove, the gifts I bought. 1

wanted people to like me."

The balloon burst in 1987. Al
walked into his boss’s office one
morning and was told the I.R.S. was
garnishing $150 a week from his

wages (o recoup thousands of dollars

in back taxes. Facing $20,000 in cred-
it-card debt, Al enrolled in Debtors
Anonymous.
"Those first few years. 1 felt like I

was no good." Al said. “Since 1 had
lost my ability to spend money on
people, especially at Christmas, then
1 was a bad person. Eventually, 1

learned to really shop and find

deals."

1 PERFORMANCE IN U.S. DOLLARS IN LOCAL CURR.
|

Week >* -HLUtl YTD YTD Dividend YTD
Country index % Chg- Rank % Chg. Rank Yield Index-

.
% Chg.

Australia 219.58 1.1 9 15.5 16 4.18 183.58 8.0

Austria 188.30 0.9 13 7.9 21 1.88 152.17 17.2

Belgium 225 78 0.2 19 . 8.0 20 3.58 178.40 17.5

Brazil 109.15 0.9 14 37.1 1 1.69 • 361.91 46.7

Britain 278.16 1.9 3 20.7 T1 3.90 243.80 10.7

Canada 18921’ 0.7 16 27.5 6 1.96 187.53 27.9

Denmark' 344.05 1.4 6 19.1 13 1.65 278.41 27.9

Finland 242.41 0.9 12 29-6 5 2.12 236.42 38.7

France 211.38 1.0 11 17.3 14 2.81 173.91 26.4

Germany 186.13 .-0.2 25. 13.7 18 1.61 • 150.49 23.6

:Honq Kong 506.23 ' 1.8 4 30.6 4 3.10 502.90 30.7

Indonesia 228.14 - 1.2 '• 7 27 1.54 330.72

19.1
Ireland 318.34 ' 1.6 5 24.6 8 3.43 267.56

Italy 82.24 0.6 17 11.6 19 2.21 93.96 7.6

Japan 129.37
' -1.6 ’ 28 -16.5 24 0.81 94.39 - 6.6

589.03 0.5 - 18 21.4 10. 1.08 573.67 20.9

Mexico 1.209.72 02 20 16.8 15 1.06 10,369.41 19.1

Netherlands 329.02 1,1 8 20.6 12 2.82 262.09 31.3

New Zealand 91.37 -0.6 27 14.7 17 4.06 68.66 6.1

Norway 290.64 2.5 2 25.7 7 1.99 254.31 28.2

Philippines 203.63 -0.3 26 28 0.62 • 266.90

Singapore 412.99 -02 24 1.4 22 1.04 • 266.52 0.4

South Africa 31548 0.8 15 -18.1 25 2.44 322.53 5.1

Spam 216.61 2.6 1 31.1 3 2.84 215.00 41.6

Sweden 414.84 0.0 21 32.9 2 2.02 421.38 37.6

Switzerland 236.43 -0.1 23 0.2 23 1.47 197.72 17.4

96.71 -0.0 22 -42.5 26 3.57 96.20 -41.5

United States 307 83 1.1 10 22.5 9 1.96 307.83 22.5

wongiNux
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Europe 235.71

Pacific Basin 148.60

t^urope/Pacifrc 184.82

>World 225.09

1.1

-1.0

0.1

0.6

202.95' 19-5

109.03 - Z1
144.46 8.1

195.21 14.8

prepared by Goldman. Sachs 4 Co. using data derived from the Financial TTmes/Standard &
Poor's Actuaries World Indices, a measure of stock market performance. The FT Indices are

compiled jointly by The Financial Times Limited. Goldman. Sachs & Co. and Standard & Poor's,

in conjunction with the Institute of Actuaries and Faculty of Actuaries.

Source: Goldman, Sachs & Co. Exchange ralesas ol Fridays London dose.

O 1996 The Financial rtnesUd.. Goldman, Sachs 6 Ca and Standard6 Poor's

Exchange rates

Japanese yen to the U.S. dollar

German marks to the U.S. dollar

Canadian dollars to the U,S. dollar

U.S. dollars to the British pound

Source: Bloomberg Rnsndal Merkels; exchange rates^s ofFriday's New Vork close.

Lest Week Year

Friday Friday % Chg. Ago

115.30 114.30 +0.87 103.51

1.5533 1.5517 +0.10 1.4378

1.3679 1.3685 -0.04 1.3645

1.6920 1.6725 +1.17 1.5496

By FLOYD NORRIS
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n.Ameocan. accounung:
standards,' * developed at

great cost and pain over
many decades, about to

be rendered irrelevant?

Will they be replaced by a far less

specific set of rules-that give compa-
nies much more freedom to choose
which accounting practices will

make them look better?

Amazingly enough, some people

think so. “We have an agreement,’'

says Sir Bryan Carsberg, the secre-

tary general of the International Ac-
counting Standards Committee. Af-

ter his committee completes its

standards in 1998, he says, the Secu-

rities and Exchange Commission
will allow foreign companies to sell

securities in this country if their

accounting conforms to the interna-

tional rules, whether or not it meets
the generally accepted accounting

principles now required in the Unit-

ed States.

And if that happens, there is tittle

doubt that American companies will

think it unfair to force them to com-
ply with more stringent rules.

The expectations began building

this spring, when the S.E.C. and oth-

er securities regulators reached an
agreement with Sir Bryan’s group,

saying that if the standards were
good enough, they would be accept-

ed.

The qualification was largely ig-

nored until Arthur Levitt Jr., the

S.E.C chairman, told an accounting

group this month that the interna-

tional standards must be compre-
hensive and of high quality, and be

rigorously interpreted and applied.

Acceptance, he said, "is not a fore-

gone conclusion."

There is, he added, "no doubt in

my mind that their acceptability to

U.S. investors will depend on how
well those standards measure up to

our own.” And he said the Financial

Accounting Standards Board would
continue to set American rales.

which would apply to American
companies. The demand for these

OOTWPiCS iagetJn on the interna-

tional standards-woultf-be rejected,

he seemed to be saying.

In the past, the international

standards were notable largely for

the wide discretion they gave com-
panies. In effecL they said that if one
country allowed an accounting tech-

nique, it must be O.K. The interna-

tional rules are being tightened, but

in many areas they will still allow

more discretion than do American
standards.

There is something to be said for

such discretion, if we can trust audi-

tors to enforce the standards rigor-

ously and to stand up to companies

that want to use die discretion to put

out misleading figures. But the evi-

dence that big accounting firms de-

serve such confidence is, at besL
mixed.

Some business groups are angry

at the F-A.S.B. and its rules, and

would welcome more freedom. They
may see the international route as a

way to get around a tiresome busy-

body.
American stock markets want

more foreign listings and have been

frustrated by the S.E.C.’s Insistence

that foreign companies must largely

meet American standards before

they can trade here. While many
foreign companies have listed, some
may be stalling in the hope that the

weaker international standards will

enable them to enter our markets
without meeting our rules.

This is important for investors be-

cause it is accounting that provides

the report card on how their compa-
nies are doing. And if accounting

standards are perceived as too lax—
as German and British ones have
clearly been in the past — then in-

vestor confidence over time can be
sapped. The S.E.C. should be very
careful to make sure that the inter-

national rules are adequate — in

every respect — before they are
deemed adequate for American
markets.

bee. 23-27: Dow Reaches a High for 1996 as Bond Prices Also Rise
Sources: Bank Rate Monitor. Bloomberg Financial Markets: The Bond Buyer. Datastre3m:

Goldman. Sachs: iBC's Money Fund Report; Merrill Lynch. Standard 6 Poors. Ryan Labs
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Municipals Up 0.45%
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Unfinished Business With Russia
The idea of abolishing nuclear weapons picked

up some powerful support recently when a group of

America's most distinguished military officers en-

dorsed that long-term goaL One of the converts was
retired Air Force Gen. Lee Butler, who directed the

country’s nuclear forces just a few years ago. His

eloquent defense of a laudable if still unachievable

idea should serve as a timely reminder that the

United States and Russia have a left a good deal of

arms control business unfinished in the years since

the end of the cold war.

As President Clinton prepares for his second
term, he faces no more vital national security issue

than locking in the reductions in nuclear weapons
already promised by Washington and Moscow and
moving on to negotiate the next phase of cuts. While
international attention has been drawn to other

issues like terrorism, the effort to trim nuclear

arsenals further has quietly stalled, and could even
be reversed if a renewed drive is not made by Mr.
Clinton and President Boris Yeltsin of Russia.

Since the United States and Russia started

'Tutting their long-range nuclear weapons six years
ago, the nunibeir qt-American strategic warheads
Has dropped from about X3.Q00 to 8,000 and Russian
totals have dwindled frorii“'nbout 11,000 to 7,000.

Additional warheads are being dismantled every
week in America and Russia. Each country still-1

maintains many thousands of smaller, battlefield

nuclear warheads not covered by any. treaty.

But the' engine of the next large round of

strategic warhead cuts, the second arms reduction

treaty between the United States and Russia that

was signed by President Bush and Boris Yeltsin in

1993 and approved by the Senate this year, has not

yet been ratified by the Russian parliament Under
the treaty each country would reduce to around
3,500 thenumber of nuclear warheads deliverable to

distant targets. The treaty would also eliminate the

fearsome land-based missiles that carry up to 10

warheads each. Until Russia ratifies die treaty,

these reductions cannotbe guaranteed and negotia-

tions will be delayed on a third arms reduction

accord that could bring each side’s warhead total

below 2,000. Mr. Clinton and Mr. Yeltsin ought to

find a way to secure parliamentary approval The
obstacles are considerable but not insuperable.

The RussiansAfor starters, would like a new
agreement clarifying the scope of the 24-year-old

treaty that limits intercontinental missile defenses.

The missile defense treaty allows short-range anti-

missile systems like the Patriots used during the

Persian Gulf war. But with new technologies ex-

tending the range and speed of these systems,
Moscow wants clear definitions spelled out on which
categories of missiles are permitted and which are

banned- That may mean abandoning or modifying
an ambitious new missile defense system now being
tested by the Navy that teases the boundaries
between short range and long range.

Another roadblock is Moscow’s continuing con-

cern over NATO's plans to admit new members
from Central Europe, moving Western armies and
potentially Western missiles closer to Russia’s bor-

ders. Washington and its allies are now trying to

work out a formal new relationship between NATO
and Russia that may alleviate Russia's concerns.

The Russians are also worried about the cost of
dismantling warheads and the possible need to build

new single-warhead missiles to get Moscow's over-

all total back to the permitted ceiling once Russia’s

multiple-warhead missiles are eliminated. Securing
the Russian -reductions is well worth some modest
American financial assistance. The need for new
missiles can be eliminated if Mr.'CIintop and Mr.
Yeltsin can reach agreement in principle sometime
soon to bring warhead totals down below 2,000 in a
third arms reduction treaty that could be negotiated
over the next few years.

With Mr. Yeltsin regaining strength after his

heart surgery, he and Mr. Clinton will find no better

opportunity for historic achievement in their second
terms than making farther deep reductions in nu-

clear arms.

OnGi*. T>

The agency that oversees Medicare and Medic-
aid has issued sensible rules that limit the financial

penalties managed care plans can impose on doc-

tors who exceed a plan’s targets for ordering tests

and procedures. Other new rules reflect a growing
recognition that the Federal Health Care Financing
Administration must assume responsibility for

monitoring the quality of care that health plans

operating under its auspices deliver to enroliees.

That is a notable change of direction.

Though the Medicare and Medicaid plans are

the last refuge of traditional fee-for-service cover-

age, almost 5 million elderly, or 12 percent of the

Medicare population, and about 13 million poor
people, a third of the Medicaid population, are

enrolled in managed care. These numbers make the

agency the largest purchaser of managed care in

the country.

Managed care has cut health care inflation in

half by generally paying doctors fixed fees regard-

less of their patients’ needs. But that powerful

incentive to cut out needless care also creates

anxiety that doctors will cut out some necessary
care, even though studies show no systematic prob-

lem. The new rules are designed to alleviate public

anxiety.

The agency previously told managed care
plans to eliminate so-called gag rules, which pre-

vent doctors from informing patients about pro-

cedures the plan will not cover. Now the agency will

prohibit plans from exposing doctors to financial

penalties that exceed 25 percent of their annual

income. These are reasonable rules that will not

substantially alter practices of most managed care
plans.

The agency' has also issued an important rule

that will improve practices by Medicare and Medic-
aid managed care plans and potentially by plans

throughout the private sector. The policy requires

each plan to survey its enroliees each year to

ask how patients were treated and how satisfied

they were with their treatment The agency has
often pointed with pride to extremely low adminis-

trative costs as proof of its efficiency. But what the

rock-bottom administrative costs really proved is

that the agency was not doing much administering
at alL

The survey marks a new direction. Initially, the

information will be rudimentary, probably docu-
menting little more than how long it took patients to

see their primary doctors and how satisfied they
were with the results. But over time the survey
could evolve into a sophisticated report card that

would tell the agency which plans, including its fee-

for-service system, were treating patients the best.

Of course, processing surveys and taking action will

increase the agency's administrative costs — but
that is an outcome Congress should accommodate.

The new rules are constructive and well de-
signed to alleviate worries about managed care
among the elderly and poor. They also move Gov-
ernment oversight to a higher standard.

Editorial Notebook

Sam Wanamaker’s Great Obsession
London

A curious and stirring sight

awaits an American visitor to

Southwark Cathedral, a surviving

relic of medieval Eogland on the

south bank of the Thames. Among monuments in the
nave to titled worthies and deceased prelates is a plaque
"In Thanksgiving for Sam Wanamaker,- Actor, Director,

Producer, 1919-1993, whose vision rebuilt Shakespeare’s
Globe Theatre on Bankside in this parish.”

Had Mr. Wanamaker died two decades ago, he
would doubtless have been remembered as an eccentric
American who upheld a hopeless cause. This year,
however, the nearly finished Globe's premiere produc-
tion, "Two Gentlemen of Verona," has ended a sellout

run and will move to New York next month. As impor-
tant, a grimly derelict neighborhood is recovering some*
thing like its Elizabethan gusto.

As a reporter present at the 1970 launch of Mr.
Wanamaker’s campaign, I remember the good-natured
ridicule it provoked Scoffers, myself included, owe his

ghost, an apology. The Glo.be' Is not a toy or theme-park
fabrication but is as convincing and evocative as the

The American Exile

Who Remade the Globe

joined its Shakespeare troupe.
He made his Broadway debut in

1942, fought in the Pacific theater
in World War II and seemed des-
tined for a successful career as

director and classical actor, whose roles included a
Stratford-on-Avon lago opposite Paul Robeson’s Othello.

But like Robeson, who was an avowed Communist,
and innumerable other Americans who were former
Communists or Vaguely leftist, Mr. Wanamaker became
unemployable in the blacklist decade. Some sought to’
salvage acting careers by confessing error and inform-
ing on colleagues before the House Committee on Un-
American Activities. Summoned to Washington lor such
a rite, Mr. Wanamaker chose exile in Britain. As punish-
ment, his passport was revoked in the,1950’s

The Shakespeare project helped Mr. Wanamaker
keep his sanity and dignity intact. On his first visit to
London in 1949. he had sought traces of the original
theater and was astonished to find only a blackened
plaque on an unused brewery. He found this neglect
medicable, and in 1970 launched the Shakespeare

Staining the building site and neces-
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Cities Will Bear Brunt of Welfare Law Fallout

To the Editor:

"Food Stamps for the Unem-

ployed," your Dec. 26 editorial on the

Federal welfare law's provision pro-

hibiting able-bodied, childless adults

from collecting food stamps unless

they work at least 20 hours a week,

asks the right question about jobs:

"What happens if counties fail to

provide the tens of thousands of slots

that will be needed?" The answer is

an upsurge of calls to 911.

Federal and state disinv

the nation’s poorest families will im-

pose harsh and expensive burdens on
nnri tnnmr tho ftWrtririprS flf last

President Clinton's signature on

the welfare bill set in motion fundar

mental changes affecting hundreds

of thousands of families and chil-

dren- It also had significant conse-

quences for city leaders. Even

Most cities have neither the exp* r

rience nor the resources for the re. j

sponsibilfnes that are coming their '

way by default. There is more pass-

ing of the burden here than refornSj

nnpnrK for city leaders, fcven and that burden wfll stop at the lasfj
:

SSfew ciues have direct respon- level of gove^entsexvn® cidzeni

:

ciS rnr uSfare services and President Clinton has said that the, £'
are likely to welfare reform bm as roacted into

. ft

SmunidpeSTratings, serv- law should be modified before itsfJ i

led and revemra.
specially ^We agree and asttohavea'seat at l/(

i upsurge of calls to 911. Sot cities and toMSi^peomi
*^e table when die changes are coo. V LfS and state disinvestment in M A

Don’tKnow Much About History, butWe Love the Movies

To the Editor:

"Once Villainous, Now Virtuous”

(Week in Review, Dec. 22), on the

repackaging of historical villains into

heroes on the mqvie screen, ends by

quoting Prof. Ted Cohen of the Univer-

sity of Chicago, -who says: “There are

other sources. There is history, and

history isn’t just any old story you

want to believe.’’ It would be lovely to

think that the moviegoing public reads

history and compares the facts with

the fiction of film and television. But

we have become a society that does

not explore beyond the surface.

Most people seeing "Evita” proba-

bly assume they are viewing history,

just as most people probably think of

Mozart as he was pictured in "Ama-
deus." Drama is under no obligation to

the facts. But let's not fantasize that

the public sees fiction for what it is.

When the visual media are as power-

ful a factor in so many lives and when
thinking Is supplanted by advertising,

people accept most of what is put

before them. Judith Kellock
Ithaca, N.Y., Dec. 24, 1996

• *

Necessary Distortions
To the Editor:

All of history isa blur.When its tale

is related through written scholarly

works or a movie for the masses, it

must necessarily distort fact. If we
visualize Eva Perrin as a “second-

rate radio actress [who] transformed
herself into one of the post powerful

people in Latin America,” as suggest-

ed in your Dec. 22 Week in Review
article, how will we characterize our
40th President? Or Nelson Mandela

Luba Lukova

and Lech Walesa? Criminal and ter-

rorist, or leader and hero?

It is impossible to separate histori-

cal facts from the way people “feel”

about those facts. That is why history

remains dynamic, and evdnts.of half a

century ago are still discussed, writ-

ten and argued about The entertain-

ment industry should be congratulat-

ed rather than vilified for producing

films capable of evoking thought rath-

er than serving up the same old

fare. Brian MacNamara
Warwick, N.Y., Dec. 24,- 1996

•

Examples, Please

.

To the Editor:

Your Dec. 22 Week m Review arti- •

cle’s suggestion that glorifying

•‘real-life villains” is a problem

;

unique to American film makers is

Serbs Will Struggle for Democracy Themselves

pose solutions.What did interest them
was the chance for peer exchanges so

that lessons could be shared about

undermined by the examples used.

“Evita” was written by Andrew
• Lloyd Webber and Tim Rice and

directed by Alan Parker. English

men all, last time anyone checked

“The FngiL-gh patient” was written

and directed by Anthony MingheHa;

who is also English. "Michael’ Cok
Tins 1 *' was written, and directed by

Neil Jordan, an Irishman. “The Peo-

ple vs. Larry Flynt” was directed by

Milos Forman, who is Czech.

Your pnly example that rings, true
'

is "Bonnie and Clyde," in which two

killers were -turned into romantic

adventurers. It was written by David

Newman and Robert Benton aqd di-

rected by Arthur Penh — all, um,

Americans^ Martin Casella

. . New York, Dec 23, 1996

The writer is- a screenwriter.

•

Collins Wasn't Terrorist
To the Editor: -

“Once Villainous, Now Virtuous”

(Week in Review, Dec. 22) says that

“in “Michael Collins,' Liam Neesof
m

turns terrorism into patriotism*^*

Collins was far from a terrorist.

ter leading the Irish war of independ-

ence with the support of two-thirdsof

the democratically elected Irish

members of Parliament, he negotiat-

ed apeace treaty with Britain, found-

ed the democratic Irish Free State

and insured Its survival by facing ~
down a' military coup. Faithlessness .

to fact seems to be found not only in

recent movies but also In your criti-

cism. Adrian E. Raftery
Seattle, Dec 22, 1996

Estate Tax Avoidance
Didn’t Increase Inequity

To the Editor:

In "Serbia Has No Vaclav Havel”
(Op-Ed, Dec 20), Laura Silber ar-

gues that the Serbian opposition ways to rebuild democracyfrom the-- .

~
r~~ r.7°~

movement^-whatever its* flaws, de^ bottom up.: PttUG remark-^

- /^j0ANRdFFMAN/,lJAirEENC^-'SlM0riE33®?^ for what it daesnot.-disclose.
' - : Waltham, Mass, Dec 28; 1996: b ^

To the Editor: , ,

•

Your Dec 22 front-page discussion

^serves^Wes®^TSuppdrC-AS: mem-
bers of aBrandeis University* dele- ,,

gation who recently returned from
Belgrade, we agree.

The students, professors and activ-.

ists with whom we met understand
that national renewal is a long pro-

cess whose ultimate success depends
upon the ingenuity and perseverance
of the Serbian people But if the
growth of civil society is necessarily

a home-grown affair, there is also

tire need for outside nutrients.

The National Community Building
Network, a consortium of 23 domes-
tic initiatives supported by major
American foundations including
Ford, MacArthur, Kellogg and
Rockefeller, has produced a rich
body of experience on grassroots re-

form that civic practitioners in Ser-

bia might draw from and adapt
None of the Serbs with whom we

spoke wanted foreign experts to pro-

Belgrade Distress Call
To the Editor:

- An item whose significance was
lost in your Dec 26 caption on a
photograph showing protesters in

Belgrade is that the Serbian flag is

flying upside-down, the international

sign of distress.

What better opportunity for Ser-

bia’s ally, Russia, and the United
States to apply pressure on Slobodan
Milosevic the Serbian leader, to ca-

pitulate to nascent democratic
forces? In addition to preverting in-

ternecine bloodshed, the two super-
powers could continue to build com-
mon cause and shed suspicions that
have resurfaced because of recent
spy scandals.

. Yura Andreiev
Falls Church, Va., Dec 26, 1996

N.RA.’s Lost Clout Science Meets Poetry

To the Editor:

Electoral losses related to the
gun control issue are just one indica-
tor of the diminishing influence of the
National Rifle Association (front
page, Dec 24). The NJ5LA. has also
sustained repeated setbacks in its

other principal interest: hunting
rights.

Voters this year sided with animal
advocates, and even some fair-mind-
ed sportsmen, over the rifle associa-
tion in six states that decided state-
wide ballot initiatives addressing
trophy hunting and commercial trap-
ping. m spite of a blitz of NkA
advertising, voters outlawed steel-
jaw leghold trapping in Colorado and
Massachusetts; rejected hound hunt-
ing and baiting of bears and other
predators in Massachusetts, Oregon
and Washington; barred airborne
hunting of wolves in Alaska, and
maintained a longstanding ban on
the trophy hunting of mountain lions
in California.

Between 1972 and 1990, we animal
protection advocates did not prevail
in a single' initiative fight, largely
because of the influence of the gun
lobby. Since 1990, we have had 10
statewide wins against the gun
groups — .a mark not only of our
increasing organizational growth but
of an atrophying in the N.R_A.’s polit-

ical muscle. - Wayne Pacelle
Vice President, Humane Society
- Washington, Dec 26, 1996

To the Editor:

Science Times’s lead article an Dec,
24 examines the theory that ghosts of
prehistoric beasts of prey account for
the speed of the pronghorn, a present-
day species of antelope.

Sometimes, poetry is decades
ahead of science. Robinson Jeffers
wrote these lines in the 1940’s: “What
but the wolfs tooth whittled so fine/
The fleet limbs of the antelope? . ../
Violence has been the sire of all the
world's values.” He went on to make
the point that the human species is
also a throwback to early beginnings:
“Who would remember Helen’s face /
Lacking the terrible halo of spears? /
Who formed Christ but Herod and
Caesar? . . j Violence, the bloody sire
of all the world’s values.”

'

Does all this portend a recapitula-
tion of our vilest instincts? Perhaps
not, if we can see who we were?
and -can be. Isn't that the mission
of enlightened .science as wen as
poetry? - Eugene Gramm

Forest Hills, Queens, Dec. 26, 1996

dot report that in the third quarter
tins year the payment of Federal

.

estate and gift taxes was at a record
annual rate of $18.5 billion, up 20

percent from 1995. Including state

and local levies, which totaled more _
than $23 billion, estate and gift tax

payments were $41.8 billion, up 12 .

percent from the prior year.

Wealthy Americans may not be
paying as much in estate taxes as
some would like, but they are not
rushing away from taxes. -

You use the opinions of Prof. Ed-
ward N. Wolff to bolster your case
that avoidance of estate taxes has
made wealth distribution in the Unit-
ed States less equal
Professor Wolff says there has

been a sharp increase in inequality
since the late 1970’s. He wants a $40
billion annual tax on wealth to sup-

"

port programs that be beli

would level the playing field.

However, by his own comprehen-
sive measured of wealth, the share </

assets owned by the richest Amer
cans was about the same in th

,

I980’s as lutbe..1950's and 1960’s an .

much lowerthan id the 2920’s.

The basic policy question is this-

Shouid the United States, with
*-

chronic shortfall in net. saving an .

.

Investment, sluggish productivit
gams' and limited Improvement i-

.

real wages, tax investment assets \. -L

provide additional, subsidies for .cor
sumption? Professor Wolff wpui
presumably answer yes. I say n.

If economic growth is the goal, the}
!v

is a better case for eliminator
estate taxes than for increasii -

them. H. Erich Heinema> .

Great Neck,.LX, Dec. 22,.I9v .

The writer isaneconomisL

New York Football

*—

r

ieves**^

TheNewYorkTimes
Company

229 West 43d St,N.Y. 1003S3959
ft

A*rmmOp®?fmZBERGERC&mnTion

To the Editor: .

Yoiur insights into New Yori ,-

football fiasco fan short in assessi
-blame (editorial, Dec. 26). In t •

case of the Jets, the problem is t
‘

fault of Leon Hess; the oWner.Y- 1

say he has an “instinct for picki •

haplesshead coaches” and you har
Bruce Coslet and Pete CarrolL *

Coslet has a distinguished care
Hess, in his impatience, fired V'-

r

prematurely and he: rejoined Cincr> -

.

nati, as offensive coordinator. All \
Cincinnati fired Dave Shula for i

§
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Making Nice Is Not the Same as Doing Good
By Michael J. Sandel

I CAMBRIDGE. MaSS.
|m Mfeanness is out of

1% / season in Ameri-
I % # I can life, and calls

9 % # for civility echo
1 Wr .1 across the land.* * Fed up with at-

.

:k ads, negative campaigns and
Ptisan rancor, Americans are also
-tressed at the coarsening of ev-
nlay life — rudeness on the high-
ys. violence and vulgarity in Hol-
rood movies and popular music,
brazenly -confessional fare of

flime television, the baseball star
0 spits at an umpire.
•ensing the backlash against inci-

ity. President Clinton and Republi-
1 leaders promise to rise above
tlsanship and to seek common
fund. Members of Congress plan a
partisan weekend retreat to get to

E
one another better and to dis-
ways of conducting their dis-
ments with greater civility.

k-anwhile, a growing number of iia-

ual commissions ponder ways of
aewing citizenship and community.
Americans are right to worry
|out the erosion of civility in every-
iy life. But it is a mistake to think
pt better manners and decorum
an solve the fundamental problems
( American democracy. In politics,
ivility is an overrated virtue.

.
The problem with civility is the very
iing that tempts politicians to extol

it is uncontroyersiaL But demo-
ratic politics, properly conducted, is

tiled with controversy. We elect politi-

cians to debate hotly contested public

iiiiiiiPPwwPPPn iii

(uestions— for example, how much to

[pend on education and defense and
[are for-the poor, how to punish crime,
vhether to permit abortion. We should
|ot recoil at the clamor and contention

hat result; it is the sound and the
jpectacle of democracy,

j

It is desirable, of course, that polit-

ical debate be conducted in a spirit of
|nutual respect rather than enmity.
But too often these days, the plea for

more civility in politics is a high-

minded way of pleading for less criti-

cal scrutiny of illicit campaign con-
tributions or other misdeeds. Like*
wiser,‘Eh£ ;cair tb rise jJBove partisan-
ship can blur legitimate policy dif-

ferences or justify a politics that
lacks principle or conviction.

From the New Deal to the civil

.Tights movement, principled politics

:has always been partisan politics, at

r

Michael J. Sandel, a professor of
9'government at Harvard, is -the au-

thor of ",Democracy’s Discontent:

America in Search of a Public Phi-

’losophy.”

least in the sense of requiring the

mobilization of like-minded citizens

to fight for a cause that others op-
pose.

.'The incivility now rampant in

American life will not be cured by
exhortation or by a muting of politi-

cal differences. It is a symptom of a
problem with our public life more
fundamental than can be solved by a
softening of partisan voices. Ameri-
cans' worries about incivility ex-

press a deeper fear that the moral
fabric of community is unraveling
around us. From families and neigh-
borhoods to cities and towns to

schools, congregations and trade
unions, the institutions that tradition-

ally provided people with moral an-

chors and a sense of belonging are
under siege.

Taken, together, these forms of

community are sometimes de-

scribed as the institutions of “civil

society.” .A healthy civil society is

.important not only because: it prod'

motes civility (though: this may be a -

welcome byproduct) but because it"

calls forth the habits, skills and qual-

ities of character that make effective

democratic citizens.

Of course, every institution of civil

society has its own distinctive pur-

poses. Schools are for educating the

young, churches and synagogues for

worship, and so on. But when we
participate in schools or congrega-

tions, we also develop civic virtues,

qualities that equip us to be good

citizens. We learn, for example, how
to think about the good of the whole,

how to exercise responsibility for

others, how to deal with conflicting

Interests, how to stand up for our

The yearning

for ‘civility’

in politics

misses the point.

views while respecting the views of
others. Above all, the institutions of

civil society draw us out of our pri-

vate. self-interested concerns and
get us in the habit of attending to the

common good.
;

.. Aj centuryvaa^i half -ago,-Alexis de
.TocquevHle ^prmsed-jAmerica's! vi-

brant -civil society for producing the

“habits of the heart” on which de-
mocracy depends. If Tocqueville was
right, there is reason to worry about
tiie health of civil society, even be-

yond its effect on the manners people
display in stores and on the streets.

For if families, neighborhoods and
schools are in ill repair, they may be
failing to produce the active, public-

spirited citizens a successful democ-
racy requires. (The dismal turnout

OusB SMnmn

in the recent election may be one
indication of this effect)

This at least is the hunch underly-
ing a profusion of national commis-
sions sprouting up to explore ways to

renew citizenship and community.
They include the Penn National Com-
mission on Society, Culture and Com-
munity, which convened this month
in Philadelphia; the National Com-
mission on Civic Renewal, led by
William Bennett and retiring Senator'
Sam Nunn of Georgia; the National
Commission

. on Philanthropy and
Civic Renewal, whose chairman is

former Education Secretary Lamar
Alexander, and the Boston-based In-

stitute for Civil Society, which re-

cently announced a project on civic

renewal to be led by retiring Repre-
sentative Patricia Schroeder of Colo-

rado.

Whether these efforts can help re-

juvenate American civic life will de-

^ *

• k.

resist the temptation, endemic to

such commissions, to steer clear of

politically charged questions.

On the surface, the project of re-

newing civil society has the same
kind of nonpartisan appeal as the call

for civility in public life. Wbo could
oppose efforts to strengthen famOJes,
neighborhoods and schools? Bur the
attempt to repair civil society will be
uncontroversial only as long as it

remains hortatory — the stuff of
Fourth of July speeches and State of
the Union addresses.
Any serious effort to shore up val-

ue-laden communities must face up
to the forces that have undermined
them. Conservatives like Mr. Ben-
nett locate the threat to virtue-sus-

taining institutions in two sources:
popular culture and big government
Rap music and vulgar movies cor-

rupt the youth, they argue, while big
government and the welfare state

sap individual initiative, enervate
the impulse for local self-help and
pre-empt the role of mediating insti-

tutions. Prune the shade tree of big
government they insist and fam-
ilies, neighborhoods and church-
based charities will flourish in the
sun and space now crowded out by
the overgrown tree.

The cultural conservatives are
right to worry about the coarsening
effects of popular entertainment,
which, taken together with the adver-
tising that drives it induces a pas-
sion for consumption and a passivity

toward politics at odds with civic

virtue. But they are wrong to ignore

the most potent force of all — the

corrosive power of an unfettered

market economy.
When corporations use theirpower

to extract tax reductions, zoning
changes and environmental conces-

pend on their willingness to grapple

with hard, controversial questions

about the factors that have under-

mined virtue-sustaining communi-
ties in the first place. They must

sions from cities and states desper-

ate for jobs, they disempower com-
munities more profoundly than any
Federal mandate ever did. When the

growing gap between rich and poor
leads the affluent to flee public

schools, public parks and public

transportation for privileged en-

claves, civic virtue becomes difficult

to sustain, and the common good
fades from view.

re^taji?e.cdqamuniw

fy hiusrcontend with the economic as

well as the cultural forces eating

away at the social fabric. We need a
political philosophy chat asks what
economic arrangements are hospita-

ble to self-government and the civic

virtues that sustain iL The project of

civic renewal is important, not be-

cause it offers a way of muting politi-

cal differences but because the health

of American democracy requires it

So, too, does the prospect of civilityLI

The Hidden Meanings of ‘Black English’

By Patricia J. Williams

« melting pot is boil-
* ^ ing over again, this

I time with a decision

I by the school board in

, I Oakland, Calif., to re-

classify “ebonies,” or
black vernacular, as a distinct lan-

guage. The battle is a familiar one
that has raged at least since the

1960’s. The issues it raises are too

often polarized in a simplistic debate
about whether black American
speech is “good" West African tradi-

tionalism or just “bad" English.

There are more complex ques-
tions to consider. Can the notion of a
singular black vernacular (if that is

vhat ebonies purports to be) ac-

:ount for the enormous variations in

>lack American speech, which
bnge from true dialects, like

bullah, to a panoply of distinctly

Regional accents? Is so-called Re-

vived Standard American English

mat most Americans speak any-

vay? And, as. a prickly Oxford-

iducated acquaintance of mine woo-
fers, yrhen could any part of the

Mnerican vernacular be called Eng-

’ The consensus in the media seems
ji be that, since black vernacular is

Weed not a language in ^he strict

Oguistic sense, the Oakland board

just wrong. That leads to more
rangling about whether the board

full of Afrocentric neonationalists

t whether it's just another example

f Teachers Refusing to Teach,

j

It is true that most black speech is

|early comprehensible as a variant

f
American English, albeit with

rammatical and syntax patterns

Hat are strongly influenced by West

Ifrican language structures. The

pntorted battles over rap lyrics as

joiitlcai speech — however densely

Vernacular the language is — have .

lot been about the failure of the

arger society to understand the

fords as English.

i At the same time, pan of the bat-

le over ebonies is premised cm the

ssertion that black vernacular can-

'atricia J. Williams is a professorat

Olumbia Law School

not be understood: that its continued

use accounts for the high numbers of

blacks in remedial education, and
high black unemployment rates. So
maybe the Oakland school board
was right

If it’s Greek to nonspeakers, then

go ahead and treat it like Greek. And
if funds are available for bilingual

education to help recent immigrants
assimilate into the mainstream,
then maybe this isn’t strictly about

linguistic history, but more aboutan
investment in the future. So by all

means hitch the aspirations of the

Middle Passage right onto the for-

ward-lurching wagons of the pro-

gressive immigrant myth.
Perhaps the real argument is not

about whether ebonies is a language
or not. Rather, the tension is re-

vealed in the contradiction of black
speech being simultaneously under-

stood yet not understood. Why is it so
overwhelmingly, even colorfully

comprehensible in some contexts,

particularly in sports and entertain-

ment, yet deemed so utterly incapa-

.
ble ofeffective communication when
it comes to finding a job as a con-

struction worker?
Causing further confusion in this

The ebonies battle

is about the

abandonment of

public schools.

debate is the apparent treatment of

illiteracy as if it were black speech.

Black children are crowded into re-

medial education classes and are

disadvantaged in finding jobs be-

cause too many of them have never

been taught any variation of the

printed word, whether phonics,

ebonies or Esperanto. Some young

children learn more of the alphabet

on '‘Sesame Street” than they can in

overtaxed and overcrowded inner

city schools.

Moreover, the very conflation of

illiteracy and the reasoned, rich and
expressive complexity of most
forms of black speech is based on a
peculiarly freighted symbolism in

the American lexicon. While, accent
prompts many levels of discrimina-

tion in the United States, there is no
greater talisman of lower or under-
class status than the black accent
(or any. really), no greater license to

mock than with some imitation of
black speech. Whether in The Dart-

mouth Review or “The Lion King,”

black English is the perpetual sym-
bolic code for ignorance, evil and
jest, the lingo of hep cats and hye-

nas.

Even solidly middle-class blacks
with strings of higher degrees and
perfect command of standard gram-
matical structure can face discrimi-

nation if their accents are deemed in

any way identifiably “black.”

Is it really any wonder that there

is such an ambivalent response to

mainstream standardized speech
patterns among black children when
the “standard” is so often imparted
with such missionary conviction

about eliminating “bad” linguistic

acts? It’s as if the very spontaneity

of their speaking were an extension,

of the general lawlessness .of black

existence.

Is there not a way to teach, the

rules of what is called Received

Standard American English without

such generous side dishes of humili-

ation?

Would the recognition that there

really are rules and structures in

black English belp us get past those

smug assertions of nobler, higher

linguistic conventions? Can we re-

sist the evocative echo Of Henry

James's fear of random, chaotic ut-

terances spewed from the dark re-

cesses of the vulgate (read Irish)

mouth? Can we resist the nostalgia

for an unalloyed classicism that nev-

er was?
I understand the effort of the Oak-

land school board to legitimize ebon-

ies as one of translation, which is a
generally respected enterprise,

rather than cultural uplift, which, is

inherently condescending. That said,

one thing that troubles me about die

Oakland proposal is the reported

plan to teach ihe city’s teachers not

only the structure and history of

ebonies but also how to speak iL

It’s hard enough to sort out the

values embedded in the aversion to

black speech as a “bad” version of

what is rather too exclusively called

“white" :

English. Imagine having
teachers who speak standard class-

Do we really want
white teachers

learning this

vernacular?

room English flailing about in some
really bad version of a standardized
black English. If they end up speak-

ing ebonies as badly as teachers who
learn a little “professional Spanish,"

I cringe to think of the conse-

quences: pidgin versions of Talking
to Tonto. Ugh. And I do mean ugh in

the most classical sense.

There are enough standard-Eng-

Lish speakers who just love to “talk

black,” who at the drop of a hat
break out in “basketball” — now
there’s an official language — and
who, encountering any black person,
start “dude"-ing and “I be”-ing up a

storm, high- and low-fiving to beat

the band. This phenomenon is part

minstrelry, part presumptuousness
and, most complicated of all, part of

the mainstream’s assimilation of

black speech patterns that, once in-

corporated, are promptly forgotten

as such.

I worry a bit that this natural and

overlapping fluidity of American
vernacular and its regionalisms will

be rendered all the more invisible by

falsely turning teachers into linguis-

tic anthropologists, adventurers in

the “foreign" terrain of alien ver-

biage.

Finally, a great concern about the

Oaklimd school board’s action has

been the rather transparent strat-

egy of categorizing ebonies as a dis-

tinct language in order to gain ac-

cess to extra financing for the educa-

tion of bilingual students. It’s a strat-

egy lawyers know well: Consider, as
law students must, the question of

whether a lame horse dipped in tar

and beaten with pillows qualifies as

a bird — technically defined as a
two-legged creature with feathers.

Ah, literalism.

So it’s predictable that at a time of

badly dwindling resources, if there

is a pot of money earmarked for

teaching in any way that substan-

tively communicates with students

— well, call it communication, call it

language, call it a rose if need be.

Just go for iL

Cynical, some say; to others, it's a

creative manifestation of the in-

stinct for survival. I think the whole

thing is sad. While the Oakland pro-

posal is quite understandably the

practical result of a bureaucracy

trying to maneuver the limits and
roadblocks of category imperfec-

tions in a categorically imperfect

world, maybe part of what we are

sidestepping in the fight about stand-

ardized speech practices is the ongo-

ing abandonment of public schools, a
de facto flight begun with the resist-

ance to the promise of Brown v.

Board of Education.

After all if this controversy boils

down to the old familiar ingredients

of struggle for respect, resources,

opportunity and jobs, then we are

really faced with just one more clar-

ion call for commitment to public

education as standard. This in turn,

depends on a more generous evalua-

tion of the standards by which we
judge each other’s humanity.

Essay
WILLIAM SAFIRE

Office

Pool
,
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Washington

Four of my long shots came in last

year, including the second mole in the
C.IA. and the upset in the Israeli

election. Obdurate contrarianism led
me astray on 11 others, however, in-

cluding the Presidency of the U.S. and
the stock markeL But aNew Year is a
new day:

1. When Newt Gingrich steps down,
the new House Speaker will be (a)
Henry Hyde; (b) Richard Armey; (c)

John Kasicb; (d) John Boehner; (e)
Tom DeLay; (f) Susan Molinari.

2. Surprise best seller of the year
will be (a) “The Names of Things,"
etymological wonderment by Susan
Blind Morrow; (b) “Crazy Rhythm,"
a revealing memoir by Len Garment;
(c) “The Night in Question,” stunning
stories by Tobias Wolff.

3. At the secret heart of the Clinton
dirty-money scandal is (a) die finan-

cial hushing of Webster Hubbell and
Craig Livingstone; (b) the Rtady con-
versation in the Presidential limou-
sine; (c) the dealings in Jackson Ste-

phens’s Worthen Bank; (d) Paul Red-
mond’s search for the ghost of Larry
Wu-Tai Chin.

4. Clinton's major domestic success
will be (a) restoring food stamps to

legal immigrants by being gentle in

use of the tine-item veto; (b) holding
G.O.P. capital-gain? reduction to a
measly 5 percent, no indexation; (c)

unreforming welfare reform by one-
third; (d) getting Trent Lott to join
him in passing the buck to commis-
sions an Social Security and Medicare.

5. Clinton's Albright foreign policy

will be (a) happily-hawkish as NATO
expands eastward despite Moscow’s
grumbling; (b) decidedly dovish as
commerce with Castro commences;
(c) inept as U.S. pressure on Netan-
yahu encourages Arafat to demand a
divided Jerusalem; (d) impotent as

Outsmart the

pundit, collect

nothing.

; <* » «.' r i

China lays a heavy hand’ on Hong
Kong freedom with no U.S. economic
retaliation.

6. The Supreme Court will decide

(a) that in doctor-aided suicides, there

is no "right to die”; (b) that libertar-

ians are right in their objection to

drug testing; (c) to reverse the Eighth

Circuit and hold 7-to-2 that Paula Cor-

bin Jones's lawsuit will have to wait

until her accused harasser leaves of-

fice. Scalia and Ginsburg dissenting.

7. First Whitewater witness to

crack and implicate the boss in a
cover-up will be (a) hushed Webster
Hubbell; (b) sick Jim Guy Tucker.;

(c) unpardonable Susan McDougal;
(d) central Bruce Lindsey; (e) broke

Maggie Williams; (0 resentful David
Watkins; (g) dumped Harold Ickes.

8. President Clinton will (a) pardon

co-conspirators and risk impeach-

ment; (b) refuse pardons and risk co-

conspiracy charge; (c) fire Ken Starr

as ultra-partisan and risk firestorm;

(d) let justice take its course and win
in coon; (e) laugh heartilywhen frus-

trated Starr files a criminal informa-

tion in lieu of indictmenL

9. A1 Gore will (a) clash with Ten-

nessee Senator Fred Thompson in

Senate dirty-money hearings; (b) be-

gin subtly to put space between him-
self and a weakening Clinton; (c)

replace command-and-control envi-

ronmentalism with flexible industry

incentives.

10. Winner of the year will be (a)

“The English Patient,” sweeping the

Oscars; (b) dissident Wei Jingsheng,

getting the Nobel Prize he needs to

save his life in a Chinese prison; (c)

Web-TV and the digital video disk that

plays movies, as they zoom past cable
TV and dish the satellite Whigs.

11. Power is realigned as (a)

Daschle and Gephardt form coalition

of united Democrats and rebellious

moderate Republicans to back Clinton

and overwhelm the G.O-P. “major-

ity” ; (b) contrariwise, united Republi-

cans join with blue-dog Democrats to

overcome Presidential vetoes; (c)

Aleksandr Lebed makes surprise deal

with the Communists, forcing Yeltsin

to replace dull Prime Minister Cher-

nomyrdin with lively Moscow Mayor
Luzhkov and hated staff chief Chubais

with reformer Yavlinsky.

12. President’s popularity (a) drops

under impact of Congressional hear-

ings on Asian connection and revela-

tions of Independent Counsel; (b)

rises slightly as new White House

counsel employs balance-of-contrition

strategy with ethically wounded

Speaker Gingrich; (c) holds steady as

people grow bored with scandal and

economy stagnates, interest rates

drop, stock market marches on up;

(d) soars as Madonna’s sympathetic

portrayal of the First Lady in Andrew

Lloyd Webber’s ’ The Trial of Hillary”

smashes Broadway records.

My choices: 1-c, 2-c, 3-d, 4-d, 5-ail, 6-

c, 7-c, 8-d, 9-c, 10-a (to avoid ashutout),

li-none, 12-a. Remember: There’s do

fun in playing, only favorites.

Thomas L. Friedman is on vacation.
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Cultural Trend-Spotting Becomes

By EDWARD ROTHSTEIN

T
iHIS WEEK, with the com-

ing of the new Year, there

'

may be a spirit of rebirth at

large in the land, a sense of

something new about to be-

gin But if so, the feeling will be all

too familiar. The displacement of the

old and the celebration of the new

has become a year-round habit, in

fact, we are always resetting our

clocks, recalibrating our sense of

newness, ringing out and ringing in

at ever faster rates. We have creat-

ed a culture founded almost entirely

on trends.

In newsrooms, board rooms and

classrooms, we "Braille the cul-

ture." as one professional trend spot-

ter. Faith Popcorn, has famously put

it. We run our fingertips along trend-

bumps as they speed past. Sales of

snoring remedies are up. Sales of

exotic fruit drinks are down. Current

events are news in opera (in recent

years, Stewart Wallace’s “Harvey

Milk," John Adams's “Nixon in Chi-

na.” Anthony Davis's "X: The Life

and Times of Malcolm X"). Nine-

teenth-century novels are big on

screen Oast year, Jane Austen; this

year. Henry James). Television sit-

coms celebrate chattering friend-

ships ("Seinfeld," “Friends" and

various imijators).. Things are mov-

ing so fast chat some fashion gurus

declared the "Evita" look dead even

before the Madonna film opened last

week.
We give everything a name —

decades, styles, movements, genera-

tions — in attention-getting capital

letters. The Me Decade was named

by Tom Wolfe in 1976. after it was

more than half over. The 80’s were

slurred as the Decade of Greed. The

Beats begat the Baby Boomers who

begat the Punks who begat Gen X n,

who now await newly named succes- -j

sors. th

In advanced intellectual life, p,

trend-spotting is becoming just as s,

frenetic, with ideas and arguments ei

taking on many of the characteris- t i

tics of fashion. Structuralism was

superseded by Semiology, which

joined forces with Lacanianism, e

which was displaced by Deconstruc- u
tion, which was superseded by Cul- tl

tural Studies. Now everything is en-
t;

gulfed by Po-Mo — post-modernism j,

— which sometimes seems to be e

declaring that all trends are created t

equal. v

Nowhere is the swirl more fren- n

zied than in pop culture, which hasn't \

- even goriinuMfif

A generation W'pop^culture tertfte t

seems to measure about two years,

and a trend can come and go seem-
i

ingly in a matter of weeks. Funk, hip-
i

hop, house music and gangsta rap
j

jostle for attention, with their varia-

tions competing for new, revised
,

monikers. In television, the 50's and

60's are joined by the 70's and 80's as

Nick at Nile and the cable industry

create trends out of recycled nostal-

gia. It seems as if we are always

racing to catch up with these

changes in taste and style, learning

the new names and constantly seek-

ing to find newer ones. We want to

ride the crest of these waves; we

hope we never float helplessly while

the action is elsewhere. We are trend

addicts, seeking to be on top, ahead,

beyond or on the brink. In fact, the

trendiesi trend in culture right now

is trend-spotting.

Culture is almost haphazardly

strewn about us, on screens, bill-

boards, in concert halls and art gal-

leries, filtered through millions of

minds, executed with thousands of

techniques. It's there in advertising

and in serious music, in the latest

Hollywood blockbuster and in the

dumbest television sitcom, in univer-

sity classrooms and in political ral-

lies.

But culture is increasingly diffi-

cult to decipher, so we seek the sup-

posed essences in the midst of chaos,

trends that give a semblance of or-

der and connection in a world we are

partly constructing, partly being

swept away in. There is an element

of anxiety in this quest, but some-

where in this mess — and much of it

is a mess — there seems to be a

message, or at least a mirror, offer-

ing some explanation of ourselves

we cannot find elsewhere.

And if we, the consumers, seek

trends, how much keener are the

producers of our entertainment, the

marketers who bet millions of dol-

lars on whether a particular star is

“hot” or a particular book will “take

off.” There is money to be made out

of our obsessions.

Faith Popcorn, for erample,

whose invented name promises the

snap and crackle of instant satisfac-

tion along with the reliability and

confidence of homespun religion, is a

professional trend reader. Among
her credentials, she notes that she

correctly predicted the demise of

wine coolers and the rise of gourmet

coffees and that major corporations

like American Exoress and Peosico

The Gennen phUoscpher 1
Zeitgeistmay have p£ Art “Mari/yr.” or ever »

in America,” hy Theresa

find. If we say buddy movies are n

“in" one season, or action thrillers e

the next, this is not a matter of e

progress, bringing us greater under- s

standing; it is just a change in pref- P

erences. Every trend is just addi-

tional evidence of change rather

than another step toward stability.
J

Thiswas not always the case. Such 11

extreme quests for trends were once P

unnecessary partly because of some- 1

thing now quaintly known as tradi- F

tion. Tradition was once an impos-

ing, if porous and amorphous, pres-

ence, a sense of past achievement

that provided the context within

which new artworks were created.

The tradition — or traditions — in-

even its subject matter.

Listeners could comprehend Bee-

thoven because they had come to

know the music of Haydn. Mozart

and lesser talents who had similar

ideas about musical structure and

drama. French Impressionism

achieved its impact partly by reject-

ing a tradition of academic painting.

There was a time when tradition

forcibly affected how paint was ap-

plied to canvas, which images would

be used in a novel, whether one musi-

cal line could be combined with an-

other.

There was plenty of movement

within a tradition — which is why

there are so many distinctive works

— though the tradition still provided

a frame of reference. Each work

was not only addressing an audience

of viewers, listeners or readers but

was also conversing with the many

other works that preceded it.

The early development or opera,

for example, was related to Renais-

sance conceptions of Greek drama

and to the notion that a link existed

between the meanings of words and

their sounds. Stravinsky, the critic

Richard Taruskin has shown us.

worked within multiple folk tradi-

tions of his native Russia, which the

composer wed to the manners of

Parisian modernism. The develop-

ment of Pop Art is inconceivable

' without reference to Dadaism and

[
the rejection of the tradition of es-

thetic meaning.

It is impossible to consider any

significant achievement in the arts

during the last five centuries without

invoking the word “tradition." A re-

bellious act is as beholden to the
‘ tradition it rejects as a conservative

one is to the tradition it upholds.:

. that is what the avant-garde has

e
been about and why it can now seem

so formulaic.

Tradition implies expanse and his-
’

lory: trend implies brevity and sen-

_ sation. Tradition invokes age; trend

lt
speaks of youth. Tradition demands
reference to the past; trend de-

mands iconoclasm and newness.
' Tradition is based on resemblance

—
how this artwork or that aspect of

1 culture invokes or relies on what has

come before; trend is based on dif-

“ ference — how this artwork is dis-

5 tinct from what has come before.

Tradition also provides a context

for culture, a home. Artists work
> • - i .. JlllxH >Immm MVtlri/J

requiring no proof ; it attracts follow- se

ers rather than leaders, crowds rath- ha

er than individuals. (Trends can ha

grow into traditions, but this is a long

process requiring commitment, in- a

terest and labor.) hi

For a large pan of cultural histo- it

rv, there was a balance between ni

these two altitudes to the past and e’

present — a balance guided by what r;

T. S. Eliot called the presence of the n

past. But now that balance has shift- V

ed and the past has become a bur- e

den. The very word “tradition" has s

taken on the suggestion of something p

rigid, stultifying, restrictive, mind- d

less. During the last hundred years, f<

many anists have even cultivated i

this
1 attitude ; now - it . has become r

••wjfle^^dcbpted/h^^rd^H^cy
*

r

tradition will kill ~art has become
self-fulfilling. .

Consider the situation in the world

of classical music. Despite new in-

terpreters of the mainstream reper-

tory and new compositions appear-

ing on the margins of music culture,

there is a sense of finality in the

concert world. Within the last 30

years, changes to the Western music

tradition have been truly marginal.

Failure to pass on the tradition to

new audiences may mean that both

composers and listeners will cease

to treat it as a living organism; that

is one reason conversations with

many composers, performers and

managers tend to become morbid.

There is such a sense of finality,

that many composers have deliber-

ately sought other traditions in

which to ground themselves. Mini-

malism was influenced by African

and Asian music. Eastern European
mysticism tried to discard three

centuries of narrative drama and
leap back into the Renaissance.

I

Avant-garde groups have tried to

adapt pop instrumentation and man-
ners.

These are all evidence that the

music of the concert hall from about
1780 to 1950 — the core of the West-
ern tradition — has ceased to have a

compelling hold on creators, and
that there is no secure tradition with-

! in which classical music can de-

velop, only a series of nascent alter-

natives? Something has come to an

r

end.

; This situation leaves the way wide

t open for the most fashionable trends

- to make their way into the concert

2 scene — ideas about programming

? (much crossover) or orchestras

: (more pops). The high arts are not

s completely vulnerable because the

n aura of tradition still hovers, slowing

the pressure of trends, moderating

them. In most of the high arts, the

i- traditions are so weighty with

d achievement that they provide

S frames of reference, even when

»- trends loom large,

s, in mass entertainments like film

- and television, however, tradition

)f has much less depth or weighL It

ls once seemed to have a chance : silent

f- film began invoking the operatic Ira-

s' dilion — in the design of movie

houses, the musical accompani-

ments and the heightened use of

gesture to suggest meaning. Film

xt began to develop a tradition of its

rk own.
vl B.i* (n rhe. avtant rtiar 9 mnirip’*

sense of a tradition in a form that

has almost entirely lost what it once

Popular music, some of which has

a long tradition connecting it with

black American musical styles, also

makes little obeisance to the rich-

ness of that tradition. The emphasis,

even when drawing on contempo-

rary forms of black music, is pri-

marily on the new, and the different.

While there are undoubtedly influ-

ences and traditions in popular mu-

sic, innovation, mass audience ap-

peal and iconoclasm tend to be the

defining forces. Television is no dif-

ferent. There are exceptions, but for

the most part, the medium needs to^

respond enereeiicaljx.; to the’

aSbr pj&W'tnM

As in entertainment, so too, in in-

tellectual life. The controversy oyer

the canon in the universities— ques-

tioning whether the great books of

the West should still be required

reading — is a controversy over

whether this tradition (which is ac-

tually a multiplicity of traditions)

will be a presence in the future. But

critics of the canon tend to treat this
,

body of knowledge as if it were simi-

lar to everything else in our trend-

ridden era, the reflection of simple

ideas — in this case, negative and

narrow ones like racism or imperial-,

i/m. .

In fact, a developing academic dis-

cipline known as ‘.‘cultural studies"

\

Ms^artrya
meanings: Few distractions^ are

A HOST OF SINS

made between a Braille-like bump in

popular culture or an imposing

achievement in a highly developed

tradition; for some scholars, both

contain equally important informa-

tion. The appeal of shopping centers

is as crucial as the image of the body

in Western arf, the nature of the

sports fan as central as the educa-

tion of a scientist

There is something amiss m mese

efforts to treat a tradition with no

more seriousness than the latest

passing fashion. When the early-

19th-century German philosopher

Hegel used the word “Zeitgeist," he

was trying to outline the course of

,
. world history:as a series,0f systexn-

sciousness. — .. .
~

—

ACROSS
1 Attack severely

7 Sweet dark wine

J4 Saw-billed duck

18 Dutch city on the

Rhine

19 Bacchanalian
activity

20 Silly

21 Venomous snake

23 Girl informally

24 regular

25 Noted Riverdale
High student

26 Insanity and others

28 Ballerina
Spessivtseva

29 Philbrick’s"

Three Lives"

30 Somewts.

32 Silver coins of

ancient Greece

33 Pot-au (meat

and vegetable dish)

34

were

35 Bossy remark?

36 Spanish arm

37 Rat Pack member

44 Make, as bread

45 Captain of the Half

Moon
46 Quarterback’s ciy

47 Sugar source

49 Victim in a 1932
mystery, with “the"

51 It comes from a
fountain

54 Perfect

55 Division ofa long
poem

56 List shortener

57 Swamp
60 Separates

63 Writers Meyer and
Ira

64 One who wails

65 Other Fr.

66 "The Dark at the

Top ofthe Stairs"

writer

67 Planetarium

68 Comicpunctuation
from adrummer

70 Prepares, in away
72 Chivvy

73 Help the cause

74 Pitch

75 “Arabian Nights"
hero

84 First name in
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11
l

ia F 114 115 116 117

126 |
127

151 152 [S3

1 1 in i

181 182 183

98 Popular cocktail

102 Hold off

103 Blows to

smithereens

104 Rouge roulette bet

105 Some beans -

106 Solvent compounds
107 Like most gates

DOWN
1 Shortens

2 Worm for bait

3 Oneof the Leeward
Islands

4 Head of
Thermopylae?

5 OneofLBJ.’s

6 Mysteryauthor
Lathen

7 Chopper

8 This is-—r
(police cry)

1 98 [ 1 99 lioo

19 Year St Augustine
was born

20 They undergo
mitosis

22 Prayer

27 Ones voting yes

30 Vociferous

31

nova

34 Plot to plant

35 “The Ten
Commandments”
location

36 MichaelJackson’s
first #1 hit

38 WhereTriton is

39

El (Superman’s
real name)

40 Doodad

41 United Nations vote

42 Opinions

43 “Relax!"

47 Feldspar, e.g.

48 Unkmeness

91

96 -

69 ChiefVedic god ' S3 Broke a rule ofplay

70 Wine shipment 88 Migratory songbird

71 Biographer Winslow 89 Al-

—

73 Kind of fingerprint 90 Just touch

74 Branch railroad. e.g. 91 Pioneer in medicine

76 Intelligentlyplanned 92 Macarenaand
progresses others

77 Flipper 93 Jacob's first wife

78 Suitable for service .94 Opposed, in

79 Blast Dogpatch

furnace 95 Clockmakei
apparatuses Thomas

80 Chariot-driving 99 angelic
Greek god stop)

;

81 Readyto ambush' 100 SingerSum

95 Clockmaker
Thomas

99 angelica (organ

stop) ; :

100 SingerSumac

82 The East, enEspana 101 Overseas title
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the habit
Rehabilitating women drug offenders have a much

tougher time getting the support they need
than do their male counterparts.

Judith Sudilovsky reports

E VERY morning Isabelle
Sabah wakes up at 6 and
gets ready for her job as

head chef at an El Gaucho restau-
rant in Tel Aviv. While many peo-
ple hate getting up that early, the
struggle is twice as difficult for
Sabah.
“Drug users love to get high and

stay in bed all day,” said Sabah,
44, who has been in and out ofjail
for the past 10 years on drug

. charges, and was most recently
released from jail ntnp months
ago. “At first it was hard having to
get up early and wait for buses.
Before I had never used buses. I
would always take taxis or get
rides from the gang. When 1 start-

ed to work, I had to wait for the
bus and 1 would pray that God
would give me the strength just to
wait for the bus.”
She started her rehabilitation

process while still at Neveh Tntza
Women’s Prison. By the end of the
year, she was the only woman in

the program who had succeeded in

steering clear of drugs, and when
she got out of jail she decided she
wanted to continue putting her life

back together, Through a special
employment project established
by the Prisoner Rehabilitation
Authority in 1994 for women
offenders, Sabah found her job at

the El Gaucho restaurant

Establishing rehabilitation pro-
grams for female prisoners is more
difficult than for male prisoners

since women are often given
shorter sentences so there is not
enough time to work with them in

prison, said Avraham Hoffman,
director of the Prisoner
Rehabilitation Authority.

In addition, many of the existing

rehabilitation programs don't take
into consideration the women’s
special needs, said social worker
Michal Latte, who coordinates the

PRA employment program for
women. At first, the FRA worked
with the women in rehabilitation

programs together with men, but'.

,

they discovered that the womexr

were falling through the cracks.
Since up to 90 percent of the

women have been sexually abused
and victimized for most of their

lives, they have hit rock bottom in
" terms of self-esteem and self-con-
fidence when they are released
from prison. They need a more
intensive treatment program
which includes more direction and
supervision than male offenders,
said Latte, who at 28 is the driving
force behind tiie employment pro-
ject and acts as social worker;
mother, and cheerleader to the

released prisoners. In addition to

Latte, each woman is matched
with a volunteer who acts as a role

model and provides friendly sup-
porL
Recently, the' PRA held an

awards ceremony for some 25 for-

mer women prisoners and their

employers who have taken part in

the employment project to mark
the women’s first full year of
work. The program is concentrat-

ed mostly in the central region,

where most of the women offend-

ers live.

Finding work for female former
prisoners is also harder than for

men, said Latte. While most men
have some sort of experience in

construction work or other physi-

cal labor, most ofthe women have
never worked in their lives and
have only minimal education.
They are usually qualified only for

low-paying modal jobs, and for

someone who is used to living the

high life with profits from drug
sales and prostitution, managing
on N1S 3,000 a month from wait-

ing on tables can be quite a shock, -

she said.

The PRA provides special cours-
es for the women to improve their

marketable work skills and also

holds seminars and weekly thera-

py sessions to help them cope with

the new demands and responsibil-

ities in their lives, such as paying
rent and utility bills, and dealing

.
with tbep; free? jtime. Wcptenfrayp..

,
foundjobs working in restaurants^..'.

stores, factories, and offices, and
as cleaners.

Latte must also keep ho- eyes
open for any hints of sexual
harassment on the part of the
employer. She removed one
woman from her job because she
suspected the boss was making
inappropriate advances towards
her, said Latte. There is always the

danger of an employer taking
advantage of the woman's weak-
ened position, said Hoffman, and
someone who would normally not
behave that way may think that the

woman won’t mind his sexual
advances since she had once been
a prostitute.

IN ALL of Israel, there are about
180 women prisoners compared to

some 6,000 male prisoners, said

Hoffman. The stigma against

women offenders is greater than

against men because society

seems to be better able to cope
with a man who has strayed from
the accepted path than a with a
woman who has used drugs or
worked as a prostitute, he said.

Usually the families of female
prisoners cut off relations with

their jailed daughters mainly
because of the issue of sex
involved in .prostitution, he said,

so the women lose the baric sup-
port network which men prisoners

receive from their mothers, wives
and girlfriends. The Teason for tins

is very simple, he said: Since most
women prisoners were sexually

abused by family members as

girls, parents don’t want to be
reminded of their own past sexual

transgressions when their daugh-
ters are jailed far prostitution.

While wives of prisoners keep
the family and borne together and
make sure the children visit then-

jailed father, men are usually

quick to divorce their wives once
they go to jail, he said. So while

men have a home waiting for

them, most women are very alone

.
in.the wqrjd once they.are released,

from prison. And since,jnpst pfthe

The making of a pig

J
USThow far we are entitled to

go in pushing back the limit-

ing edges of scientific discov-

ery, and just what frontiers are to

be explored, becomes more.and
more a subject for debate. There is

no area where these questions are

more rigorously debated than in

the entire field of genetic engi-

neering. British scientists and ani-

mal rights activists are constantly

at sword’s point in the long-stand-

ing war between those who see

some types of animal exploitation

as a solution for pressing human
problems and those who say that

the utilization of animals for

human needs is immoral
Now. some environmental

groups are also backing the animal

rights groups. One of the most

pressing controversies centers

around Astrid, the first transgenic

pig. When Astrid was no more
than a fertilized ovum, the cells

were injected with human DNA in

the hope that Astrid ’s genetic

make-up would be close enough to

the human to create immunologi-

cal compatibility so as to allow

organ transplants into humans that

would be less likely to be rejected

by the human body. Astrid, a ‘'test-

tube baby” piglet, was bom on
four years ago this month.
Now, she is a healthy mature

sow, and tests conducted so far

show that the “pig with the human
heart,” as she has been dubbed by
the British press, may well be liv-

ing up to the expectations ofthe

scientists who produced her. She

is fertile and her offspring are also

carrying the human DNA. “There

ibook
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is no doubt” say scientists at a

secret location in Cambridgeshire,

England, “feat transgenic pigs are

far more compatible with humans
than are ordinary pigs. The factor

of hyperacute rejection seems to

be absent, and that is a serious fac-

tor.”

However; the value of perfusion

tests - the only tests done so far —
wherein human blood is perfused

through the heart of the donor ani-

mal, are limited in their scope and
no one will really know until the

time comes when they can actual-

ly attempt a transplant. So far, the

scientists have failed to get per-

mission for an experiment with a
human recipient

Many scientists are extremely

perturbed by this and mention that

it’s easier to get permission to

transplant a baboon heart into a

human — despite the feet that in

every case so for the animal heart

has been rejected - than to get per-

mission to try a heart that has a

much higher possibility of saving

the patient’s life.

They feel that the granting

health agencies are simply cowed
by the pressure from the animal

rights groups mid that their deci-

sions are not based on scientific

considerations.

Because of the acute shortage of

donor organs throughout the

world, surgeons dream of xeno-

plantation producing a range of

transgenic animals for transplants

and for treatment, particularly

since fee use of embryonic human
tissue is so controversial, although

extremely promising in fee treat-

ment. Also, because it may even

cure several diseases including

Parkinson’s disease and juvenile

diabetes.

But fee use of transgenic ani-

mals is only marginally less con-
troversial. So vociferously have
animal rights activists opposed
this new step, feat Astrid's loca-

tion is kept secret and those who
created her maintain unlisted tele-

phone numbers and have adopted

precautions for the protection of
themselves and their families. The
environmentalists, while less out-

spoken on fee issue, feel feat

transgenic animals might some-
how enter into the biotope occu-

pied by other animals and pollute

fee native gene banks.

Their objection is not to Astrid,

per se, but to bio-engineered
species in general - an objection

voiced by some, bat by no means
all, of fee environmental protec-

tion groups.

One tiring of interest here is that

no one has yet reported the reac-

tion of the Rabbinate or the

Islamic authorities to the idea of

snch transplants, but it can be
safely predicted that they will

soon have something to say about

the matter.

As has happened in so many
cases, such as artificial insemina-

tion, in vitro fertilization, and sur-

rogate motherhood, they will sim-

ply have no choice.

In the kitchen at El Gancbo. At first Isabelle Sabah (left) had problems with lateness, but thanks to the patience of her employer
Nad Hadad (right), she overcame them. Now ‘Isabelle is a part of ns,’ says HadadL (Israel Sun)

women have children, they also

have the added responsibility of
child care.

“I’m not in touch wife my fami-

ly,” said Meirav, 31, the mother of
a 12-year-old, who just got out of
prison three months ago and asked

that her real name not be used.

She, like Sabah, is living a1 fee

PRA women’s hosteL “A man
won’t go visit his wife in jail, he
won't wait fix' herto get oul He’ll

go find himself another woman.
My brother is an addict too and
my mother and father have stayed

in touch with him, but they have

no contact wife me.”
Meirav also joined the PRA

employment program but she is

still at the beginning of the long
and difficult path of reintegrating

into society. She had been work-
ing at a dry-cleaning store but
when she didn’t get the promotion
she had been promised and tire

store manager yelled at her, she
quit on the spot.

“Ofcourse nqw Iknow that isn’t

the .way I should have doneriL. I

.

should have given her two weeks*
notice, but when she started

yelling atme I lost my perspective

and couldn’t think,” Meirav said.

“It is hard but I learn from my
mistakes. In jail they talk to us
about all this in theory but in real-

ity it is very hard."

The law does not require an ex-

convict to tefi his employer of his

prison history, noted Hoffman, but

the PRA realized that if a “friend-

ly employer” was aware of the

woman’s background, they would
be more willing to put up wife

some initial difficulties tmtil the

woman adjusted to the require-

ments of the work world.

Meirav ’s employer said he is

still interested in employing for-

mer women prisoners, although

tins is tire third worker from the

PRA who has left. It is not easy, he

admitted, but by working wife

these women he feels like he is

contributing something to society.

When Sabah first came to work
at El Gaucho there were problems
of lateness, acknowledged Nati

Hadad, manager of the restaurant,

but with patience they worked fee

problems out Now, if Sabah is

late they don’t wony because they

know she will get the work done.
They will be sending her to an
advanced cooking course soon, he
said.

“Today Isabelle is a part of us,”

said Hadad. “We don’t feel we are

working wife a former convict
We have never had such an orga-

nized kitchen. We want to find her

more challenges so she won't get

bored here.”

Two other women offenders had
worked at the restaurant before

Sabah, said Hadad, but each only
stayed far a short period of time.

Most of the women do not stay at

the first job where they are placed.

saidLatte.

Despite the praise and advance-
ment it is still a daily battle, said

Sabah, whose two grown children

live wife their father in Umm el-

Fahm. She pats Natfs shoulder

and plays with his ponytailaffec-,

tionately. She fears-talong,pu.tQft

much responsibility; she fears

being alone and not being able to

cope wife the daily pressures, she

said. She has cut off all ties wife

her old buddies who live only a
few minutes' drive away in Jaffa,

she said, but it takes all her

strength not to go and try to help

her drug-addict brother there.

Another brother is in jail on drug
charges, and a third brother, also a

drug addict, was killed during a

fight.

“I know I have an illness and I

can fell back down again,” she
said. “I want to help my brother

and show him what I have done,

but I am afraid to get too close. I

am afraid if I go see him I will feel

sorry for him and I will fall back
down wife him. I don’t want to be
wife anyone who will remind me
of my past, although I need to

remember so I won’t fall again.

Here at tins job I have strength. 1

don’t have any family left, but

here I have found myself a new
familyvI thank God that he put me
iufo^i^’s^haads.

”

Company offers whopping
Christmas bonus to employees

-x-rK.WP
>v 7 -< by Alex Berlyne

•

S
ETTING a staggering new
standard for generosity to

employees, the co-founders

of an Orange County technology

company unveiled a $100 million

bonus package at fee company's
seasonal holiday party, and will

soon begin giving workers
checks for up to three times their

annual salaries.

With payments averaging

$75,000, the largesse represents

employees’ share of the $1.5 bil-

lion windfall received by David
Sun and John Tu when they sold

80 percent of the Kingston
Technology Corp. - fee world’s

largest maker of computer mem-
ory products - to Softbank Corp.

of Japan earlier this year.

Tu and Sun were by no means
obligated to share fee wealth. But
in an age when employees are

commonly treated as costs and
Wall Street cheers executives

nicknamed “Chainsaw AL,” the

gesture is merely the most
extreme example in a long tradi-

tion of generosity at Kingston.

“To share our success with

everybody is the most joy we can

have,” Sun said to hundreds of

cheering employees and their

families.

.

Some fought back tears and
others talked of buying houses,

helping their parents, or simply

saving their bonuses.

ibook
ifeyiriaeit

“This is beyond my wildest

dreams. But everything they do
blows me away," said sales rep-

resentative Brandi LaPlante.
*Tm going to get a bigger car to

bold my three kids.”

Tu and Sun said that about $60
million will be set aside for

future bonuses to workers, but
the rest will be doled out imme-
diately.

Depending on seniority and
performance, most of the 550
employees will get bonuses rang-

ing from one to three times their

annual salaries, meaning some
will get $300,000 or more.

They say their employees are

fee reason their company sits

atop fee fiercely competitive

computer memory industry.

“They are fee ones working
hard day in, day out,” Tu said.

’book
depirtnefll

“Our attitude toward our employ-
ees is, ‘You deserve this. You
deserve more than this.’”

Other US companies have cer-

tainly helped their employees
become wealthy. Microsoft Corp.
has spawned thousands of mil-

lionaires in its employee ranks,

and Levi Strauss & Co. earlier

this year offered its 37,000 work-
ers an incentive program feat

could be worth $750 million if

certain goals are met over the

next five years.

But those cases, and many oth-

ers, involve stock option pro-

grams that allow employees to

buy their company’s stock at a
discounted price and sell it later

for a profit.

Kingston is unique because
employees are being given cash
Tu and Sun could easily keep for

themselves.

“I’ve never beard of anything

like this,” said Jeffrey Pfeffer. a

professor at Stanford Univers-

ity’s business school.

“It is momentous, particularly

because it is being done voluntar-

ily."

Kingston is not fee first compa-
ny to discover that a family-val-

ues approach can be a formula

for success. In their own ways.

Southwest Airlines, Hewlett-

Packard, and others have also

prospered by taking good care of

employees.
“It's how you look at your

work force,” Pfeffer said. “When
I look at you do I see a cost, or do
I see you as the only thing feat

separates me from my competi-

tion?”
(Los Angeles Times)
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Finance Committee:

Deficit must drop to

1.5% of GDP by 2001
EVELYN GORDON

A bill which would set definite

limits for die deficit in each of the

next five years moved another step

forward yesterday when it was

approved by the Knesset Finance

Committee.
The bill, which is meant to send

investors the message that the

government is serious about

deficit reduction, now will be sent

back to the plenum for its second

and thin] readings.

However, it will have no real

binding force even if passed, since

it always can be amended. This is

what the Labor government did in

1994, when it saw it would not be

able to meet the targets specified

in an earlier law.

According to the bill, the 1997

deficit would have to be no greater

than 2.8 percent of the gross

domestic prodact. The limit would
then decrease to 2.4% of GDP in

1998. 2% in 1999, 1.75% in 2000
and 1.5% in 2001.

These targets are considerably

less ambitious than those included

in the original Deficit Reduction
Law, passed by the previous Likud
government in 1992. This law stip-

ulated a deficit of 6.2% in 1992,
3.2% in 1993, 22% in 1994 and
zero in 1995. However; it is more
stringent than the amended version

passed by Labor in 1994, since it

sets specific targets for the deficit

The Labor Ml stated that the

deficit would be 3.0% in 1994 and
would decrease by unspecified

amounts in each of the three fol-

lowing years. However, the deficit

hit 32% in 1995 and is expected
to be some 3.8% this yean

Avner’s 9-month deficit

totals NIS 501million
GAUT UPK1S BECK

AVNER Insurance completed the

third quarter of 1996 with an accu-

mulated deficit ofNIS 501.12 mil-

lion, compared with a net loss of

NIS 8 1 1.1 4m. at the end of 1995.
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The consortium insurance com-
pany, which compensates automo-
bile accijmr victims, had an accu-

mulated deficit of NIS 1 billion at

the stare ofJanuary 1995.

Speaking at a press conference
yesterday, Avner Omimnan Haim
Stoessel said the continued
improvement in the company's
financial situation is mainly due to

a 22 percent rise in tariffs as well

as die company’s implementation

of efficiency measures and cuts in

expenses. The improvement is also

due to die increased attempts to

prevent fraud.

"It is my personal forecast that

Avner will get rid of its deficit in

two year’s time, assuming the mar-

ket situation does not change,”

Stoessel said.

While Avner has become a more
efficient company, Stoessel urged

the government to complete
Amendment 12 of foe automobile

accident victim compensation law,

which is intended to increase effi-

ciency and reduce die cost of

claims. The insurance supervisor is

currently examining foe amend-
ment.
Investments grewNIS 770m. in the

nine-month period to NIS 4.88b.

Avner’s investment portfolio

increasedtoMS 91m. compared with
88irc in the same period last year.

In foe reported period revenues

grew to NIS 224b. compared with

1.92b. Expenses increased to NIS
49.4b. compared with-NIS 45.15b.

Operating profits before taxes

increased to NIS 15.69m. com-
pared with losses of NIS 14.89m.
in the same period in 1995.
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Yishai won’t renew
foreign workers’ visas

SOME 120,000 foreign workers’

work permits are due to expire

tomorrow, because foe Ministry of

Labor and Social Affairs won’t

agree to their renewal, the

Association of Contractors and

Builders said yesterday.

The licenses were last extended
in June, for six months, one month
before the licenses' original expi-

ration rfate-

The Interior Ministry has^not
renewed foreign workers’ permits

since November at the instruction

of Labor and Social Affairs

Minister Eli Yishai. As a result,

almost all workers in the construc-

tion and agriculture sectors win be
declared illegal.

“Within one night all of the for-

eign workers will become illegal

workers. They will not be able to

withdraw their wages from the

banks and may even decide to

move to new fields of activity,"

Shlomo Heit, vice president of foe

association, said at a press confer-

ence yesterday.

Amos Bar-Am, director-general

GAUT L1PKIS BECK

of the association, said thousands

of workers who left foe country to

spend Christmas with their fami-

lies will not be allowed back into

the country. A shortage of work-

ers, he said, will make it very dif-

ficult for contractors to continue to

work and meet building timeta-

bles. This will most likely cause a
reduction in the number of build-

ing startups and a shortage in

housing, he said.

Labor and Social Affairs

Ministry spokesman Zvi Rosen
confirmed that Yishai instructed

the Interior Mrcdstiy not to grant

any new visas to foreign workers

or to extend existing visas until foe

ministry examines foe relation-

ships between employers and for-

eign workers- Rosen said foe min-
istry has not completed its exami-

nation, but beads of the Labor and
Social Affairs Ministry, Interior

Ministry and the Employment
Office are scheduled to meet this

morning to try to resolve foe per-

mit issue.

At foe press conference, die con-

tractors criticized Tzipi Galyam s

proposal to impose an annual tax

of NIS 3,300 on each foreign

worker and to increase foe guaran-

tee employers pay on workers to

NIS 8,000 from the existing NIS

. 2^00. Galyam, foe Treasury’s

head of- Economic Research and

Stale Revenue Administration,

also supports doubling foe income

tax imposed on foreign workers

from 15 percent on half their annu-

al income to 15% on their total

income ami subjecting employers

to higher medical insurance cover-

age and pension payments.
*

“This would cost foe construc-

tion sector NIS 300m. which will

be passed on to apartment buyers

in the form of higher prices.” said

Bar-Am.
The contractors forecast foe pro-

posals will lead to a 0.8% increase

in foe building input index, a
025% rise in cost ofbousing index

and 0.1% in foe Consumer Price

Index.

Two elderly photographers play chess in a park while waiting for potential clients in SL Petersburg

yesterday
•

'
.(Renter)

Bank of Israel warns against

rising tax burden
THE sharp rise in the budget
deficit and borrowing over foe last

two years would force foe govern-

ment to increase taxes in coming
years, a report issued yesterday by
the Bank of Israel said.

‘This deficit — was financed

from public borrowing, both at

home and overseas, against the

background of insignificant priva-

tization revenues." the statement

issued by foe central bank’s mone-
tary division said. “These loans

have increased foe overall govern-
ment debt and in its wake the

future tax burden that awaits foe

public.”

A spokesperson from foe Bank
of Israel said that while an
increased deficit and increased

borrowing necessitate increased

taxes, the bank continues to main-
tain its stand against imposing a
greater burden aa foe public.

“Our position has always been
and remains that the level oftaxes

JENNIFER FRIEDUN
and news agencies

is too high," the spokesperson
said. “What we are saying is that

we need to lower foe deficit.”

The report said the govern-
ment’s combined domestic and
foreign deficit had nearly doubled
from foe years 1993-94 to 1995-
96. The deficit grew to approxi-

mately NIS 11 billion a year on
average in 1995-96. compared
with about NIS 6b. annually in

1993-94. The foreign deficit

includes budget items denominat-

ed in foreign currency.

The wider deficit was financed

by a one-third increase in domes-
tic and overseas borrowing during

the period. As a result, govern-
ment borrowing fornew ami recy-
cled debt grew to about NIS 36b.
annually in 1995 and 1996, up
from approximately NIS 27b.

DON'T BE LEFT OUT!
If you don't have e-mail

or even a computer you can still advertise!

INTERNET CLASSIFIEDS
Reach all of Israel and the world for just:

annually in 1993 and 1994.

The Bank of Israel noted thatfoe
proportion of overall debt not
linked to inflation had grown
sharply. Unlinked borrowing
accounted for 28% of total bor-
rowing in 1996, up from just 6%
in 1993. Meanwhile, unlinked
debt made up 7% of total debt, up
from 1% in 1993.
The transition to unlinked bor-

rowing has caused a reduction in

the trims of government bonds,
the bank said. Unlinked bonds this

year were offered for terms ofone
to five years, “a term shorter than
all other domestic fundraising
instruments,” ‘it said.

Overall, the average term for
domestic bonds fell to five years
in 1996 from 73 years in 1993.
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Former BCCI affiliate gives
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December 1990.

Romania donwes iua ^
to meet IntenatioDal Monetary Fund recommendations

for the

"Wficial statement said foal from

1,900 lei (NIS 1.60) per litre ofpremium, up from 990, and 1.300 to

SteSh %**** "***

sua>eodedaS460miIliooaccardonfoegroundfefoa£R^m^T*
government, bad failed to meet ***

Fund. The leftists lost power in a general

Bringing fuel prices gradually up to weridlevels was part of foe

pcx&ageagreed with foe IMF for this yean Romania annually *

S^saroirod 6.7 million tons of crude ofl, but needs to tmpoit

about double thatamount - a huge financial burden for the casfr-

strapped ex-communist country — to meet demand and keep its big

refining sector running.
Reuter

Egypt gives new privatization target The ministerin charge of

Egypt’s privatization program has said foe state will sell stores m 51

public-sector companies during 1997 '- a lower target than the

minister has given in previous statements.

Public Enterprise MinisterAtefObeid. quoted in foe government

newspaper ol-Ahram on Saturday, said 40 offoe 51 companies would

be sold in full to large investors.
.

The state will sell shares in foe other 11 companies by public

subscription forot^ foe stock exchange, he added.

Obeid said in Novemberthat foe state planned to sell some or most

of the shares in 91 stale companies by June 1998.

Earlier in foe year he said the target fra- 1997 was three companies a

fortnight throughout foe year, making a total of 78.

Obeid has repeatedly announced ambitious privatization targets

which foe government later failed to meet. Reuter

Swedish opposition toEMU grows: Swedish opposition to

Krenomic and Monetary Union (EMU) is growing with more than

four out of 10 Swedes against the idea, a surveyby pollsterTemo
showed on Saturday.

Less than a third of Swedes are positive about foe possibility of

joining a single European currency and foe rest areundecided.

The survey was conducted during November and December and
showed opposition towards EMU is increasing.

hi October 38 percent of foe 1,000 people questioned fora similar

survey were opposed toEMU but this increased to 44% by die end of

foe yean Reuter

Jordairiap uiiiiistets viritjraq on ofrmissionffineigy Minister. , .

• Hashem'Dabbas at^’RnfflioesMnfcter/Marwan Awad left fixIraq

yesterday to discuss Iraqr ofl supplied to foe kingdom for 1997r
The nmristeis will meet senior Iraqi officials to discuss renewing an

annual agreement under winch foe kingdom receives its daily

requirement of75,000 barrels ofcrude and fuel oil from Iraq,

according to an official speaking on condition of anonymity.
The supplies are exempt from United Nations sanctions imposed on

Baghdad following itsAugust 1990 invasion ofKuwait. Amman
considers the oil as settlement of Baghdad's SI2 billion debt,

incurred during its 1980-88 war with Iran. Jordan pays a discounted
price fix part of the supply.

Tiade Minister Ali Abu-Ragheb will visit Iraq Jan. 6 to renew a
$220 million annual trade protocol

Iraq is Jordan’s largest trade partner and one-time ally. Bat Jordan
fell out with Baghdad last year; when King Hussein bitterly attacked
tile policies of Saddam Hussein, called fix political change in Iraq and
granted asylum to defectors, including members of Saddam’s inner
circle. AP

Iran, Turkey and Unkmenistan sign natural gas dealriran, Turkey
and Turiauemstan have formally signed an agreement to pipe natural
gas from Turkmenistan via Iran to Turkey and Europe, the Islnmir.

Republic NewsAgency reported yesterday.
The agreement was signed by ministers from the three countries late

Saturday in Tehran.

Iran’s gas pipeline will be officially linked to that of Turkey at the
Iran-Takey bonier sometime between March 21 and April 20, IRNA

The pipeline will tap Turkmenistan’s estimated 25 trillion cubic
metere of gas reserves.

nnasnjLADor raiiy rejects pact with nmonsiBritain’s opposition
Labor Tarty yesterday rejected a formal partnership with ti» track ••

unions if the party wins the next general p-Wrion
Labor’s employment spokesman Stephen Byers said the party

wanted consensus in foe workplace but had no proposals to cstahfefa
a formal means ofconsulting with the muons, as called for by one-
senior union Icadet

J

Union leader John Edmoodseariier called for a partnership between
omons and.a Labor government with the setting up of anational
lorum to discuss matters of mutual concern.
Byers was speaking after the head of the Trades Union Congress,

um^e1^ body, said they must develop a more
oon^nictive outlook if they wantto influence the new-kx& Labor
ratty in government. Reuter
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readiness of the two sides to con*

tmue the process will be attached
10 the agreement It is said to be

10 pages long.

Meanwhile, officials in the

Prime Minister’s Office say

Netanyahu does not want a big

peace ceremony as part of the

signing of the Hebron accord.

As one US official put it last

night “The image this govern-

ment wants to create is (me of
anguish and not celebration” so as

to persuade right-wing con-

stituents that the decision was

taken with a heavy heart An aide

to Netanyahu said. “We want

something low-key. This prime

minister doesn't want balloons.

The last government believed cer-

emonies had a favorable psycho-

logical impact on the population.

We don’t subscribe to this point of

Wew.”

Meanwhile, Shai Bazak, the

prime minister's spokesman,
denied a report in The Jerusalem

Post that in a memo written over

foe last two months. General

Security Service officials recom-
mended Netanyahu consider

^moving the Hebron settlers after

a Hebron deal, fearing that settler

Provocations could leadto blood-
shed. Nonetheless, informed
sources stand by the story.

S. Korean strikes will cost

Seoul $lb. by year-end
Silver falls

on profit-

taking

COMMODITIES
ROUNDUP

PRECIOUS metals futures closed
mixed Friday, with March silver
falling to slight losses, on profit-
taking, sources said.
March silver and February gold

were supported by options expira-
tions in London. End-of-the-year
book-squaring was mostly seen in
precious metals as funds began
easing out of their positions, while
banks and dealers have been rela-
tively quiet over the past week.
February gold closed steady at

5371.10; March silver was 15
cents lower at $4.9113; April plat-
inum was unchanged at $375.10
and March palladium 65
cents lower at $1 18,75.
After spending, most of Friday

morning trading in a narrow
range, the March high grade cop-
per futures contract closed 110
basis points lower at $0.9860. The
Japanese weak economy and stock
market as well as its poor industri-
al production has dampened the
demand for copper Nervousness
over the tomorrow's London
Metal Exchange warehouse stock
figures have also resulted in a
lower demand for this metaL

February crude oil settled 30 cents

higher at $25.22; January heating oH
closed up 49 points at 7055 rants;

January unlg/dwi gasoline settled

28 points higher at 6936 cents

February natural gas closed 40.4
cents lower at $2£80.
New York cotton futures settled

lower on mostly local and some
commercial trade selling. Wet
weather conditions in northern
Argentina and Paraguay has
slowed

1

planting and favorable
weather conditions in Texas is

enabling harvesting. There have
been no significant delays in

Australia’s planting or India’s har-
vesting and analysts are predicting

that India’s bumper crop could
lead to heavy exports in the 1996-

sharply lower on speculator sell-

ing and commercial trade hedging.
Generally favorable weather con-
ditions exist for Florida’s trees and
fiuit as harvesting continues and

{

no damaging cold weather is

expected this coming week.
Markets will close earty tomor-

row and will remain closed
Wednesday for New Year’s Day.

Courtesy of Michael Zwebner,
CommStock Trading Ltd.

China to favor
US, Europe in

.

retail sector
BEIJING (Reuter) - China said on
Saturday it would expand cooper-

ation with foreigners in the

nation's retail sector and that big

companies from the US and
Europe would be given priority.

But the official China Daily

newspaper said Beijing wanted to

ensure that Chinese firms retained

majority control in retail joint ven-

ture projects.

The newspaper quoted Huang
Hai, director-general of the

Ministry of Internal Trade's policy

and regulation department, as say-

ing that China would ease restric-

tions on the number and location

of foreign-invested stores.

SEOUL - Strikes that have crip-
pled much of South Korean indus-
try will cost the countrymore than
$1 billion in test productionby the
end of the year, the trade ministry
said ax the weekend.

Strikes, which have engulfed
South Korea since Thursday,
turned violent for the first timg
over the weekend as rock-throw-
ing workers basked by students
fonght pitched battles with riot
police in Seoul The 20,000 strik-

ing laborers were calling on par-
liament to abolish a new law that

makes it easier for companies to
fire employees.
On Saturday, police unleashed

barrages of tear gas canisters at

about 6,000 workers to step them
matching down a busy thorough-
fare to Myondong Cathedral in. die
city center in protest at the tough

new labor law, witnesses said.

Police vehicles spraying tear gas

saturated marchers, who respond-
ed by ripping up paving stones and
hurling them at squads of officers.

. At least six protesters were hauled
away, witnesses said.

“We will respond to force with
force,” said Kim Young-dae, vice-

president of the Korean
Confederation of Trade Unions,
the sponsor of the rally. “We will

carry out strikes as planned and no
rallies will be cancelled.”

The government has con-
demned the stoppages as illegal

and threatened unspecified “pun-
ishment” but has so far shown
restraint in handling some of the

worst industrial strife since the

late 1980s.

Meanwhile, snowballing strikes

that have devastated industry now

threaten the financial sector.

Banking unions announced a cme-
day stoppage next Saturday and
said a decision would be taken largr
on whether to extend the action.

Tetters and clerics at commercial
banks and mutual savings firms feel

vulnerable because financial market
opening is expected to spark a wave
of mergers in the heavily-protected
industry, resulting in job cuts.

Next Saturday’s strikes will also
affect the central Bank of Korea.
But transport chaos was largely

averted when non-union drivers

kept trains running on the Seoul
subway. Nurses and orderlies at

three more hospitals walked out
bringing to 1 7 the number of med-
ical centers forced to close all but
emergency care.

The. government said stoppages
that have almost completely idled

car and ship production will cost

die country more than SI billion in

lost production by the year's end.
This was- on top of S33b. already

lost through strikes.

Unions claimed 375,000 work-
ers at around 700 work sites had
joined the walkout by Saturday.

Two union umbrella bodies have
called out their combined mem-
bership of 1.7 minimi. Workers
fear the law means that decades of
job security are coming to an end,
while the government argues that

more flexible labor practices will

secure jobs in the long run.

Pastes broke out after workers
broke away from a Ifarce-hour rally

in a park to denounce the govern-
ment of President Kim Young-sam
for passing the labor law in a clan-

destine session of parliament
Thursday. (News agencies)
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fflSTADRUT
(Continued from Page 1)

organizations from all sectors of
the economy converged on
Netanyahu’s office yesterday and
urged him to take firm action
against the Histadxut, so that for-

eign investors are not deterred

from dealing with Israel. Many of
tire participants in the meeting
stressed they were not of
Netanyahu’s political persuasion
but that cm this issue they are rid-

ing with him.
The employers wanted the gov-

ernment to seek back-to-work
orders from the courts and to

enforce them. They said the

deductions from employees’ pay,

which will not be turned over to
the Histadnit, will be used as

compensation for some of the

losses caused by the strike. They
also will initiate legal action to

win further compensation, they

declared.

Chamber of Commerce head
Danny Gilleiman spoke fra

1

the

other employers and users of ser-

vices provided by the peats, utili-

ties mid facilities shut down,
when he called the strikes “a
Bolshevik move of a burnt-out

trade federation.”

Meridor^warned the Histadnit to
step back from

,
the brink, hinting

at dire repercussions if it did not,

He accused the Histadrut of“hav-

ing gone way too far this time. It

has violated every rule possible.

There isn’t anyone who can

understand what this strike is all

about. Even protest must have a

reason and some rules car we will

all sink into unredeemable anar-

chy.”

Meridor said, “This is an

attempt to terrorize the labor

courts.”

Feretz complained about the

general public’s “annoyance and
impatience with the hardships

earned by ihe strikes. I under-

stand that people are suffering,

bat they must realize that we are

doing mis for them. It’s for then-

own good.

“I wonder about people in this

country,” be added.

Judy Siegel adds:

Kupat Holim Qalit community
clinics, including the emergency

medicine centers, will be open

today, despite sanctions by nurs-

es, pharmacists and adfflipistra-

tive woriters. All doctors will be

on the job and work normally,

management said yesterday.

Members- who require medica-

tions can go to .the private phar-

macies with which tbc health fund

has supply arrangements. Clalir’s

hospitals, however, will function

according to a reduced Shabbat

schedule. '!

DRIVE
CAREFULLY

Shares end
lower as strike

thins trading
TEL AVIV STOCK MARKET

DAN GERSTENFELD

208.02
-0.30%

Two-Sided index

SHARES closed lower yesterday

as volume fell in response to an
outbreak of strikes around the

country, traders said.

The trading session ended 15
minutes early when the strike

finally spread to the Tel Aviv
Stock Exchange.
The benchmark Two-sided

index of the top 100 shares fell

030 percent, or 0.63 points, to

20839 on a low all-share turnover
of NIS 57 million against NIS
79m. Thursday.

The Maof 25 blue chip index
lost 031% to 21635.
“The market is dead. The trading

day ended earlier today because of
the strike and activity was low. A
few of the banks went on reduced
schedules, which had a strong
impact on trading,” said a trader at

Bank Lenmi.
The Histadrut called the nation-

wide strike yesterday morning fol-

lowing the arrest of a trade union
official for not appearing in court

in connection with strikes last

week.
“We saw also some profit-taking

and investors are taking a wait-

216.55
-0.21%

Maof Index

and-see position. It’s difficult to

say what the market will do in the
ear future,” the trader added.

“The market made a very nice
move over the last two months aid
investors are a little jinny,” said

Daxuvi Scharia at Capital

Securities.

“Investors are waiting for fresh

news. They want to see approval
of the budget and an agreement on
Hebron,” Scharia added. “We are

getting closer to the end of the

year and nobody knows how the
new year will open.”
The Knesset is expected to vote

on the 1997 budget tomorrow or
shortly thereafter. Meanwhile,
Israeli and Palestinian negotiators

were due to meet late yesterday in

another round of talks to complete
an accord on redeployment from
Hebron. *

The roost active shares were
Teva Pharmaceutical Industries,

which gained 13% on volume of
NIS 43ul; Bank Leumi, which
gained 1.75% on turnover of NIS
3m.; and Koor Industries, which
fell 0.75% on volume of NIS
23m. (Reuter)

Jordan parliament
endorses 1997 budget
AMMAN (Reuter) - The
Jordanian government Saturday
won approval for its 1997 budget,

amid criticism of IMF-directed
economic reforms that have been
blamed for fuelling poverty and
unemployment
The vote

1

after four heated ses-

sions of debate this week in the

80-seat lower house was 53-15 in

favour of the 1.92 billion dinar

(NIS 9 billion) budget drat reflects

the last two years of an accelerat-

ed IMF-structural reform program
ending/late 1998/ '

tion along with centrist deputies

from across the political spectrum
criticized government policies that

they said exacerbated growing
social inequalities and led to an
erosion in real wages, fuelling

poverty among Jordan's 42. mil-

lion population.

“People have become accus-

tomed to hear figures in the budget

that talk about growth but feel

none of it... only more price hikes,

unemployment and poverty,”

Islamist deputy Mohammed
Oweidah told the chamber.
Prime Minister Abdul Karim al-

Kabariti, defending the govern-

ment against critics, said state

spending will bolster aid to tee

poor as Jordan steps up IMF-
directed market reforms. Kabariti,

saying an economic liberalization

drive wQ] help attain a growth tar-

get of 630 percent in 1997, also

unveiled a $400 million four-

pronged social package spread

over six years to help ease tee

country’s poverty levels.

The plan entailed extra capital

investment to boost infrastructure

in poorer areas, setting up funds to

finance small scale projects and

large scale training projects to

rehabilitate the poor and unem-

ployed, Kabariti said.

Officials say the package, pre-

pared along with the World Bank
and to which international donors
will contribute, should help foe
country go through a transitional

period of painful economic
reforms.

World Bank estimates put
poverty in Jordan at around 20%
with a 15% unemployment rate.

Officials say expanding projects

to help Jordan's poor has topped
Jordan's economic agenda after

riots broke out last August in foe

ratderdeveloped south of.the couxk
tfy when' the governmenthiked the

price of bread.

Economists and officials alike

express growing fears at the

potential for social unrest with a
widening gap between poor and
rich that could derail expanded
IMF reforms begun in 1996.
Finance Minister Marwan Awad
assured deputies that helping alle-

viate the social impact on the poor
of IMF-directed economic
reforms was a top priority.

But in an admission of the

impact of bread price-hikes on liv-

ing standards for ordinary
Jordanians, for whom bread is the

main staple diet, Awad said infla-

tion rose in the 10 months of 1996
to 7%. The government has previ-

ously said the inflation rate has

been constant at around 3%.
The government also warded off

demands to hike salaries of the

more than 450,000 civil servants -

a major portion of overall state

expenditure and a burden on the

budget deficit.

The 1997 budget deficit is esti-

mated at 225 million dinars, with-

out factoring in foreign aid, or
3.9% of GDP against a readjusted

237 million dinars, or 4.6% of
GDP in J996.
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Pittsburgh, Dallas persevere
Steelers smash Colts, 42-14 Cowboys rout Vikings, 40-15

PITTSBURGH (AP) - As soon as

the Pittsbuigh Steelers took the

bail out of Mike Tomczak’s hands

and gave it to Jerome Bettis and

Kordell Stewart, the Indianapolis

Colts ran out of miracles.

Bettis saved a Steelers offense

that was threatening yet another

big-game meltdown, running for

two second-half touchdowns and

102 yards as Pittsburgh survived

another erratic day by Tomczak to

beat the Colts 42-14 yesterday in

the AFC playoffs.

Bettis, who guesses his sore

ankle is only 80 percent healed,

scored on the Steelers’ first two

drives of a 29-point second half.

Stewart later replaced Tomczak to

lead two more scoring drives. Jon

Witman scored his first NFL
touchdown on a 31-yard run, and

Stewart - starting another Steelers

quarterback controversy - added

another on a 3-yard bootleg.

The Steelers, who had lost three

of their previous four as Tomczak
labored through a horrendous sec-

ond-half slump, play Sunday at

New England, where they haven't

played since the 1979 season. The
Patriots had a first-round bye.

Maybe, just like the Dallas

Cowboys did in beating up on the

Minnesota Vikings on Saturday, it

took the playoffs to get the

Steelers' attention.

Still, the Colts seemingly had

some magic left in them from last

season’s dramatic drive to the

AFC championship game they lost

in Pittsburgh 20-16. Indianapolis

scored twice in four minutes late

in the second quarter to turn what

was looking like a blowout into a

14-13 halftime lead.

Both of the scores came off

Tomczak-thrown interceptions,

including Eugene Daniel’s 59-

yard touchdown return that made
it 13-7 and came just as the Colts

appeared ready to go down easy.

Their offense had yet to cross the

50-yard line when Daniel stepped

in front of Tbmczak's pass intend-

ed for Ernie Mills.

But the Colts couldn’t take it to

the final play this time like they

did in January, when Aaron Bailey

almost made an extraordinary

catch of Jim Harbaugh’s despera-

tion. Not when the Steelers con-

trolled the ball for all but 1:59 of
the third quarter.

Bettis, who has rushed for 100
yards in all but one Steelers victo-

ry this season, earned eight times

for 42 yards on a 91-yard drive

that lasted 9'h minutes and was
finished by his 1-yard dive.

That drive, and an ensuing

Steelers possession completed by
Bettis’ 1-yard run dial nude it 28-

14 with 14:21 remaining, visibly

took the heart out of the Colts.

The Coles, whose defense manu-
factured all of their points, had only

22 second-half yards, and Harbaugh
finished die game on fee bench with

a stitched-up jaw he injured on
Indianapolis’ first possession.

The Colts offense - the worst of
the 22 playoff teams - was out-

rushed 231-41 and outgaioed 407-
1 46 as Harbaogh was only 12-for-

32 for 134 yards and an intercep-

tion. He threw for only 39 yards in

the second half as Chad Brown,
who became anAll-Pro after mov-
ing to outside linebacker to

'

replace the injured Greg Lloyd,

sacked him three times.

Bettis briefly left die Steelers

bench after his first touchdown to

be checked for a groin injury, then

sat out die rest of the game after

scoring his second touchdown.
The Steelers kept the ball on the

ground almost exclusively in the

final quarter, with Witman adding

48 yards and Stewart carrying six

times for 52 yards. Stewart earlier

scored Pittsburgh’s first touch-

down on a 1-yard quarterback
sneak that made it 10-0 with 4:55

left in die first quarter.

Norm Johnson added a 50-yard

field goal, his longest of the sea-

son. to make it 13-0, and the Colts

seemed ready to lose big as usual

in Pittsburgh, where they are 0-10

since Three Rivers Stadium
opened in 1970. The Colts’ last

win in Pittsburgh came in 1968.
when the Steelers played at Pitt

Stadium.

IRVING, Texas <AP) - The Dallas

Cowboys finally played like

defending Super Bowl champions.

Dallas discovered its missing

offense, George Teague was a one-

man gang on defense, and the

Cowboys knocked die Minnesota

VQdngs out ofthe playoffs 40- 15 in

an NFC wild-card game Saturday.

The Cowboys, who struggled to

a 10-6 regular-season record

before winning die NFC East for

die fifth consecutive time, will

play die Carolina Panthers at

Charlotte next Sunday in die NFC
divisional round.

“This team is still what it is and

hasn’t fallen out of sight," said

coach Bany Switzer. “We made a

statement today. We’re still the

team to beat for the Super Bow].”
The Cowboys took out all their

frustrations on the Vikings after a
chaotic regular season of suspen-

sions, injuries and underachieving
performances. ».

“We turned it up a level,"

Switzer said. “We played a total

offensive game, and die defense

was just great. George Teague had
an amaytwg game."
The Vikings self-destructed in

the biggest scoring half in Dallas

playoff history as the Cowboys
rolled to a 30-0 lead at intennis-

sioa. The Cowboys forced five

turnovers and cashed diem into 23
points.

On offense. Troy Aikman,
Michael Irvin and Emmitt Smith
executed like they did in winning

three Super Bowls in die last four

years. Teague made three big

defensive plays to stun the

Vikings, who qualified for die

playoffs with a 9-7 regular season

and were seeded sixth.

“This is a message for whoever
has been talking trash about the

Cowboys," said Smith.

Smith, dogged by injuries and
even benched at one time during'

die season, scored twice and set or

tied five NFL playoff records for

rushing and scoring. He rushed for

116 yards on 17 carries.

Aikman ran for a touchdown,
passed for one and completed 19-

of-29 passes for 178 yards. He is

1 1-1 in playoff starts and is second

only to Green Bay’s Bart Starr in

playoff ratings.

Irvin, who missed five games

under NFL suspension, had bis

best game of the year by catching

eight passes for 103 yards.

“The defense has been winning

games and it’s time the offense got

started and we did today," Irvin

said.

Aikman, Smith and Irvin sat out

most of the fourth quarter resting

for next week’s game.

Dallas, ranked 24th offensively

in the NFL, struck on its first pos-

session as Aikman completed
four passes for 65 yards to Irvin

in as 88-yard touchdown drive.

The payoff came when Aikman
rolled right and scored from 2
yards out.

Then came- a bizarre play that

took the heart out of the Vikings.

Amp Lee took a short pass over

die middle and appeared on the

way for a 43-yard touchdown.
However, Teague caught Lee at

the Dallas 1 and poked the ball out

of his hands and out of the end
zone for a toucbback.
“I don’t think Lee knew I was

there," Teague said, “I just

punched the ball out of his arms."

Lee knew Teague was there and
tried to tuck die ball away.
T take full responsibility," Lee

said. “Thai early in the game if

we get seven points we make a
statement. Ifwe score there it’s 7-

7. they came out with a lot of
emotion but we could take it

away.
“Rom that play everything

snowballed against us."

Chris Boniol then kicked the

first of his four field goals, a 28-

yarder.

Minnesota coach Dennis Green
said “whatever they needed to get

done offensively or defensively

they got done."

Green said die game turned on
Lee's mistake.

“Amp made one of the best

plays of die day but got careless,"

Green said.

41

PASSINGGLANCE - Dallas Cowboys QB Tkoy Aikman completed 19 out of29 passes

yards against the Minnesota Vikings on Saturday.
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Peasant blunder puts
Liverpool five points clear

Stewart century steers England to safety

SOUTHAMPTON (AP) - An
embarrassing blunder by goal-

keeper
.
Dave Beasant . banded

to beat the despairing dive of die dropped low to his right to make a

goalkeeper. spectacular one-handed stop from
The result gave Liverpool 4Z... OstenstaxL., _ .... .

HARARE (Reuter) - A monu-
mental 101 not out from Alec

Stewart led England’s figbtback

against 2mbabwe on the fourth

day of the second Tfcst at Harare

Sports Club yesterday.

Stewart, cm 10 overnight,-batted

eight minutes over six hours and
faced 259 balls when he brought

up his hundred by dispatching fast

bowler Henry Olonga through the

covers for his eighth boundary. .

The Surrey captain received

good supportfrom his county.col*

Nick Knight caught by Alistair

Campbell at slip for 30 and then.

Shortly after lunch, Nasser Hussain

was wefl caughtbyDave Houghton
at rixxtextra-cover for six.

But that was Zimbabwe’s last

"^Liverpool • u ifive^pointr-lead-atopr ^^poin®frwn’Hd-'gamea 'although all •>

the English Premier League stand-

ings yesterday in a 1-0 victory

over Southampton.
Trying to avoid conceding a cor-

ner, the goalkeeper ran oat of his

area wide to die right of his goal

and aimed a clearance upfield.The
ball went straight to Liverpool's

John Barnes who celebrated his

300th league appearance for

Liverpool by scoring with a per-

fectly-measured, first-time 35-

yard shot into an empty net.

The ball seemed to take an eter-

nity to reach the back of tbe net

but the shot just had enough speed

its rivals have at least one game in-

hand. Manchester United and
Arsenal have 37 points from- 20
and Wimbledon 37 from 19.

Newcastle and Aston Villa have
34 and Chelsea 32.

Southampton remains last after

its seventh loss in eight league

games and has 16 points.

Nottingham Forest is last with 14.

Before Beasant’s blunder. Saints

had several chances to go ahead
but were defied by Liverpool goal-

keeper David James.

He twice kept out shots from
substitute Matthew Le Ussier and

good supportfrom his county oaL- success^as Stewart and Thorpe^,

h'opm r» ^ctfaro^lrthe day’«*play^idireached league jacaham, Thorpe^Coming- > firatfeafled England haafcrmto theg^
—

.
. QPW Q L) p* T.ffr»:ninih Test cenmry just before - togethex.^E 89 fdr^taee, withv' game and then doggedly built a-r

Liverpool 2t 12 6 3 38 IB 42
Manchester UM20 10 7 3 42 2S 37
Arsenal 20 10 7 3 37 20 37
Wimbledon
Newcastle
Aston V*a
Chelsea
Everton
Shell. Wed.
Tottenham
Darby
Leicester

Sunderland
Coventry
Leeds
West Ham

20 10 7 3 37 20 37
19 11 4 4 33 23 37
20 10 4 6 35 22 34
20 10 4 6 29 19 34
20 8 B 4 32 29 32
20 7 7 6 29 27 2B
20 6 10 4 21 22 28
20 8 4 8 22 26 28
20 S B 7 20 25 23
20 6 5 9 20 27 23
20 6 5 9 19 28 23
20 5 7 8 20 25 22
20 6 4 10 16 24 22
19 5 6 8 18 25 21

Middlesbrough 20 4 6 10 25 38 18
Bteckbum 19 3 8 8 17 22 17
Southampton 20 4 4 12 28 37 16
Notts Forest 20 2 3 10 IS 36 14

foe close when England were 195

for three in their second innings, a
lead of 136.

It was foe gritty, adhesive kindof
innings which had been so lacking

from England’s first effort when
they were dismissed for just 156.

Impatience was replaced by caution

as Stewart simply bided his time

and waited far foe runs to come.
In die course of his knock, he

passed Pakistan’s Saeed Anwar as

the highest Test run scorer in this

calendar year.

He had been at foe crease for

England leading by foe slender

margin of jnst 30 runs, the pair.

responded with an unbroken
fourth wicket stand of 106l

Thorpe, dxbpped by Paul Strang

offa difficult chance atpointwhen
be was on 37, has been in dismal

form on tins tour, but showed his

fighting spirit in malting an
unbeaten 50 from 169 balls with

six fours.

Leg-spinner Strang picked up
the only two wickets to fall during

foe day.

hi foe morning session he had

platform from which, given good
weather. on the .final day today,

they might yet win.

England fint innings 168 (teWNttafl 4-18;

Zimbabwe Drat Innings 215 (GLHower 73;
rtGough 440)
Englandaecond famines (ovwntotit 17-11
N.Kraght c Campbsl b Strang

—
~ ..30

VLAfliartDn c Catnpbot b Steak 1

AStawart not out 101
KHussahi c Houston b Slrang — 8
GThoipenotout 50
BarasjWS rb-i w-l) 7
IbM (forAm wickets) 195
Fb8 olwtckate: 1-7 2-7$ 3-89
Bowftog Streak 1*547-1. Brandts21-845-
0 (wl), Otonga 7-0-31-0 (rib! ), Whttal 14-6-
16-0, S»anB26*43*, OHowar 7-2,90

South Africa
stops lndia »•

DURBAN (Renter) - Superb fc

bowling from Allan Donald pavi

the way for a South African vict

iy overIndia, who made just 66
their second innings in the fix

Sftst at Kingsmcadgn Saonriay.
• ‘-South' Africa won bJW3#^u
after Donald, who took®ve far- *

in India’s first unizjgs, rocked tr
'

Indian top order on foe third cL.
with a hostile opening spell

three for 10 in six overs.

Generating extreme pace
pitch still offering plenty
bounce, die 30-year-old finish .

with second innings figures
four for 14 as India were bowl
out fora meagre 66 in 34.1 over
theirjoint fouxth-iowest test tou
Donald was supported by Sha

Pollock, who took three for Z

and Lance Khisener, who return
figures of two for 16.

PRICES ARE AS FOLLOWS - AH rates
include VAT:
Single Weekday - MIS 128.70 for 10 words
(minimum), each additional word NIS
12J57
FRIDAY AMD HOLIDAY EVE - NIS
198.90 10 words (minimum), each addi-
tional word NIS (8.89.

MONDAY, WEDNESDAY and FRI-
DAY (package) - NIS 29JL50 tor 10 words
(minimum),each additional word - NIS
29.25
WEEK RATE (6 Insertions) - NIS 409.50
for 10 words (minimum), each addftJonal
word - NIS 4095.
FOUR FRIDAYS (package) - NIS
526.50 lor 10 words (minimum), each ad-
rfitfonal word - NIS 52.65.

MONTHLY (24 insertions) - NIS 994.50
for 10 words (nrlnjmuni), each additional
word -NIS 39.45.
New Rates are valid until February
28,1997.

DEADLINES offices:

Jerusalem - weekdays: 12 noon the day
before publication; for Friday 4 p.m. on

ToTa^v and Haifa - weekdays: 12
noon, 2 days before pubfleatton; tor Friday
and Sunday*. 4 pm Thursday in Tel Avfv
end 12 noon Thursday in Haifa.

For telephone enquiries please call

02-5315644.

DWELLINGS

HOUDAY FURNISHED APARTMENTS
and rooms for short periods, throughout
Jerusalem, low prices. Sheal Informa-

tion service for flats and rooms. 21 long

George St.. Jerusalem. Tel. 02-625-
B919.RUC 02-625-7205.

RENTALS

I For Rent I

General

WHERE TO STAY

JERUSALEM LODGES LTD.
Short and tang term rentals.

Bed art breakfast.

P.O. Box 4233, Jerusalem 91044.
TeL 02-5611745, FfflC 02-561-8541.

DWELLINGS
Outside Israel

18 Azzahara St, near EastJensatem

Main Post OSes, abmre Bank Hapoafim.

3rotras,kfehenette^laBtory;4&)1feor.

Suitable hr dweBng/Hfice.MWmun lease:

two years.TO. 02627-3211 maxe#

FURNISHED APARTMENT, 2, old
age home, Macabt Wolfeon. Tel. 04-877-
0438, 050-521-392.

MA'ALOT ELRAM, IN East Talpfot,
apartments, 5, $730, 4. private entrance.
S700. And more. MORIAH REALTY. Tel.

02-671-8866.

REHAVIA, BEAUTIFUL 2 ROOM
apartment, luxury building, pool, etc.
Equipped kitchen. 3.5 room apartment,
new building, garden, terrace, museum
view, remln Moshe, 3.5 rooms, (own-
house, furnished. Tafcieh, 4.5 rooms, ter-

races, very sunny. Other aafactions aval-
able. EVA AVIAD REALTY. TeL 02-661-
8404, 052-601914.

SHALOM YEHUDA ST.. 3 roams with
large balcony, 1st floor with window
grflflng, $600, TeL 02-671-SBia.

SALES / RENTALS

SALES / RENTALS - APARTMENT.
25 rooms. Shama! Street elevator, 5750.
TeL 050393484.

SALES •

2.5 MODERN, FASCINATING, central
location, 5 year. TaBtaKurnLefBvator.de-
Dghffuf. TeL 02-825-2971.

KATAMON, 6, ARAB, duplex, large
garden.
Katamon. 5.Jrright quiet, immediate.

GERMAN COLONY, 3, quiet central,

new building, parking, balconies, imme-
dtate. ISRAbUiLD. TO02366-6571.

GREAT OPPORTUNITY, WOLFSON,
5, 11th floor, view of Knesset storage,
parking, S495.000. ISRABUILD. TeL 02-
5686571.

KATAMON:0, ARAB, DUPLEX, targe,
garden. Katamon: 5, bright, quiet Imme-
diate. WEISS REALTY. Tel. 02-586-

SPECfAL FOR RELIGIOUS, Bayit Ve-
gan, 2JS spacious balconies. $190,000.

HERZLIYA P1TUAH, BEAUTIFULLY
furnished 3-bedroom apt near Acadia,
Short/long lease, $1,500, Tef 02-
6712892, 03-6050488. No agents.

HERZLIYA PITUAH, 5 bedroom cot-
tage, fumfshedfunfumlshed long lease
MORAN REAL ESTATE. Tel. 09-957-
275?.

SALES
HERZJLYA PITUAH, NEW house,

from sea + poss&fflty for pool +
snL Tel. 09-955-2692, 050-231-

WHERE TO STAY \

THE JERUSALEM INN at the Cft£ Can-
ter - Dortie and targe femly rooms- prfv.

bathroom, TV-TeL - quaBy furnished. TeL
Q2-625-Z757, Fax 02-625-1297.

DWELLINGS
Tel Aviv

HOUDAY RENTALS

HOLIDAY APARTMENT1 3 rooms,
furnished, compfetefy equipped. Near
Hafafrna. TO OS&flKMl.

RENTALS

LUXURY 4/5 rm. apartment, unfur-
nfehed, doorman day & night facuzd. fit-

ness room, swimming pool, storeroom,
parking place, fn Marom Basel House/
Basel SL, Tetfax 03-5443481

RAMAT AVIV GIMMEL. 4 fully fur-
ntehed, air cortffioned. / Azond Chen, 4 +
balcony, unfurnished. YAEL REALTOR
(MALDAN), TeL Q3-842-6Z53.

SALES

NORTH TEL AVIV, 2-5, renovated tike

new, breathtaking, 70 ffl. TeL 03-544-
4291, 050415-859.

basement
725.

RAMOT HASHAVIM, NEW cottage,
beautfuL 350 sam, on 1,100 sqm. pfat
immediate- Tel. Ron 03-540-2632, 052-
734755.

HERZUYA PITUAH, NEAR sea. de-
tached cottage. Priced to sefi agenL Tel.

09-357-0433.

HERZUYA PITUAH, MUST seflt From
foreign resident. Large vffla with swim-
ming poot excellent toadkm near the sea.
ILTAMREAL ESTATE. TeL 09-858-9611.

SITUATIONS VACANT
General

GENERAL
DANISH SPEAKERS WANTED (wom-
en^on>y^!_ High sataryi Cal Melons at 03-

MARKET1NG

DISSATISFIED WORKING IN network
marketing over six months and earning
under S1Q.000 per month? Tel. 03-565-
3824, ext 93549.

.

Outside Israel

M1SC.

ENGLISH SPEAKING MEN for Carib-
bean cruise ships, sales experience re-

quired. TeL 03418-4668. .

SURFER'S PARADISE INTERNET
CAFE, Cooks, waiters, waitresses,
cleaners, for a new internet cafe. Eng-
lish end Hebrew, computer knowledge
an advantage. Mctey: TeL 0S2-67S769.

Tel Aviv

HOUSEHOLD HELP
IMMEDIATE JOBS AVAILABLE,
friendliest families, best conditions, the
agency with a heart for the Au Pairs. Call
HBmaTeL 03-9659937.

AU PAIR + HOUSEKEEPING, Ihre-in /

out, references. TeL 03-648-0778 (eve.).

FORGET THE^ESTJH We are the bestti
The biggest and oldest agency in Israel

Jordan scores 45 points as
Bulls overpower Cavaliers
HICAGO (AP) - Michael Patrick Ewing scored 17 of his

For the highest Ihre-in lobs phone Au
Pair (rfiennmonaL TeL 03-019-0423.

GOOD CONDITIONS, HIGH salary,
for Dve-tntom for 1 girt. TO. 03-660-8531.

TEL AVIV, SEEKING FBipfno for house-
keeping and care for eWerty lady + five-

in + day off. Cell between 1400 - 18:00 -

Tet 03-0050334.

WARM FAMILY SEERS South African
Au Pair, live-in. central Tel Aviv, $750 +
200 NfS, knmxSale bonus. TeL Q3-G2D-
1195,052-452-002.

- OFFICE STAFF
FOR COMPUTER NETWORK secre-
fary/typisf (28+/-), for BdmfnisUHtfva/+
Engflsh/Hebrew. With Initiative. TeL 03-

CHICAGO (AP) — Michael
Jordan scored 45 points and the
Chicago BoDs used an up-tempo
attack to bum foe Cleveland
Cavaliers’ usually stingy defense
in a 102-97 victory cm Saturday.
The Cavaliers came in as foe

NBA’s top defensive team, allow-
ing only 83 points agame. But the
Bulls had that after three quarters
and wenton become just tbe third
team to score 100 agarncf
Cleveland this season.

Scottie Pippen added 18 points
fertile Bulls, who rebounded from
Thursday’s loss at Atlanta and
improved to a league-best 26-4.
Bobby Ffaifls scored 17 points

for Cleveland, which lost for only
the second time in its last eight

Sharon Area

HOUSEHOLD HELP
WANTED LOVING ENGLISH speaking
woman to help elderly woman wth over-
njght rare *00 PM to 8:00 AM dally.

Kracfcs 96, Magic 85
Host New York blew an 18-point

third-quarter lead, but held off an
Oriarto Magic rally for the second
time mis season.

EASTHtN COtB=ERB*CE
- Atlantic DMMan

MM £ 7
GB

NwYbrk ' 20 8 >14 inu

SS*00
Jn ]c

S36 **
Qnanao 10 15 .400 105^ ! 3 I 1

OanMDMta 192 ^
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:

! s ;
Ctevetand 18 10 .543 7

PamCk Ewing scored 17 of his
points in the first half as the Knit
won their eighth straight ho
game.
Ewing made 9-of-l6 field-g-

attempts to lead tbe Knidcs md A1
Houston added 17 points for N
Yatfc Earlier this season. New Y«
nearly blew a 25-point lead bef«
beating die Magic. ~

Gerald Wfflons scored 21 poiis k
including 15 during a 29-12 nm^ I
rally the Magic in tfie second half.

*
Jazz HO, 76ers 84 *

Kari Makase scored 17 points in tf te
third quarter before being ejected -

host Utah routed Philadelphia. '

SATURDAY’S NBARESULTS: I
New York 96, Oriaudo 85 1
Utah HQ, Philadelphia 84 1

Washingtej 97tAtlanta 84 }J^nk 97, Charlotte 75 I,
5®nnesota 103, Denver 96, OT M

104, Golden State 95
Qia»80lfl2,C3CTetend97 1*Mm 95, Seattle 90 k
Phoenix 103, Vancouver 98 J
S«r*UH2ito 126, BostonW 1
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CRITIC’S CHOICE
CLASSICAL MUSIC
MiQiAO.AjzENyiAiyr

THE liturgies festival of sacred
nnisic continues this weekin
Jerusalem with a variety of coo-'
certs focusing, first and fore-
roost, on Jewish liturgy. Tonight
(8:30) at the Rebecca Crown
Auditorium you can savor the
special aroma ofYemenite music
in a program devoted to the
songs Yemenite men and women
sing, separately, in synagogue
and at home. '

Tomorrow (8) at the Henry
Crown Symphony Hall and the
adjoining foyer, there is an
evening of Linirgo Jazz present-
ed by some of Israel’s leading ‘The Truth Al
jazz musicians playing works ‘Cyrano de Be
inspired by the various traditions
of the Jewish people. And, on
Wednesday (8) at the Rebecca Crown Auditorium,
there is a program of the prayer songs of Moroccan
Jews. /
Soprano Larisa Tatnev and tenor

. Evgeny

"

Shapovalov help the Ra’anana Symphonette
orchestra celebrate the conclusion of 1996 with a
festive New Year’s Eve Gala focusing an r-iacairai

tight classics, and popular selections of Russian
music. Itai Talgam is on the podium tonight, tomor-
row and Wednesday in Ra’anana (9).

THEATER
Helen Kaye

BUILT around the poems of the Cracow carpenter
Mordechai Gebirtig, who perished in the ghetto in

1942, Farewell Cracow brings to life a gallery of
characters frrim that vanished Jewish world.
Actress Bente Kahan presents her one-woman
show in Yiddish and English today at 4:30 p m.
and at 8:30 she'll perform her Voices of
Theresienstadt created around'the memories of sur-

vivors and songs that were performed at the camp
cabaret. (German). Both at foe Haifa Theater dub.

DANCE
Helen Kaye

PHILIPPE Trehet, the French choreographer
whose company danced at tire recent International

Dance Competition, has created Song ofSongs for

the Bat Dor Dance Company. It is one of three

company premieres. The others are Sync by Nils

Christie andAnya Brad’s Ring. Tonight at the Noga
Theater in Jaffa at 8:30 pjn.

F
E
RDNAN
r>

ACROSS
7A 8 A great commotion at

fonr o’clock perhaps

(5AL6)
10 Harried to inform one,

after wordofthanks, ofthe
dance (10)

11 One who comes from the

end ofthe earth? (4)

12 Part of the' comedian’s

material might be given a

roasting (8)

14 Reach maturity daring

first weekin the set (4,2)

15 Broken piece Say removed

(ID
19A second English degree on

elementary life form (6)

‘The Truth About Cats & Dogs’ is a female reworking of
‘Cyrano de Bergerac.’ (Meric w. Wallace)

FILM

Adina Hoffman

THE TRUTHABOUT CATS & DOGS -
Michael I-chmaim directed this fresh, female
reworking of Cyrano de Bergerac, which stars

Janeane Gaxofalo as a dry wit of a vet with ber own
radio call-in show, Uma Thurman as ber sweet,
empty-headed fashion-model neighbor, and Ben
Chaplin as the man who gets confused and falls for
both of them (he thinks foe doctor’s voice belongs
to the model’s body).
While the suspension of disbelief required to buy

the outlandish storyline often feels more willed
than willing, the film mamtainK most of its feathery
charm throughout- in large part because the direc-

tor understands the extremely slight, basically

improbable nature of the tale he’s telling, and never
pushes ft. Audrey Welles wrote the clever script

(English dialogue, Hebrew subtitles. Parental guid-

ance suggested.)

TELEVISION

Elana Chipman

BREAST cancer is foe No. 1 killer ofwomen in the

West Despite foe fact that the number of cases
keeps growing, foe accepted treatment remains
drastic and traumatic - mastectomy. The film

Agatha’s Curse follows several women, among
them Australian singer Olivia Newton John, who
are active both in increasing awareness among
women and in changing traditional treatments. Not
for children. Discovery Channel, tonight at 10, and
again an Tuesday at 1 and 5 pjn.

20Another three held by
Edward at the end of the

line (8)

22 Florence's banker (4)

23 Thin people (10)

25 Rex has container for the

flower (7)

26 Ian moat avoid tidal wave

(7)

DOWN
1 Connected all but the last

piece of the (7)

2 Sailing-boat for one (4)

3 Stop in repairing valve

mechanism (6)

4 Without a bend, a narrow

passage, it is said (8)

5 Moist path used to prevent

water rising (4-6)

6& 9 Act with great energy

as an organist might?

(43,3,3,5)

13 Certain to have plenty as

expected (4,6,)

16 Splendour of magnificent

- Parisian street going

uphill (8)

17 Involve in hostilities yours

truly coming op with cook

(7)

18 It’s the honr when most

people retire (7)

21 Key member af staff (6)

24 Lengthy name in ship's

record (4)

SOLUTIONS

ssEisss aonaasHasHHHQan
aaasuas nnsnaasananaana
HQQHBSnaS 03000ga a a e
SEsnn naassssaa

m acoHan oaaaa
a a a a HQ
aaana annaamsciansnaanaa
ffliaanaao 0000000HamaBiaaa
gQBHQHtu saoasas

Yesterday's Quick Solution

ACROSS: 1 Align, * Manat, 10

Matador, II Teona, 13 Torte, 13

Sejurida, IS Neat, 17 Gouda, 19

None, 22 Slap, 25 Oversee, 27
Engle, 29 Alike. 30 Elantie, 31 Skins,

33Dense.
DOWN: 2 Later, 3 Godaend, 5 Extra,
6Nannies, 7 Smith, 8 Braaa,9 LeveL
14 Etna. 16 Ease, 18 Obojiak. 20

Operate. 21 Moral. 23 Levee, 24

Peach, 28 Skeen, 28 Gates.

QUICK CROSSWORD

_ ACROSS
1 Indian dty (5)— 4 Confining to

___
college (6)

9 Considerable
amount (4,3)

10 Bike (5)

11 Walking-stick (4)

m 12Bounty (7)

13Wage (3)

is 14Cam’s brother (4)— 16Piece ofsoap (4)

1824hours (3)

20 Fan (7)— 21 Portal (4)

24 Bridge term (5)

25 Greeted (7)— 26 Alcove (6)

.— 27 Essential (5)

DOWN
1 Find out (6)

2 Loaded (5)

3 Current month (4)

5 Precision (8)

6 Underrestraint
GL5)

7(%(6)
8 Suggest (5)

15 Temporary
encampment (7)

17 Reviser (6)

18Be&a£inGod(5)

19 Ofweddings (6)

22 Group ofeight (5)

23 £ European (4)

TELEVISION
CHANNEL 1

6:31 News in Arabic 6:45 Exercise
Hour 7:00 Good Morning, Israel

EDUCATIONAL TV

8:00 Revolutions in the Modem Era
8:30 On Second Thought 9ti00 Without
Secrets Jk20 Nature 9:45 Programs
for the very young 10:15 Science
10:40 English 11:10 Social Sciences
11:40 Tolerance 12:10 Science 12:30
Histoty 13:00 In the Heat of the Night
14:00 Surprise Train 14:20 Kitty Cat
and Tommy 14:35 Babar the Elephant
15:00 Ayeiefs Kitchen 15:10 Without
Secrets

CHANNEL 1

15:30 Tiny!own Ikies 15:50 Booty
16:00 The Mysterious Island 16:25
Dubileh - live Interactive TV game
16:45 Super Ben 1&55 Zap to Basel
16:59 A New Evening 17:34 Zappy
Books - children's literature 18:15
News In English
ARABIC PROGRAMS
18:30 Sport 19:00 News
HEBREW PROGRAMS
1 9:30 News flash 19:31 The Simpsons
20:00 News 20:45 Popofitica 22:10
Backtrack with Ehud Manor 22:45 The
Lazarus Man 23:30 News 00:00 Verse
of the Day

CHANNEL 2

13:00 Make A Wish 13:30 Basic Arabic
14:00 Echo Point 14:30 Tic Tac - quiz
show 15:00 Sharkey and George
15:30 Trick or Treat l&OO The Bold and
the Beautiful 17:00 News Magazine with
Rail Reshef 17:30 Zehu Zeh 18:00
Santa Barbara 19:00 The Mossad
20:00 News 2030 it's Nothing - enter-
tainment with Avri Gitad 21:45 Dan
Shilon Live 23£0 Yes Minister 00:00
News 00:05 Night Owls Talk 2:00 They
Want to See Blood 230 On the Edge
of the Shelf

JORDAN TV

14:05 The Muppet Show 14:30 Dad’s
Army 15:00 French programs 16:00
Nature’s inventions 16:30 Hey Dad
17:00 News flash 17:15 Dalton - new
drama 18:00 French programs 19:30
News headlines 19:35 Roseanne
20:00 Disaster Chronicles 2030
Cinema, Cinema, Cinema 21:10 The
Lazarus Man 22:00 News In English
22:25 Devices and Desires 23:15The
Nobel Prize Concert - with Jose
Ramos Horta and Carlos Beta

MIDDLE EAST TV

7:00 Quantum Shopping 8:00 TV
Shop 14:30 The 700 Chib 15:00 Larry

King 16:00 The A-Team 16:55 Family'

WHERETO GO
Notices In this feature are charged at

NtS2&08 per Hoe. includingWt Insertion

ovary day of the month costs MS520JS
per Hne, including VAT, per month.

JERUSALEM
Conducted Tours
HEBREW UNIVERSITY. Tours of the Mount

Scopus campus, in EngEsh, dady Sun.-

Thur, 11 am. from Bronfman Reception

Centre, Sherman Administration Bldg.

Buses 4a. 9, 23. 26, 2& For Mo, cal

882819b

-HADASSAH: -Visit -the- Hadassah insteBa-

flons, ChagaB Windows. TeL 02-418333. 02-

776271.

TEL AVIV
Museums
TEL AVIV MUSEUM. Fotawtng the Shock:

GrafW InYRzhakRabbi Square;Ten yearsto

the MMstryot education Ptte in PlasticArts.

Portraits: By a group of Israel artists; Vrtuai

Raafity: The domestic and reabstic in con-

temporary brae! art. FacetoFOck Didactic

Exhibition. New acqusitton: Two TiBany

Stained Glass Windows. HELENA RUBM-
STEM PAVILION FOR CONTEMPORARY
ART. Shkxno Ben-Oavid and Amon Berv

David, New works. Hous: Weekdays 10

atii-6 pm. Tua 10 am-10 pm. Fri. 10

am-2 pm. MeyerhoSArt Education Center.

TeL6819155-&

HAIFA
WHA^S ON M HAIFA, dal 048374253.

GENERAL
ASSISTANCE

EMERGENCY
PHARMACIES
Jerusalem: Amona. 9 Le& Yaffe. 673-
1901; Balsam, Saleh e-Din, 827-2315;
Shuafat Shuafat Road. 581-0108; Dar
AJdawa, Herocfs Gate, 628-2058.
Tel Aviv: Pharma Daf Jabotinsky. 125 bn
GviroL 548-2040; Briut, 28 King George,
528-3731. TB 3 am. Tuesday: Pharma
Daf Jabotinsky. 125 tbn Gvirol. 546-2040.
TO midnight Supetpharm Ramat Aviv, 40
Einstein, 841-3730; London Ministore
Superpharm. 4 Shaul Hamelech. 696-
0115.
Ra'anane-Kter Sava: Merkaz Ra'anana,
120 Ahuza, Ra'anana, 903798.
Netanya: Magen, 13 Wetzmann, 822985.
Haifa: Kanfta, 22 Hanita. 823-1905.

Krayot area: Nitzan. Mordechai Namir,

Ntzan Sq., Kiryal Yam. 875-1680.

Herzffya: CfeJ Pharm, BoB Markazim, 6
Masfat (cnr. Sderot HagaGm), HerzUya
Pituah, 955-8472, 965-8407. Open 9 am.
tomktntt*.
Upper Nazareth: dal Pharm. Lev Hair

Mail, 657-0468. Open 9 a.m. to 10 pm.

DUTY HOSPITALS
Jerusalem: Hadassah Eto Kerem (inter-

Tel Avhr Tel Avtv Medical Center Dana
Pedatrie Hospital (pediatrics); Tel Avtv
Medical Center (internal, surgery).

Netanya: Lantedo.

POLICE 100
FIRE 102
FIRST AID 101
Hagen David Adorn
in emergencies efial 101 (Hebrew) or 911
(EngOati) n most parts at me courtry. In addfeyt
AshdotT 6551333 Kfcr Sava* 9902222
Ashketon 6551332 Natiariys" 9912333
Beerohaba* 8274787 Netan
Baft Shsmeati 6523T33 PWah
Dar FtagtHT 5733333
BtoT 6332444
Hafla- 8512233
Jerusalem* 6523133
KarmteT 9B85444

PotahTScvo’ 9311111
Rehorar 9451333

T*l Awv* 5460111
TlMftai- 6792444

MobBo Intensive Cam Unit (hBCU) service in the

area, around the dock.

Medical heto for tourists fm Engftsh)

177-022-9110

The National Poison Control Center at

Rambam Hospital 04-852-9205, 24 hours

& day, tor information In case of poisoning.

Eran - Emotional First Aid. 1201, also:

Jerusalem 561-0303, Tel Aviv 546-1111

(children/youth 686-1113), Haifa 867-

2222/3, Beersheba 649-4333, Netanya

682-5110, Karmtei 988-8770. Kfar Sava
767-4555, Haflera 634-6789.

Wbo homnes tor battered women 02-

651-4111. 03-546-1133 (also in Russian),

07-637-6310, 08-855-0506 (also in

Amharie).

Challenge 17:45 Family Matters 18:10
Saved by the Sen 18:35 Day and Date
19:30 World News Tonight (Arabic)
20:00 Cosby 20:25 Minor Attiustments
20:50 Major Dad 21:15 Diagnosis
Murder 22:05 Mattock 23:00 CNN
23:30 The 700 Club 00:00 TV Shn>
2:00 Quantum Shopping 3:00 Tv
Shop

CABLE
rrv 3 (33)

16:00 Cartoons 16:30 Yasin and
Bahaya 17:15 Panorama 18:00
Amores lEfcOO News in Arabic 19:30
Doctors Talk 2Q.-0Q News 20:45
International Art Magazine 21:15
Popcorn (1991)-A psychopath haunts
a *508 horror filmiest presented by stu-
dents 23:00 Adventures - Man and
Nature

ETV 2 (23)

15:30 Wonder Years 16:00 Animals of
the Mediterranean 16:30 Scientific
Eye 17:00 Fruits of the Earth 17:35
Phenomenal World 1&00 Basic Arabic
18:30 Family Relations 19:00
Revolutions in the Modem Era 19:30
Vis 6 Vis 20:00 A New Evening - with
Russian subtitles 20&0 Cybemews
21:00 Star TreJc The Next Generation
21:45 Video Clips 22:00 Female
Perspective 22:30 Situation - docu-
mentary series 23:30 Jewish
Mysticism

FAMILY CHANNEL (3)

8:00 Sisters (rpt) 9:00 One Life to Live
(rptt 9:45 The Young and the Restless
(rpt) 10:30 Days ol Our Lives (rpt)

11:20 Perla Negra (rpt) 12:10
Neighbors (rpt) 12:35 Dallas (rpt)

13:30 Starting at 1:30 14:10 Rosie
O’Neill 15:00 Sisters 15^50 Days of

Our Lives 16:40 Neighbors 17:10
Dallas 1&00 One Life to Live 1&45
The Young and the Restless 19:30
Local broadcast 20:00 Perla Negra
2fh50 The Naked Truth 21:15 Ned and
Stacey 21:40 Frasier 22:05 Hope and
Gloria 22:30 The Drew Carey Show
22&5 New York Daze 23:20 Night
Staid With Dick Dietrick 23:45 Law
and Order 00:30 Silk Stalkings 1d20
North of 60

MOVIE CHANNEL (4)

11:30 Step Kids (1991) - coming-of-
age drama (rpt)'

13:15 Broadway Bill (1934) - romantic
drama by Frank Capra (rpt) 15:00 Ad
Madness 15:30 Tender Mercies (1983)
- award-winning movie about a coun-
try singer trying to make a comeback,
with Robert Duvall and Ellen Barfdn
(rpt) 17:05 Marceilino Pane E Vino
(Italian, 1991) - a baby is found by
monks in a cabbage patch. When he
grows up he finds an icon of Jesus that

speaks to him (rpt) 18:35 Mr.
Wonderful (1993) - romantic comedy
with Matt Dillon (rpt) 20-.25 Without
Warning: James Brady (1 99 1)- drama
based on the story of Ronald Reagan's
metfia adviser who was shot in the

JERUSALEM
CINEMATHEQUE Butterfly Kiss 5.

9:30 * Netty et M. Amaud 7 *
Coachman 7:15 Through the veil of
ExDe 9:30 G.G. GIL Jerusalem Mali
(Malha) -n-6788448 Sleepers* A Time
to Kill 4:30, 7:15, 10 * EadfeteGIimnier
Man 4:45, 7:15. 9:45 * Dragonheart
4:45. 7:15, 9:45 The Nutty Professor
4:45, 7:15 + Fled 4:45. 7:15 * Daylight

4:45, 7:15, 9:45 JERUSALEM THE-
ATER 20 Marcus St » 5610011
Beyond the Clouds 9 * Breaking the
Waves 6 RAV CHEN 1-7 * 6792799
Credit Card Reservations* 6794477
Rav-Mecher Building, 19 Ha'oman St.
Talplot EmmateLast Man
StandlngteBasquiat 5, 7:30, 9:45 *
Long Kbs Goodnight 5, 7:30, 9:45 *
The Mrror Has IWo Faces 4:45, 7:15,

9:45 * BoundteThe Truth About Cats
and Dogs 5. 7:30, 9:45
MEVASSERET ZlbN G-fe. GIL
Glimmer ManteEddle 4^5, 7:15, 9:45
SMADAR La Cemnonle 750, 10 *

CINEMATHEQUE Devarfm 5. 7:30,

9:45 + Three Colours: White 5 *
Retrven Shiloah 950 DIZENGOFF
v 5101370 Beyond the Clouds
•Mulholland FaOs 11 a.nu 1. 3, 5, 7:45,

10 * Under Western Eyes 11 a.nu. 3,

7:45 * TWo Much 1, 5, 10 GAT The
Mrror Has TWo Faces 2:15, 4:45, 7:15.

9^5 GORDON Sense ersd

Senstofflty 5. 750. 10 G.G. HOD 1-4
» 5226226 Hod Passage. 101 Dizenoofl

St Sleepers 450, 7:15. 10 * The
Eighth Day5, 750. 10 * Dragonheart
5^750, 10 + Glimmer Man 5, 750, 10
LEV The Truth About Cats and Dogs
11:15 a.m„ 1:15, 3. 7:45. 10 La
Ceremonle 11 arru, 1. 3. 5, 7:45, 10
Antonia's Line 11 un, 5 * La Afflna

Etatthre 1.3, 750 * Stealing Beauty 11

ajn., 3. 5, 750, 10 Trainspotting

1:15, 550, 10 GLG. PFER Daylight

5. 750, 10 Sleepers 450. 7:15, 10 *
Eddie 450. 7:15, 10 * Eddie 5. 750, 10
•k Dragonheart 5. 750 + A Time to Kill

450. 7:15, 10 + Jude 10 RAV-CHEN
« 5282288 Dizengolf Center Long Kiss

Hugo 13:00 Surprise Garden 1&15
Free Willy 13:40 Inspector Gadget
14:00 The Children from Oz 14:30
Coure Mario 15:00 The Center of
Things 15:15 Pink Panther Show
15:50 Ocean Girl 16:15 The Center of
Things 16:35 Harry and the
Hendersons 17:05 Lime University
1750 Shesh-Tua 18:00 Hugo 1&30
Loony Toons 1&40 Berenstein Bears
19:00 Little Mouse on the Prairie 19:30

Racing: season review 1&00 Sports
Magazine 13:30 Ski Jumping: world
Cup, Germany (rpt) 15:00 Alpine
Skiing 1&00 Billiards 17:30 Iron Man
1&30 Basketball: Show Game, Turkey
21:00 Sports Magazine 00:00 Soccer:
World Cup Lea&ids 1:00 Basketball:

Married with Children 20:50
Roseanne 21:15 Lois and Clark

SECOND SHOWING (6)

22:00 Riff Raff (1992) - Pseudo-docu-
mentary by Kenneth Loach which
explores the fringes or London society
on a building site. The film won the
Cannes critic's award. With Robert
Cartyie and Emer McCourt (9i mins.)
23:40 Ariel (Finnish, 1988) - an out-of-
work coal miner goes on a cross-coun-
try trip to the capital and finds love with
a divorcee. Directed by Aki Kaurismaki
(69 mins.)

DISCOVERY (8)

&00 Open University: Service
Challenge; Marketing Strategy for
Small Businesses; Dilemmas in
Business with liana Dayan 12:00
Okavango Magic - bird me in the
Okavango delta (rpt) 1&00 Beyond
2000 (rpt) 1&30 New World: Saving
the Planet (rpt) 14:00 Open University
(rpt) 1&00 Okavango Magic (rpt)

17:30 New World: Saving tiro Planet
(rpt) 1&00 Open Univarsity (rpt) 20:00
First Tuesday: A Footstep Away - new
series of the best of British documen-

S films. This episode is about 100
on live mines scattered across the

US 21:00 Great Palaces — Escorial
Palace, Span 21:30 Fork in the Road
- Greece 22:00 Agatha's Curse - a
look at breast cancer and ways of
treating it 23:00 First Tuesday, part 1

(rpt) 00:00 Open University (rpt)

SUPER CHANNEL

6:00 Adventures 7:00 Executive
Lifestyles 750 Travel Fmrpjw 8:00
Today 10:00 Wall Street Morning
Reports 11:00 European Money Wheel
15:30 Wall Street Morning Reports
17:00 MSNBC - The Site 18:00
National Geographic 19:00 Fashion
File 19:30 The Ticket 20:00 The Selina
Scott Show 21:00 Dateline 22:00 NHL
Hockey 23:00 The Best of The Tonight
Show with Jay Leno 00:00 The Best of
Late Night with Conan O'Brien 1:00
The Best of Later with Greg Kinnear
1:30 NBC News with Tom Brokaw 2:00
The Best of the Tonight Shaw with Jay
Leno 3:00 MSNBC Intemight - live

STAR PLUS

6:00 Nathalie Dupree Cooks 6:30
Video Fashion News 7:00 Kate and
Allle 750 Oprah Winfrey 8:30 Dynasty
950 Santa Barbara 10:30 The Bold

Show Game, Turkey

PRIME SPORTS

8:00 Tennis: Greatest Grand Slam
Matches of 1996 7:30 Equestrian;
Castro! 1000 Guineas &00 Cricket:
India Tour of South Africa 16:00 Trans
World Sport 17:00 Soccer World Cup
Hall of Fame 17:30 Asian Soccer
Show 18:30 World Motorcycle
Champion-ships 19:30 Spanish
Soccer League 20:00 Cricket: India
Tour of South Africa 21:00 NFL 23:30
World Cup of Golf 00:30 Soccer. Asian
Club Champion-ship 3:30 Cricket:
India Tour of South Africa

BBC WORLD

News on foe hour &05 The Money
Programme 10:15 The Money
Programme (rpt) 11:30 Top Gear (rpt)

14:05 Assignment (rpt) 15:15 World
Business Report 15:30 Asia-Pacific
Newshour 1&30 Film '95: Best British
films of 1996 17:15 The Money
Programme (rpt) 1850 The Clothes
Show (rpt) 19:30 Tomorrow's World
(rpt) 22*05 The Money Programme
22:45 Buikfing Sights 23:30 Holiday
00:00 World News and Business
Report 2:10 World Review 1996

CNN INTERNATIONAL

News throughout the day 6:30
Pinnacle Report (rpt) &30 World View
(rpt) 9:30 World Sport 11:30 CNN
Newsroom 12:30 Headline News
13:00 Business Day 13:30 CNN
American Edition 13:45 Q & A 14:00
Asian News 14:30 World Sport 15:00
Asian News 15:30 Business Asia
16:00 Larry King Live (rpt) 17:30
World Sport (rpt) 18:30 CNN
Computer Connection 19:30 Q & A
20:45 CNN American Edition 21:00
World Business Today 21:30 World
News 22:00 Larry King (rpt) 23:00
European News 23:30 Investigative
Reports 00:00 World Business Today
00:30 World Sport 1:00 World News
Surrey 2:30 Moneytine

SKY NEWS

News on foe hour 6:30 CBS
Weekend News 7:30 ABC World News
11:30 The Book Show 12:10 CBS 60
Minutes 13:30 Supermodels 15:30
1996 Year in Review 16:30 CBS
Morning News 17:30 Target 18:30
Year in Review - politics 19:00 Live at

Five 2050 Supermodels 21:30
Sportline 22:30 Year in Review 1:30
CBS Evening News 2:30 ABC Work!
News

head during the assassination attempt
on the president (84 mins.) 2150 New
in the Cinema 22:00 SweetTemptation
(1996) - the attraction between a
young man and his fiancee's adoles-
cent daughter is realized one night
The girl is left confused and In love.

When she is unable to keep the secret
to herself she turns to her father for

help. With Beverly D'Angelo (89 mins.)
23:35 No Exit (1995) - martial arts

(rpt) 1:10 Revenge of Jessie Lee
(1993) - pofiticatly correct Western"
(rpt) 3:00 Exterminator 2 (1984)
Robert Ginty returns as the ruthless
detective, complete with flamethrower,
out to get a gang of rapists (85 mins.)

CHILDREN (6)

6:30 Cartoons 950 Coure Mario 950
The Center of Things 9:45 Pink
Panther Show 1050 My Brother and
Me 10:45 The Center of Things 11:05
California Dreams 11:35 Little

University 12:00 Shesh-Tus 12:30

and the Beautiful 11:00 Buntyaad
11:30 Lifeline 12:00 Home and Away
12:30 Lost in Space 13:30 Black
Stallion 14:00 Kate and Allle 14:30
Nathalie Dupree Cooks 15:00 Amut
India Show 15:30 Star News In Hindi
1650 Small Wonder 16:30 ThB Bold
and the Beautiful 17:00 imtihan 17:30
Star News 1850 Yes, Minister 1850
Chicago Hope 19:30 The Bold and the
Beautiful 20:00 Santa Barbara 21:00
X-Files 22:00 Star Trek 2&00 Quincy
00:00 Oprah Winfrey 1:00 Bamaby
Jones 2:00 Home and Away 2:30 The
Sullivans

CHANNEL 5

&3DB0die9 itiVMotion716:0e :Batites irr"

Motion 1650 National League Soccer
- Saturday's games 17:15 Women's

RADIO

of the year In Israeli basketball 22:00
English League Soccer- roundup

EUROSPORT

9:30 The Olympic Games 10:00
Soccer. 1996 roundup 11:00 Bicycle

Lest Man Standing 9:15 * The Quest
5. 7. 9:15 * Jingle All foe Vfey 5. 7
RAV-OR 1-3 « 8246553 The Mirror
Has TWo Faces 4:30. 7. 950
Basqulat 4:45, T, 9:1 5 * Bound 7, 9:15
AFULA
RAV CHEN -» 6424047 DayllghtteLong
Kiss Goodnight 7, 9:30 * Spitfire Grill

950 * Jingle AD the Way 7
ARAD
STAR The Mirror Has TWo
FacesteGflnwwr Man 7:15, 9:45 *

KiSSST
7115- 9*5

GLG. GIL v 8647202 Long Kiss
GoodnlghtteTha Mirror Has TWo Faces
4:45. 7:15. 10 Eddie*Dragonhear
tteTWo Much 5, 730, 10 G.G. OR1 1-3

7, 9>J5 * Daylight
i 5,730

GoodnkjhtteLast
5, 7:30. 9:45 Independence Day 1150
a-m, 7. 9:45 * Matilda 5 Kingpin
1130 am.. 230. 5, 730. 9:45* Jingle All

foe way 1130 am, 230, 5, 730, 9:45

RAV-OR 1-5 * 5102674 Opera HouseSpitfire
Gril IteBasgulatte&nmateThlngs To Do
In Denver 5. 730 9:45 Lone Star
4:45.7:15,9:45 G.G. TEL AVIV
tt 5281181 65 Pinsker St- Daylight 5,

730. 10 * Sleepers 430, 7:15, 10 *
Glimmer Man 5. 750 TEL AVIV
MUSEUM Everlasting Joy 5. 8. 10
HAIFA
CINEMA CAFE AMAMI « 8325755
Stealing BeautyteSummar In La
Gouletta 7:15, 9:15 ATZMON
DayUghtteTrainspottlng 430, 7, 9:15 *
Gtimmer Man 430, 7, 930 * The
Rockttndeoendence Day 4:15. 8:45.

9:15 CINEMATHEQUE The Death
Cottage 930 GLOBECFTY Sleepers
4:45. 7:15, 10 * EddleteGltmmer Man
4:45, 7:15 * Dayfigtit 4:45, 7:15, 9:45 *
Dragonheart 4:45.7:15,9:45 MORI-
AH CAFE *8643654 Breaking the
waves 6:45, 930 ORLY *
8381868 Emma 7,9:15 PANORAMA
SteepersteA Time to Kill 4:15, 6:45,

930 * The Etahth Day 430. 7. 930
RAV-GAT 1-Z* 8674311 Long Kiss

Goodnight 430. 7, 9:18 * The Truth

About Cate and Dogs 4-A5, 7, 9:15

RAV-MOR 1-7 * 8416898 Long IOsb
Goodnight 430, 7, 9:15 * EmmateThe
Truth About Cats and Dogs 4:45, 7,

9:15 * Kingpin 4:45. 7. 0:15 * The
Mirror Has TWo Faces 430, 7, 930 *

1977.
Hadassah Metfica! Organization - Israel

Cancer Association support service 02-

624-7876). 4.45. 7, 0:15 * The
Faces 4-30, 7, 930 *

* 711223 Sleepers 7, 9--45 * Dayflght
5. 730. 10 * Kingpin 5. 730
ASH^ELON
G.GL GIL * 729977 Stealing Beauty
•Gflmmar ManteEddle •Daylight 5.
7:30. 10 * Sleepers 7. 9:45 RAV
CHEN KfngpInteLong Kiss Goodnight
* Spitfire Grill 5, 730. 9:45 * The
Pallbearer 730, 9:45 * Jirale All foe
Way 5 * The Mrror Has Two Faces
4:45. 7:15.9:45
BAfYAhl
RAV CHEN Long Kiss Goodnight 5,
730, 9:45 * The Mirror Has Two
Faces 4:45. 7:15, 9:45
DayllghtteGOminer Man 5, 730, 9:45
* Sleepers 4, 7, 9:45 * Kingpin 5.

730, 9:45 * Last Man Standing 9:45
* Jack 5. 7:30
BEERSHlEBA
G.GL GIL EddieteGflmmer Man
•Dragonheart 5, 730, 10 * A Time to
Kill 7:15, 10 G.G. ORI
DaytlghtteSteaDng Beauty 5. 730, 10 *
Sleepers 7. 10 * The Nutty Professor
5.730.10 RAV-NEGEV 1-4*235278
Long Kiss Goodnight 5, 730. 9:45 *
Spitfire GrfllteLast Man Standing 7:30.

9:45 * The Mirror Has TWo Faces 4:45.

7:1 5, 9:45 Jingle All the WayteMatllda

HADERA
LEV Long Kiss Goodnight 5. 7:30,

10 * Sleepers 7. 9:30 * Daylight 5.

730, 10 * The Mirror Has Two Faces
5. 7:30, 10
HerzUya
COLONY The Troth About Cats and
PogsteLa Afflna Eletttve 6. 8. 10 HOL-
IDAY Eddie 730, 10 STAR « 589088
Long Kiss Goodnight 730. 10 *
Dragonheart * Daylight 730, 10
7:1& 9:45
kaRmiel
CINEMA Long Kiss GoodnlghtteThe
Mirror Has Two Faces 7, 9:30 * TWo
Much 7.9:30
KFAR £AVA
G.G. GIL *7677370 Daylight

5, 7:30, 10 * Glimmer Man 5, 7:30 *
Sleepers 4:30, 7:15. 10 *
Dragonheart 5, 7:30. 10 * The Mirror
Has Two Faces* Long Kiss
Goodnight 4:30. 7:15, 10
KJRYAT BIALIHu
G.G. GIL Sleepers 7. 9:30 DeyHght
4:45. 7, 930 * Last Men Standing 7.

930 * Two Much 7, 9*30 * Glimmer
Man 7,930 Stealing Beauty 7, 9:30

* Dragonheart 4:45, 7, 930
KIRYAT SHMONA
G.GL GIL Long Kiss Goodnight 4:30,

7. 930 * Daylight 430, f, 930 *
The Eighth Day 430. 7. 930
LOD
STAR Sleepers 7, 9.45 Jingle All

the Why 5 * Glimmer Man 730. 10 *
Dragonheart 7:30, 10
NARARIYA
HEJCHAL HATARBUT Last Man
Standing 830
UPPEFTNAZARETH
G.G GIL Dragonheart teGlimmar
ManteLong Kfss GoodnightteSpttflre

VOICE OF MUSIC

6:06 Morning Concert 9:05
Rautavaara: Angel of Light Symphony
no 7 (Helsinki PQfSegerstam); works
by Thomas Portman, Piazzola, Villa-

Lobos; contemporary works 12:00
Light Classical - singer Barbara
Hendricks in songs from Walt Disney
films; singer Frederica von Stade In

songs by Lhave Brubeck 1&00 Mezzo-
soprano Frederica von Stade - Faurts:

Pelleas et Mefisande (Toulouse
/Plasson); Bernstein: Arias and
-Barcarolles for mezzo-soprano, barl-

rtone-*and orch : (Hampson/London
SQmison Thomas) 14:06 Encore
15:00 Cycle of Works - Beethoven's
piano concertos 16:00 Earty music
17:00 Etnahta - Dva broadcast from
Henry Crown Auditorium, Jerusalem.
Alton Goldstein (piano). D. Scarlattr. 2
Sonatas K11 and K169; Mozart:
Rondo in A minor K511; Debussy:
Images book 2; Ben-Zion Orgad:
Toccata (1995); Liszt Sonata In B
minor 19:00 Rainbow of Sounds 20riW5

A Matter ofAgreement 23:00 Just Jazz

GrillteEddle 430, 7, 930 * Daylight
430. 7, 930 * Kingpin 4:30, 7. 9:30
neSsziona
G.G. GIL 1-4 * 404729 Steepers 7:15.

10 * Dayflght 5. 7:30, 10 *
Dragonheart 5, 730, 10 * Eddto 5,

7:30, 10
NEfANYA
G.G. GIL 1-5 « 628452
DaynghtteDragonhearl 5. 730. 10 *
Gtirnmer Man 5, 730 Sleepers 430.
7:15. 10 * Eddie 5, 730. 10 RAV
CHEN Long Kiss Goodnight 5, 7:15,

9:45 * Kingpin 5. 730. 9:45 * Emma
5. 730, 9:45 * The Mirror Has TWo
Faces 4:45,. 7:1 5, 9:45
ORAKIVA
RAV CHEN Long Kiss Goodnight 7.

930 Lone Star 7, 9:45 GUmmar
Man 7. 930
OR YtHUDA
G.G. GIL 1-4 Dayftoht 5. 730. 10 *
Glimmer Man 5, 730. 10 * Edrfle 5,

730. 10 * Dragonheart 5. 7:30, 10
PETAH T1KVA
G.G. HECHAL Daylight 5, 7:30.
10 * Sleepers 4:30, 7:15, 10 *
Long Kiss Goodnight 4:30, 7:15,
10
G.G. RAM 1-3 « 9340818
DragonheartteKIngpIn 730, 10 *
Glimmer Man 7:15,10
RA'ANANA
PARK Long Kiss
GoodnlghtteSteepers 7:15. 10 * The
Mirror Has Two FaeesteTha Truth
About Cats and Dogs 4:45, 7:15. 10 *
Daylight 4:45. 7:15. 10
MattldateJlngle All the Way 4:45
RAMAT GAN
RAV-GAN 1-4 « 6197121 The Mirror
Has TWo Faces 4:45, 7:15, 9:45 *
Emma 7:30. 9:45 * The Truth About
Cats and Dogs 730. 9:45 + Sleepers
7, 9:45 * Homeward Bound II 5 *
Jingle AH the Way 5 * Matilda 5
RAV-OASIS 1-3 « 6730687 Long
Kiss GoodnlghtteDaylight 5, 7:30,
9:45 * Kingpin 5, 7:30. 9:45
RAMAT HASHARON
KOKHAV Breaking the Waves 7. 10
REHOVOT
CHEN SleepersteBreaklng the Waves
7, 9:45 * The Eighth Day 7:15.9:45*
La Ceremonle 730, 9:45 * Eddie 5:30

RAV MOR Kingpin 5. 730. 9:45 * The
Mirror Has TWo Faces 4:45. 7:15, 9:45

* Long Kiss GoodnlghtteDaylight 5,

730, 9:45* The Truth About Cats and
Dogs 7:30, 9:45 * Gtimmer Man 9:45 *
Jingle All the way IT a.m.; 5 * Jack 5.

RU5HON LEZION
GAL 1-5 » 9619669 Kingpin
•Trainspotting •Two Much Mack
730, ID * A Time to Kill 7:15. 10 GIL
1-3 Sleepers 4:30, 7:15. 10 *
Babysitters * Stealing Beauty 730,

10 * Daylight 5. 7:30. 10 *
Dragonheart 5 HAZAHAV Long
Kiss Goodnight •Daylight •
Dragonheart 5, 730. 10 * Glimmer
Man 5. 7:30, * JP®vN“tty
Professor 5, 7:30 RAV CHEN Long
Kiss Goodnight 5, 7:15, 9:45 *
EmmateThe Troth About Cats and
Dogs 730, 9:45 * The Mirror Has TWo
Faces 4:45. 7:15, &4B *
KingpInteJIngle All foe Why 5 .STAR
The ferror Has TWo Faces <30,10*
Sleepers 7:16, 10 * The Swan
Princess * Eddie 730* Jude 10*
Jingle all the Why 730, 10

YEm/D
RAV CHEN Long Kiss Goodnight 5.

730, 9:45 * Emma 5, 730. 9:46 * The
Mirror Has TWo Faces 4:45,7:15,9:45

* Spitfire Grill 9:45 * Kingpin 5, 730
Phone reservations: Tef Avhr 52S2244

Phone reservations: Haifa 728878
All times are p.m. unless otherwise

Indicated.
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India gives

Weizman
rousing

reception
BATSHEVA TSUR

NEW
A TUMULTUOUS crowd of local

photographers and journalists was

on hand as President Ezer

Weizman and his wife Reuma
landed yesterday afternoon at a

New Delhi air base, on the first leg

of a state visit to India.

As the presidential couple was

welcomed by Justice Minister

Ramakant Khalap and garlands of

fresh flowers were strung round

their necks according to Hindu rit-

ual. the photographers time and

again “ordered” another hand-

shake or a better angle for their

shots. “This is an indication of the

interest the Indians have in Israel,”

Weizman said later, and, indeed,

the visit - the first of its kind by an

Israeli head of state to India - has

aroused a great deal of interest in

the Indian media, with sympathet-

ic portraits ofWeizman as a peace-

maker in the Middle East

At the air base the staff of the

embassy turned out in force and

children of embassy personnel

stood waving flags of both

nations. Then the Weizmans sped

ofF in the presidential motorcade,

accompanied by Indian security

officers packed into Indian-made

“Ambassador” care of the style

immortalized in foreign movies of

the Raj in the Forties.

Along the route, Israeli and

Indian flags flew in the breeze

while giant posters of Ezer and

Reuma Weizman graced central

Parents ask public’s help

in finding Adi Ya’acobi
RA1NE MARCUS

POLICE are repeating their call to

the public for help in locating Adi
Ya'acobi, 17. who disappeared

from her Tel Aviv home on
December 13.

After interviewing her friends

and family, scouring clubs, pubs,

and other sites Adi frequented, as

well as following up on informa-

tion from the public, police still

have no leads on her whereabouts.

Internal Security Minister Avigdor
Kahalani said yesterday.

At a meeting with Adi r
s parents

- Betty and Yossi Ya'acobi -
Kahalani said he would ensure

that police do everything possible

to fmd the teenager and “would
not rest until light is shed on the

mystery.”

A tearful Betty Ya'acobi pleaded
with the public, via the press, yes-
terday to do everything possible to

help her find her missing daughter.

“Anyone who saw her on
December 13. near Dizengoff
Center, please get in touch with
us.” she said.

Adi was last seen on Tel Aviv’s
Sheinkin Street on the afternoon
of her disappearance. She had left

home after lunch and was on her

Adi Ya’acobi

way to visit a friend in Netanya.
She had told friends she would
hitch a ride there.

Adi is 1.65 meters tall. slim, has
short brown hair and brown eyes,

wears glasses and has a pierced

upper tip. Anyone with informa-
tion is. asked ' to phone the

Hayarkon youth officer Shlomit
Hirtzberg at (03)-564-4226 or
(03>564-42I9.

DELHI
intersections. “India welcomes
Israel's president,” the greetings

below read.

Today Weizman will hold talks

with India’s top leaders, following

the official welcoming ceremony
at the presidential palace.

President Shankar Dayal Sharma
will host a state banquet.

The Times of India, the leading

local newspaper, devoted its edito-

rial yesterday to the visit.

Tonight Prime Minister H.D.
Deve Gowda will give a luncheon

in Weizman’s honor.
Meanwhile, Weizman revealed

last night that the presidential

palace where be is staying - for-

merly the viceroy’s residence -

was designed by his niece’s father-

in-law, Sir Edward Lathiens, in die

thirties.

The Indians are clearly going all

out to extend a warm welcome.
“The visit is die formal seal to

Indian-Israeli relations which are

now utterly normal.” Shankar
Menon. India's ambassador to

Israel, who is accompanying
Weizman, said.

Late last night, Khalap was due
to meet with Weizman’s bureau

chief, Arye Shumer, to discuss the

fate of six young Israelis being

held in Indian jails on drug
charges. Weizman reportedly

would like to secure their release

on humanitarian grounds. The
meeting was arranged by Menon.

WEATHERJJ
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Driver Yosef Shamishi places the No. 100 sign above bis window before allowing Tel Aviv passengers to board ***

vice Egged bus bound for Cairo yesterday.
<n“*

Last Egged bus leaves for Cairo
TRANSPORT Minister Yitzhak Levy yesterday

began a frenzied effort to save the bus route to

Cairo, but Egged, which sent what was to have

been its last bus yesterday, said that Levy’s

efforts are misdirected and late.

According to an agreement between Israel and

Egypt, each has the option of choosing a compa-
ny to run a bus route between the two countries.

In a tender five years ago. Egged wan the Israeli

concession, while an Egyptian company. East

Delta, holds the Egyptian rights to the route.

When the route was initiated, it was highly

profitable, with large numbers of Israelis who

HAIM SHAPIRO

wanted to travel to Egypt In recent years, how-
ever; there have been fewer and fewer passen-

gers. According to Egged spokesman Ron
Ratner

. die company loses NIS 3,000 oo every

run. As a result. Egged notified the Transport

Ministry arid East Delta of its intentions to stop

the route at the end of the year.

According to Levy's media adviser Yitzhak

Rath, the announcement by Egged is simply a

ploy to increase foe subsidy paid to it by the gov-

ernment. Rath said the route to Egypt is one of

the many covered under the subsidy agreement

between foe bus cooperative and the govern-

ment He added Levy has asked Egged to give

the ministry a list of its money-tosmg routes,

which the ministry would then consider transfer-

ring to another operator:

Rath said Levy asked for an urgent meeting

between representatives of the Transport

Ministry, the Foreign Ministry and the

Supervisor ofRoad Transport. The object of the

meeting would be to find some way of retaining

the route by Sunday, when the service is sched-

uled to be discontinued-

Supreme Court upholds Ganot’s acquittal
THE Supreme Court yesterday
upheld the acquittal of former
northern district police chief
Cmdr. Ya’acov Ganot, on charges
of bribe-taking, fraud, breach of
trust and abusing his position.

Ganot was indicted in the

Nazareth District Court for having
allegedly taken bribes from a
local contractor. Subhi Tanos.
According to the indictment,

Tanos gave Ganot several favors

over the years, such as painting

his house for a fraction ofthe 'nor-

mal cost and throwing an expen-
sive party in honor of his appoint-

ment as district police chief. In

exchange, the indictment said.

Ganot persuaded a subordinate

not to run for a position on
Nazareth’s Greek Orthodox exec-
utive committee, thereby leaving

the field clear for Tanos’s brother;

and interfered in an investigation

against Tanos by preventing his

arrest and later getting the file

against him closed.

The district court ruled that all

these favors were of the type

which is normal between friends,

and therefore there was no crimi-

nal intent involved. The state then
appealed this ruling.

Justices Eliezer Goldberg,
Ya’acov Kedmi and Yitzhak
Zamir agreed with the state that

EVELYN GORDON

the two men’s friendship was not

a disinterested relationship: Tanos
wanted Ganot’s services, and
Ganot did not hesitate to supply
them. Thus foe district coart’s
first reason could not stand up,

they said. However, they contin-

ued, foe lower court also said

there was insufficient evidence to

prove that Tanos actually did
Ganot any financial favors, and
this was enough to justify an
acquittaL

The state also appealed Ganot’s

acquittal on charges of abusing

his position by making a subordi-

nate do personal work for his fam-
ily, such as chauffearing his wife

and watching his children. The
lower court had said this crime

only refers to abuse of one’s posi-

tion vis-a-vis the public, rather

than vis-a-vis a subordinate.

Forecast: Party doucty with local ,
showers in the central and northern

£
regions.

Winning cards ;

IN yesterday’s daily Chance dra

ing, foe winning cards were :

nine of spades, the acc of hex
tile seven of diamonds and i

nine of clubs.
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Pinhasi indicted Man gets life

for campaign fraud for strangling
r ® wifeRAINE MARCUS

m
SHAS MK Raphael Pinhasi was
indicted in Tel Aviv Magistrate’s
Court yesterday on charges of
falsely listing ledgers, attempted
fraud, false declarations and con-
spiracy to commit a crime.
Yehezkiel Eshayak and Shmuei
David also were indicted on these
charges, which relate to the 1988
genera! elections and the 1989
local council elections.

At foe time, Pinhasi. whose
immunity was wily recently lifted

by the present government, was the

Shas treasurer and the party’s

finance committee chairman. He
managed all Shas accounts, accord-

ing to the charge sheet. Eshayak
was the party secretary-general,

while David was an intermediary
between Shas and its accountants.
The first charge relates to pay-

ments made to Shas workers dur-

ing the general elections and tax

evasion. Pinhasi is accused of list-

ing false expenses and payments to

workers in order to mislead the
State Comptroller.
The second count also relates to

Shas workers’ payments during the
1989 local council elections.
Workers’ payments were cot listed

in Shad account books, allegedly to

avoid paying taxes.

Mordechai accepts
Shahor’s resignation

DEFENSE Minister Yitzhak Mordechai accepted Maj.-Gen. Oren
Shahor’s resignation as the coordinator for government activities in ihe

territories yesterday, after Mordechai’s attempt to dissuade him failed.

“I appreciate and value the desire expressed for me to continue to

serve in foe IDF, but under the circumstances I decided of my own free

will - amidst worry over the future of foe IDF and foe peace process

were I to be a central player- to request the defense minister to grant my
request and discharge me from the IDF,” reads the letter Shahor submit-
ted to Mordechai last week after 32 years of IDF service.

Mordechai voiced his sorrow over Shahor’s resignation.

Prime Minister Bmyamin Netanyahu suspended Shahor on November
1. after Shahor briefed opposition leader Shimon Peres on foe peace
talks without getting clearance to do so. fltim)

A LOD man was sentenced to life

imprisonment yesterday by the Tel

Aviv District Court for strangling

his wife to death on her birthday.

Alexander Elyabayev was sen-

tenced for the March 26 slaying of

his wife. Yulia. The couple had
immigrated here in 1995 and were
living in a Lod immigrants hostel

with Yulia’s daughter when their

marriage began to break up over

Yulia's desire to buy an apartment
Her husband, who opposed the

move, cleared out theirjoint bank
account and took his wife’s pass-

port and other documents, saying

he would return them if she can-

celled divorce proceedings.

Elyabayev, who is not Jewish,

feared a divorce would end in his

losing all his rights here.

He was found wandering
around the Lod police station on
the night of March 26, and told

police: “I have a dead wife at

home
”

According to the indictment,
after seeing his wife emerge from
a car with anotherman that day, he
first bought her flowers for her

birthday and celebrated it with her
and her daughter, had sex with his
wife, and then confronted her
about the other man, accusing her
of prostitution. When she went to

bed, be strangled her. (Itim)
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Where are the world's most
attractive capital markets?

Magen David Adorn workers resume sanctions

Ifyou ore aforeign resident lookingfor an

investment opportunity, that is probably the

most important question on your mind.

Psagot, oneofbrad's leadingfood iranagement

fim,ksmanswerfory(nLOurrmPsagot

Globe Fund, created exclusivelyforforeign

residents, is a globalfondMdi selects those

investments capable ofcapitalizing on the

changing conditions in the world's capital

markets.

Psagot Globe -

H/fflt you considered Israel ? Interested infurther details? Please complete

Presently, Psagot market analysts believe that
thempon below and send to:

Israel is a partiadary interestingfood point

for investments. '«rirtE^!u«l!il
tlalFun<iM3na

£ers IB HzrketingDep-14NadiiiiaiiSLTyAsirlsi^fcC?a4 *
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PsffPlrf S fund maflnopn: inrflmh fboLnXv.'. i I ?

expensew worewaim your owestmentsto ,

the world's most attractive markets. \
AddresE

Psagot Globe is entitled to invest up to 75%

iimv eirnri

new mutual funfl for
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